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Pre-Socratic Thought in Sophoclean Tragedy
Abstract
This dissertation investigates the relationship between the plays of Sophocles and the philosophy of the
pre-Socratics. The question considered is whether or not Sophocles' tragedies were influenced by preSocratic thought in distinction from Sophistic thought. Scholars generally have recognized the impact of
the Sophists on Sophoclean tragedy and determined it to be evidence of Sophocles' primarily negative
dramatic treatment of so-called 'Enlightenment' thought of the 5th century B.C.E. This study determines
the presence of pre-Socratic thought in the tragedies of Sophocles and views its influence as a primarily
positive instance of 5th century 'Enlightenment' thought in these plays, in contrast to the general depiction
of Sophistic thought. Three works of Sophocles' extant plays are examined in separate chapters. A
chapter on Sophocles' Philoctetes elucidates traces of the philosophy of Heraclitus in this tragedy.
Sophocles deploys certain Heraclitean images in the character portrayal of Philoctetes, whose moral
outlook contrasts with the Sophistic vision of Odysseus. A second chapter, on the Trachiniae, argues that
this tragedy recalls the philosophy of Heraclitus, as well as 'Enlightenment' thought of the Ionian scientific
tradition in general. This evidence is significant to the construction of the various images, themes, and
character portrayals in this tragedy. Lastly, in a third chapter, on the Antigone, the pre-Socratic views of
Heraclitus, Xenophanes, and Anaximander, as well as ideas of the pre-Socratics in general, are
instrumental in defining the character of Antigone, who adheres to a pre-Socratic vision of nature, law, and
justice, and conflicts with Creon, who embraces the Sophistic praise of man's conquest of nature and the
severance of nature from law, justice, and the gods. Two opposing philosophical systems, pre-Socratic
philosophy (which also ultimately defines the views of Haemon and Teiresias) and the ideas of the
Sophists, are essential to defining the conflict between the characters in the Antigone. This dissertation
concludes that pre-Socratic philosophy influences the creation of Sophocles' plays, both thematically and
with respect to character portrayal; and that Sophocles' dramatic representation of pre-Socratic thought
serves as an example of his positive reception of 'Enlightenment' thought.
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ABSTRACT

PRE-SOCRATIC THOUGHT IN SOPHOCLEAN TRAGEDY
Meggan Jennell Arp

Sheila Mumaghan

This dissertation investigates the relationship between the plays of Sophocles and the
philosophy of the pre-Socratics. The question considered is whether or not Sophocles’
tragedies were influenced by pre-Socratic thought in distinction from Sophistic thought.
Scholars generally have recognized the impact of the Sophists on Sophoclean tragedy and
determined it to be evidence of Sophocles’ primarily negative dramatic treatment of so-called
‘Enlightenment’ thought of the 5th century B.C.E. This study determines the presence of preSocratic thought in the tragedies of Sophocles and views its influence as a primarily positive
instance of 5th century ‘Enlightenment’ thought in these plays, in contrast to the general
depiction of Sophistic thought. Three works of Sophocles’ extant plays are examined in
separate chapters. A chapter on Sophocles’ Philoctetes elucidates traces of the philosophy of
Heraclitus in this tragedy. Sophocles deploys certain Heraclitean images in the character
portrayal of Philoctetes, whose moral outlook contrasts with the Sophistic vision of Odysseus.
A second chapter, on the Trachiniae, argues that this tragedy recalls the philosophy of
Heraclitus, as well as ‘Enlightenment’ thought of the Ionian scientific tradition in general.
This evidence is significant to the construction of the various images, themes, and character
portrayals in this tragedy. Lastly, in a third chapter, on the Antigone, the pre-Socratic views of
Heraclitus, Xenophanes, and Anaximander, as well as ideas of the pre-Socratics in general, are
vi
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instrumental in defining the character of Antigone, who adheres to a pre-Socratic vision of
nature, law, and justice, and conflicts with Creon, who embraces the Sophistic praise of man’s
conquest of nature and the severance of nature from law, justice, and the gods. Two opposing
philosophical systems, pre-Socratic philosophy (which also ultimately defines the views of
Haemon and Teiresias) and the ideas of the Sophists, are essential to defining the conflict
between the characters in the Antigone. This dissertation concludes that pre-Socratic
philosophy influences the creation of Sophocles’ plays, both thematically and with respect to
character portrayal; and that Sophocles’ dramatic representation of pre-Socratic thought serves
as an example of his positive reception of ‘Enlightenment’ thought.
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Introduction
My dissertation investigates the influence of the pre-Socratic philosophers on
Sophoclean tragedy. While scholars traditionally have acknowledged the presence of
Sophistic thought in the plays of Sophocles, they have failed to recognize in these tragedies
images and concepts that are drawn from the pre-Socratic thinkers, Anaximander,
Xenophanes, and Heraclitus. This investigation will demonstrate that Sophocles was
influenced by the philosophy of the pre-Socratics, which shaped the intellectual and
philosophical climate of the 5th century B.C.E, as well as by the ideas of the Sophists, thus
providing a more complete picture of the intellectual and cultural milieu influencing the
creation of these plays. This philosophical facet of Sophoclean tragedy, in turn, will offer
insight into the nature of Sophocles’ relationship to these early Greek thinkers who were the
impetus behind the so-called ‘Enlightenment’ of the 5th century B.C.E. that was further
developed by the Sophists. As a result, this dissertation will contribute to the perennial debate
concerning Sophocles’ dramatic treatment of Sophistic and ‘Enlightenment’ thought in
general. I will show that Sophocles was far more receptive to pre-Socratic thought than has
been recognized and, consequently, revise traditional scholarly views of Sophocles’ dramatic
treatment of Enlightenment thought. Finally, this study will contribute to recent scholarly
developments in the field of pre-Socratic philosophy by proving that the legacy of the preSocratics extends beyond the sphere of natural philosophy into Greek tragedy.
Ancient and modem scholars have duly acknowledged the vast philosophical legacy
of the pre-Socratic philosophers. In the Phaedo (96 a ff.) the Platonic Socrates attests to the
influence of these early Greek philosophers (particularly, Anaxagoras) on his own early
intellectual development; this account provides evidence of the recognition of pre-Socratic
1
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philosophical achievement even in antiquity. In modem times, scholarship has focused on
pre-Socratic interest in the origins and material principles of the cosmos and on the intellectual
developments of these early Greek thinkers in the realm of natural philosophy. Recently,
however, A.A. Long has shifted scholarly attention from the accomplishments of the preSocratics in the field of natural philosophy to their achievements and interest in a variety of
fields - from ethics to theology, psychology, logic, literary criticism, and even human
evolution.1 Long’s study reveals that the pre-Socratics endeavored to provide a universal
account of all things, not only of nature itself. I will contribute to his insights by elucidating
the pervasive impact of pre-Socratic thought on Sophoclean tragedy.
The legacy and influence of pre-Socratic thought in Greek literature has received little
scholarly attention. Only one study, a dissertation by Wolfgang Rosier, has been conducted on
the subject of pre-Socratic thought in Greek tragedy.2 This work explores the possible
influence of the pre-Socratic thinkers on the tragedies of Aeschylus. Rosier finds traces of
pre-Socratic influence in two primary areas in the later tragedies of Aeschylus, particularly in
the Suppliants: first, in the tragedian’s new intellectualized conception of divinity, which is
stimulated by the ideas of Xenophanes; secondly, in the areas of science and medicine, where
Anaxagoras serves as the source of new insights for Aeschylus. Rosier’s conclusions
challenge the conventional view of Aeschylus sketched by Aristophanes in the Frogs. In this
play, Aeschylus is depicted as a traditionalist who is resistant to new intellectual ideas. Rosier
asserts that Aeschylus reconciles many of the new intellectual trends represented by the preSocratics with the traditional conception of divinity in his tragedies and embraces the new
1 A.A. Long, ‘T he Scope of Greek Philosophy,” Cambridge Companion to Early Greek Philosophy
(Cambridge, 1999).
2 W. Rdsler, Reflexe vorsokratischen Denkens bei Aischylos (Verlag Anton Hain-Meisenheim am Gian,
1970).
2
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intellectual movement. Aeschylus, like Pindar, belonged to the intellectual elite and faced the
new rationalistic ideas of the pre-Socratics with unprejudiced openness.
There is no comparable scholarship on the influence of the pre-Socratic philosophers
on Sophocles. This study is an attempt to fill that gap. Like the tragedies of Aeschylus, the
plays of Sophocles, indeed, were influenced by pre-Socratic philosophy. Like Aeschylus,
Sophocles depicts pre-Socratic thought as compatible with traditional religion. In spite of
these similarities, however, the frequency of pre-Socratic allusion is much greater and the
range of pre-Socratic allusion is much more extensive in Sophocles than in Aeschylus.
Additionally, although Sophocles ultimately reconciles pre-Socratic thought with traditional
religion, he sometimes portrays pre-Socratic thought as a potential philosophical foil to the
gods of traditional religion, as in the Philoctetes. Sophocles’ depiction of pre-Socratic thought
and its relationship to traditional religion is more nuanced and complicated than that of
Aeschylus, probably because Sophocles was more interested in challenging traditional religion
than Aeschylus. Finally, although pre-Socratic thought impacts the tragedies of both
Aeschylus and Sophocles, there are discrepancies between the particular pre-Socratic ideas
and the particular pre-Socratic philosophers influencing the creation of their plays. Rosier
shows that Xenophanes was the predominant source of influence in the tragedies of
Aeschylus. Sophocles, too, was influenced by Xenophanes, as well as by Anaximander,
Heraclitus, and ‘Enlightenment’ thought in general; yet, I will demonstrate that the influence
of Heraclitus is the most prominent source of influence on Sophoclean tragedy; and that
particular plays of Sophocles, i.e., the Philoctetes, the Trachiniae, and the Antigone, contain
more pre-Socratic ideas than other Sophoclean tragedies.

3
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The methodological problem of ‘influence’ and ‘allusion’ is one that we will
encounter throughout this study. The problem of determining when a correspondence
between two literary texts can be traced back to an intentional borrowing has plagued the
field of philology interminably.3 The scale of comparability between two pieces of
literature extends from the similarity of a word or phrase to a common Weltanschauung.4
Because of their limited range, words or phrases are very difficult to use as evidence for
an intentional borrowing; a commonality of words or phrases may be due to the general
intellectual climate of the times rather than an intentional borrowing. As a result, the
word allusion should not be used too freely. However, if a word allusion occurs in
conjunction with several other word allusions and a common Weltanschauung in a single
text of tragedy, and if the chronology of the tragedian and the philosopher allow for the
possibility of influence, it is reasonable to speak of direct influence of pre-Socratic
thought on tragedy.5 As we will see, the chronology of the pre-Socratic philosophers and
of Sophocles allows for the possibility of influence; further, the spread of pre-Socratic
thought would have enabled Sophocles to have come into contact with the ideas of these
early Greek philosophers. Consequently, the confluence of a series of word allusions and
a commonality of Weltanschauung make it possible and probable to refer to the
tragedian’s direct influence by pre-Socratic ideas.

3 W. ROsler, Reflexe vorsokratischen Denkens bei Aischylos (Verlag Anton Hain-Meisenheim am Gian,
1970). The issue of allusion has been the subject of much scholarship particularly in the field of Latin
Poetry. Cf. S. Hinds, Allusion and Intertext: Dynamics o f Appropriation in Roman Poetry (New York,
Cambridge University Press, 1998); J. Farrell, Vergil’s Georgies and the Traditions o f Ancient Epic: the
Art o f Allusion in Literary History (New York, Oxford University Press, 1991).
4 W. Rosier, Reflexe vorsokratischen Denkens bei Aischylos (Verlag Anton Hain-Meisenheim am Gian,
1970).
5 Ibid.
4
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Although certain instances of pre-Socratic allusion in Sophocles are direct and
explicit, in some cases, such as the use of XoyoQ in the Trachiniae, the nature of preSocratic influence on Sophoclean tragedy probably is due to a more indirect relationship;
that is, certain pre-Socratic ideas occur as more general reflections in Sophoclean
tragedy, rather than as direct allusions. Since pre-Socratic thought most certainly played
a significant role in the contemporary intellectual and cultural climate in which Sophocles
created his plays, these ideas would have been ‘in the air’ in this time period, and could
have affected the creation of Sophocles’ plays in a more general manner. My study,
therefore, will discuss both direct allusions, which we can imagine an audience would
have recognized as such, and more general reflections of pre-Socratic ideas that were ‘in
the air’ at this time.
My general purpose is to provide a more complete picture of this intellectual and
cultural background (which hitherto has been viewed as consisting primarily of Sophistic
thought) in which Sophocles was writing in order to understand the philosophical context
behind these tragedies. I will argue that Sophoclean tragedy has a rich, contemporary
intellectual context that is shaped by both Sophistic and pre-Socratic thought; and, as a
result, that Sophocles should be seen more overtly as a writer who is concerned with the
intellectual developments of ‘Enlightenment’ thought in general. While Sophocles
certainly was not a radical or zealous devotee to Enlightenment thought, he was certainly
more receptive to some of the new intellectual developments of the 5th century than has
been recognized.
My study arises from a historicist impulse to provide a more complete account of
the intellectual and cultural milieu impacting the creation of Sophoclean tragedy. This
5
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methodological approach is similar to that of R. Thomas in Herodotus in Context:
Ethnography, Science, and the Art o f Persuasion.6 Thomas’ study explores the “much
neglected contemporary connotations and context of the Histories, looking at them as
part of the intellectual climate of his time.” Thomas views the Histories essentially “as a
product of the late fifth-century world of the natural scientists, medical writers and the
sophists.”7 Thomas demonstrates that Herodotus’ ethnography, geography and accounts
of natural wonders, and his methods of argument and persuasion reflect the contemporary
intellectual climate influenced by the Enlightenment thinkers of the 5th century B.C.E.
As Thomas asserts with respect to Herodotus, I argue that Sophocles’ plays were
impacted by the contemporary intellectual climate influenced by the Enlightenment
thinkers of the S^century B.C.E., of which the pre-Socratics were an essential part.
The chronology of Anaximander, Xenophanes, and Heraclitus overlaps with that
of the tragedians and allows for the possibility of pre-Socratic influence on Sophocles.
Anaximander is the oldest of these three early Greek thinkers.8 According to the
chronographer Apollodorus, Anaximander was sixty-four in 547/6 B.C.E. and died ‘soon
afterwards’ in the next year, in which the capture of Sardis occurred (546/5). Evidence
from Diogenes Laertius and Heraclitus suggests that Xenophanes was bom ca. 570
B.C.E. and lived to ca. 475 B.C.E.9 The date of Heraclitus is fixed by a synchronism
with the reign of Darius, 521 to 487; and his traditional acme is identified as the 69th

6 R. Thomas, Herodotus in Context: Ethnography, Science and the Art o f Persuasion (Cambridge, 2000),
p.2.
’ ibid.
8 Cf. G.S. Kirk and J.E. Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers: A Critical History with a Selection o f Texts
(Cambridge, 1957), pp. 100-101, for discussion of the dating of Anaximander.
9 Cf. Ibid., pp. 163-164 for discussion on the dating of Xenophanes.

6
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Olympiad, 504-501.10 He would have been a contemporary of Aeschylus (525 B.C.E.456/55), two generations older than Sophocles (495-405 B.C.E.), and three generations
older than Euripides (485/4-406 B.C.E.). Since Anaximander, Xenophanes, and
Heraclitus all were elder contemporaries of Sophocles, it is chronologically possible for
pre-Socratic thought to have influenced Sophocles.
Is it likely that pre-Socratic thought had an effect on Sophoclean tragedy? The
stylistic impact of Heraclitus is well-documented in fifth-century literature. The extant
fragments of Democritus contain several echoes of statements made by Heraclitus, as
does the Hippocratic treatise, De Victu, which also is probably from this period.11
Consequently, it is reasonable to assume the possibility of Heraclitean influence on Attic
literature at least by the latter half of the fifth-century. Since Greek tragedy, which was
produced and performed for the City Dionysia, was a mainstream literary medium of
Athenian civic, political, and religious sentiment, it is likely that this popular genre of
literature was impacted by the same intellectual trends influencing contemporary thinkers
such as Democritus.
The influence of Ionian philosophy on other 5th century literature, particularly on
the Histories of Herodotus, who was Sophocles’ close friend and contemporary, is
generally accepted by scholars as well. K. Raaflaub points out Herodotus’ debt to the
influence of Ionian philosophy in his contribution to Brill's Companion to Herodotus}2
A. Lloyd suggests that “the Histories are Heraclitean, in that the Greeks and barbarians

10 C. Kahn, The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1979), p. xv.
11 C. Kahn, The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1979), p. 4.
12 K. Raaflaub, Brill's Companion to Herodotus (Leiden, Boston; Brill, 2002).
7
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are warring opposites attempting to attain equilibrium”;13 and in that they are partly about
“historical manifestations of the cosmic Tto^Epoc to maintain order”.14 Most recently, V.
Provencal argues that “among possible Ionian influences [on Herodotus], most critical
might be that of Heraclitus, for whom ‘all human laws (nomoi) are sustained by one
divine law’ (fr. 114)”.15 Provencal asserts that Herodotus “stands as holding to the
original position of Heraclitus in which the plurality of human nomoi are grounded in a
single universal divine nomos...”16 Scholars therefore generally agree that Ionian
philosophy and Heraclitean thought in particular influenced Herodotus’ Histories and,
consequently, that the Ionian tradition was well-known in 5th century Athens.
When and how did the spread of natural philosophy to Athens occur? The mobile
nature of the early Greek thinkers and of Sophocles himself, in all likelihood, facilitated
the dissemination of pre-Socratic ideas to Athens. In the Epidemiai, Ion of Chios records
visits of Athenian generals, including Sophocles, to the island of Chios.17 Sophocles may
have come into direct contact with pre-Socratic ideas in his travels to this Ionian location.
Many of the natural philosophers of the later fifth century, who were the heirs of the preSocratic tradition, also traveled extensively and visited Athens. Xenophanes, bom and
brought up in the Ionian colony, Colophon, was compelled to leave Ionia as a young man
due to the Medes’ capture of Colophon (546/5 B.C.E.). From this point, he lived a
nomadic existence, wandering to Sicily and around Greece, and certainly contributed to

13 A. Lloyd, “Herodotus on Egyptians and Libyans "Herodote et les peoples non-Grecs, Fondation Hardt,
XXXV (Geneva, 1990), pp. 243-4.
14 Ibid., p. 244.
15 V. Provencal, “Heraclitean Influence on Herodotean Nomos [abstract].” In: American Philological
Association 137th Annual Meeting; 2006 January 3-8; Montreal, Canada.
16 Ibid.
17 Athen. 13.603e-604d (=FGrH 392, F6).
8
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the spread of Ionian thought.18 Anaxagoras (c. 500 B.C.E. - c.428 B.C.E.) came to Athens
in 480 B.C.E., and is said by ancient commentators to have been one of Euripides’
teachers (along with the Sophists, Prodicus and Protagoras). It is both possible and
highly probable that Anaxagoras facilitated the spread of pre-Socratic ideas to Athens.
The Ionian and Eleatic traditions of natural philosophy most likely spread to
Athens at least by the time of Gorgias’ visit to Athens in 427 B.C.E. Gorgias is said to
have been a pupil of the Eleatic philosopher, Empedocles, who was influenced by the
Ionian tradition of natural philosophy as well as by the philosophy of Parmenides.19 The
work, riepi xou (if) ovtos rj 7iep\ cpuoecos, On Not-being, or On Nature, attests to this
bifurcated tradition of influence on Gorgias: the title alludes explicitly to Parmenides,
who denies the existence of ‘Not-being’, and to Empedocles, whose treatise (like the
writings of other Ionian and Milesian natural philosophers) is entitled Ilepi d>uaetos.
Gorgias’ arrival in Athens provides a definitive end date at which point the dissemination
of the pre-Socratic tradition to Athens most certainly would have occurred.
Critics generally have acknowledged the influence of the Sophists on the plays of
Sophocles. In the 20th century, Nestle establishes the traditional scholarly view of the
nature of Sophistic influence on Sophoclean tragedy: he asserts that Sophocles’ response
to the Sophists was fundamentally hostile.20 E.R. Dodds characterizes Sophocles as “the
last great exponent of the Archaic world-view,”21 that is shattered by the rise of the

18 G.S. Kirk and J.E. Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers: A Critical History with a Selection o f Texts
(Cambridge, 1957), pp. 163-164.
19 Satyrus (A 3).
20 W. Nestle, “Sophocles and die Sophistik,’’ CP 5 (1910) 129-157.
21 E.R.Dodds, Greeks and the Irrational, (Berkeley, 1951), p. 49.
9
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Sophistic movement. Hence scholars of the 20th c. have envisioned Sophocles as a relic
of the Archaic age and as an adversary to the Sophistic movement.
P. Rose, however, has paved the way in recent scholarship for acknowledgement
of the positive treatment of Sophistic thought in Sophocles' Philoctetes, specifically with
respect to the Sophists’ three-stage anthropological scheme.22 He argues that Sophocles
follows this scheme in the depiction of Philoctetes’ struggle for survival in complete
isolation on Lemnos with fire and his bow, in the formation of a social compact through
his bonds of tpiXia with Neoptolemus, and finally, in the marooned hero’s reintegration
into society.
Although I agree with Rose’s assertion that Sophocles represents certain Sophistic
ideas in a positive manner, as evidenced by the three-stage anthropological scheme in the
Philoctetes, Rose’s classification of the early pre-Socratic philosophers along with the
Sophists of the middle to late 5th c. B.C.E. obscures and omits the profound influence of
the particular pre-Socratic philosopher, Heraclitus, on this tragedy. Furthermore, this
identification of the pre-Socratics as ‘Sophists’ blurs recognition of the impact of preSocratic thought - distinctly from Sophistic thought - on Sophocles’ other plays in
general. This will raise questions concerning Sophocles’ treatment of pre-Socratic views
in his tragedies: First, what effect does the use of pre-Socratic thought in the tragedies of
Sophocles have on the content of these plays? Second, does the treatment of pre-Socratic
thought in Sophoclean tragedy differ from the treatment of Sophistic thought? Is the
treatment positive or negative? If negative, was Sophocles hostile to the penetration of
pre-Socratic views in Athenian society, as he is traditionally said to be towards the
22 P. W. Rose, “Sophocles’ Philoctetes and the Teachings of the Sophists,” HSPh 1976 LXXX: 49-105.
10
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Sophists? If positive, a view for which I ultimately will argue, why would Sophocles be
more receptive to the intellectual ideas of the pre-Socratics as opposed to those of the
Sophists? Finally, does Sophocles merely reproduce pre-Socratic ideas or does he put his
own mark on these philosophical concepts? Is the representation of pre-Socratic thought
in tragedy inherently distinctive from the expression of pre-Socratic ideas in
philosophical prose and verse due to the generic constraints of tragedy?
My position on Sophocles’ dramatic treatment of Sophistic ideas ultimately is
more nuanced than the views of Nestle, Dodds, and Rose on this subject. In dissent from
Nestle and Dodds, I will argue that Sophocles’ dramatic reception of so-called
‘Enlightenment’ thought in general is not entirely negative, as his positive dramatic
treatment of pre-Socratic thought makes evident. Although Sophocles does treat the
Sophistic anthropological scheme positively, as Rose argues, I will conclude that
Sophocles presents the Sophistic views of XoyoQ, vopoc and cpomc, justice and the gods
in a negative light, particularly in the cases of Odysseus and Creon.
In Chapter 1,1 will show that the role of fire and the image of the bow in Sophocles’
Philoctetes recall the philosophy of Heraclitus; the concepts of 5ucr|, fayyoQ and (pome in this
tragedy are reminiscent of these notions, which are essential to the philosophy of Heraclitus,
as are the themes of flux, exile and the folly of mankind, and the notion of ‘cosmic sympathy’.
In addition, Sophocles employs the philosophy of Heraclitus to sketch Philoctetes’ moral and
spiritual framework. Philoctetes, who initially scorns the Olympian gods of traditional
religion in his disillusionment, embraces a moral outlook that is reminiscent of the philosophy
of Heraclitus. In contrast, Sophocles utilizes the ideas of the Sophists in his depiction of the
utilitarian, morally relativist system of Odysseus. Neoptolemus is depicted as struggling
11
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between adhering to the Sophistic tayyoc of Odysseus and the Heraclitean taSyoc of
Philoctetes. Fire and the bow thus have more significance for the character of Philoctetes than
their role in his primitive survival, as identified by P. Rose: they symbolize the Heraclitean
matrix that enables Philoctetes to survive. Finally, Sophocles reconciles Heraclitean thought
with the gods of traditional religion when Philoctetes’ faith in these divinities is restored at the
end of the play. Consequently, my conclusion will challenge the traditional view of Sophocles
as an adversary to Enlightenment thought in general.
In Chapter 2 ,1 will make evident the many images and themes in the Trachiniae that
are reminiscent of Heraclitean and so-called ‘Enlightenment’ thought in general. The Sun
symbolism, the element of fire, the flux of time and its cyclical nature, the dyoiv, and the
tension between opposites recall the philosophy of Heraclitus. The themes of youth and old
age, health and sickness, divine and human, are reminiscent of the Heraclitean principle of the
unity of opposites. In addition, I will argue that the notions of IxrfOQ, loropia and cpdrnc,
and the intersection of prophecy and the Xoyoc are suggestive of so-called ‘Enlightenment’
thought of the Ionian scientific tradition in general. These insights into the intellectual climate
influencing the creation of Sophocles’ Trachiniae provide a conceptual tool for interpreting
the plethora of images and themes that have often led scholars to dismiss this play as one of
the weakest and most nebulous of Sophocles’ plays.
In Chapter 3 ,1 argue that Sophocles employs certain pre-Socratic ideas in general in
the depiction of the character Antigone. The multiple references to cognates of (pome and
vopoe and the juxtaposition of the two concepts aid in defining the conflict between
Antigone, who figures as an ardent adherent to the pre-Socratic vision of nature, law, and
justice, and Creon, who clashes with these views in his acceptance of the Sophistic praise of
12
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man’s conquest of nature and the severance of nature from law, justice, and the gods. In
addition, other pre-Socratic notions, such as the Anaximanderan notion of retributive Justice
and Necessity and the Heraclitean doctrine of the unity of all things, are reflected in the views
held primarily by Antigone, as well as by Haemon and Teiresias. As a result, the two
contrasting philosophical systems of the pre-Socratics and of the Sophists aid in defining the
conflict between the characters in the Antigone.
Through this study of the reflection of pre-Socratic thought in Sophoclean
tragedy, I will show that the legacy of the pre-Socratic philosophers extends far beyond
the field of philosophy to the genre of Greek tragedy. An understanding of pre-Socratic
influence on the tragedies of Sophocles will broaden our appreciation of pre-Socratic
achievement and make evident a new philosophical aspect of the tragedies themselves.
Furthermore, this examination will elucidate a more complete picture of the intellectual
and philosophical climate impacting the creation of Sophocles’ tragedies. We will see
that, in addition to Sophistic thought, the ideas of the pre-Socratics color the
philosophical background behind the creation of Sophocles’ plays. As a result, this study
will contribute to the perennial scholarly debate concerning Sophocles' attitude towards
the Sophists and the so-called ‘Enlightenment’ thinkers, and demonstrate that Sophocles
was more receptive to pre-Socratic thought than has been recognized.

13
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Chapter 1: The Influence of Heraclitus on Sophocles’ Philoctetes

In the Philoctetes, Sophocles introduces two major innovations to the traditional
myth of Philoctetes’ abandonment on the island of Lemnos: first, he portrays the isle of
Lemnos as dt(rri7tTCK; ouS’o’ucoupevri, “untrodden and uninhabited” (line 2); second,
Sophocles casts Neoptolemos as Odysseus’ instrument in the attempt to procure the bow
of Heracles, which has been revealed by prophesy as necessary for the destruction of
Troy along with the person of Philoctetes himself. Peter Rose argues that Sophocles’ two
mythical innovations “reflect a conscious attempt to juxtapose dramatically the three
stages in the sophistic analysis of society.”1 Rose identifies these three stages as
consisting of the primitive battle for survival, of the establishment of the social compact,
and, thirdly, of the contemporary battle in society in the realm of politics.2 Rose views
the first stage as dramatized by the presentation of Philoctetes’ battle for survival in
complete isolation on Lemnos, where he is aided only by his bow and the element of fire.
Rose finds the second stage of the social compact demonstrated through the bonds of
(piXia established between Philoctetes and Neoptolemus, and the third stage personified
by the character of Odysseus and through his educational role with Neoptolemus.3
According to Rose, the three stages of Sophistic anthropology profoundly affect
Sophocles’ structuring and development of the traditional myth of Philoctetes. The
manner in which Sophocles transforms the Sophistic ideas provides his audience with a
“passionate and highly personal affirmation of a reformed version of traditional

1 Peter Rose, “Sophocles’ Philoctetes and the teachings of the Sophists,” HSPh LXXX (1976): 49-105.
2 Ibid., pp. 56-57.
3 Ibid.
14
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aristocratic absolutism.”4 Rose offers an interpretation of Sophocles as engaging with
Sophistic ideas in a positive manner, thus diverging from the wholly negative
interpretation first posited by Nestle and later by Dodds.5
While Rose correctly recognizes the positive influence of Sophistic anthropology
on the characters of Philoctetes, Neoptolemus, and Odysseus, his application of the term
‘sophist’6 both to the pre-Socratic thinkers of the early 5th century and to those of the late
5th century B.C.E. is a generalization that wrongly blends two distinct sources of
influence in the Philoctetes. Through the classification of Philoctetes’ struggle for
survival as the primitive stage in Sophistic anthropology in general, Rose dilutes the
particular and profound influence of the pre-Socratic philosopher Heraclitus on
Philoctetes’ world vision. Although Sophistic thought indeed permeates the structuring
and development of the traditional myth, I will argue that Sophocles affiliates the
Sophistic thought of the late 5th century with the figure of Odysseus and the pre-Socratic
philosophy of Heraclitus with the character, Philoctetes. The playwright, in turn,
interweaves these two philosophical strands into an internal, psychological conflict
within the character of Neoptolemus.
In this chapter, I will demonstrate that Sophocles, in addition to his dramatic
innovations with the traditional mythic material, infuses the myth of the Philoctetes with
two philosophical undercurrents: the philosophy of Heraclitus and the contrasting views
of the Sophists. This study, consequently, both will respond to and modify recent
4 Ibid.
5 Cf. W. Nestle, “Sophokles und die Sophistik,” CP 5 (1910): 129-157; E.R. Dodds, Greek and the
Irrational (Berkeley, 1951), p. 49.
6 Cf. Peter Rose, "Sophocles’ Philoctetes and the teachings of the Sophists,” HSPh LXXX (1976): p. 50,
Footnote 6, where he states “Hereafter I will use “sophists” to refer to the whole group of relevant preSocratic thinkers.”
15
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scholarship on this subject that acknowledges the Sophistic influence on Sophocles’
Philoctetes, yet fails to discern the profound impact of Heraclitus on this tragedy.
The element of fire is part of the Heraclitean matrix underlying Philoctetes’
spiritual and moral survival: that is, fire becomes Philoctetes’ source of divinity and the
basis of his morality.7 By choosing the element of fire and the symbol of the bow,
Sophocles presents Philoctetes as espousing a system of ideas that are reminiscent of the
philosophy and 'koyoc of Heraclitus in Philoctetes’ initial rejection of the traditional
Olympian gods who appear to be exploited by the deceitful, Sophistic Xoyoc of
Odysseus. Sophocles thus concentrates the philosophy of Heraclitus within the figure of
Philoctetes and the views of the late 5th century Sophists in the character of Odysseus in
order to contrast their systems of morality. I will further argue that these opposing
philosophical visions make evident Sophocles’ negative treatment of the Sophistic use of
Xoyoc in argumentation in contrast to the Heraclitean XoyoQ* Via the opposing
philosophies of Philoctetes and Odysseus, Sophocles offers his audience a vision of his
own repudiation of the Sophists and an affirmation of Heraclitus. Moreover, I will

7 1 will suggest that Philoctetes upholds a system of morality in which there exists a definite notion of
justice and injustice; for, he views his only course of action as one in which just actions are pursued, both
as an ends and as a means. This contrasts with Odysseus who endorses the view that the moral value of an
action depends upon the outcome, thus being relative to the ends as opposed to the intrinsic value of the
means (Cf. Philoctetes, lines 79-85).
8 My view of Sophocles' response to the Sophists as hostile is partially compatible with those scholars
preceding Rose, such as Nestle (cf. W. Nestle, “Sophokles und die Sophistik,” CP 5 (1910): p. 134).
Although I agree that Sophocles’ reception and dramatic treatment of Sophistic thought is fundamentally
negative, I would argue that this is due to his disparagement of the late 5 century Sophistic deployment of
koy<x in the stereotypical manner of making the weaker argument the stronger and vice versa, as expressed
in Plato’s Apology and Gorgias, and as dramatized in Aristophanes’ Clouds. However, I concur with
Rose’s view of Sophocles’ positive reception and dramatic treatment of Sophistic anthropological ideas.
My stance in the scholarly debate of Sophocles' relationship to Sophistic thought is thus more nuanced than
the interpretation of previous scholars; for, I assert that the dramatic treatment of Sophistic anthropological
contributions are positive; yet Sophocles' dramatic rendering of the Sophistic use of Xoyoc, as illustrated
by the character of Odysseus in the Philoctetes, is negative. In the course of this chapter, we also will see
how Odysseus and Philoctetes possess differing conceptions of koyoc itself.
16
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demonstrate how Sophocles’ use of Heracles as the deus ex machina at the end of the
play serves to reconcile the traditional religion of the Olympian gods with the preSocratic vision of Heraclitus, as Philoctetes undergoes a spiritual transformation from
incredulity to trust in the divinities questioned at the beginning of the tragedy. Sophocles
therefore accomplishes the remarkable feat of connecting Heraclitean philosophy with the
Olympian gods of traditional religion. Once Philoctetes realizes that these divinities are,
in fact, concerned with his fate and that they aid in his rescue from Lemnos, his faith in
the traditional religion is gradually restored. With the image of fire, the fundamental
element in the Heraclitean cosmos, Sophocles thus allies the Heraclitean philosophical
tradition with the Olympian gods of traditional religion. Fire is the basis not only of
Philoctetes’ primal survival but also of his spiritual endurance; it also is the eventual
source of Philoctetes’ reaffirmation of traditional religion. Finally, after focusing on the
element of fire, I will illuminate the overall impact of Heraclitean thought on the tragedy
in general with a focus on the plethora of verbal and conceptual strands of Heraclitean
thought in Sophocles’ Philoctetes. The concepts of Xoyoc, 5i.K T|, and (pome, the
presence of the unity of opposites, the themes of cosmic sympathy and the criticism of
mankind, and even the image of Philoctetes’ bow itself will make evident the profound
influence of Heraclitus on this tragedy.
Before turning to the text of the Philoctetes, a brief synopsis of the major views
and fragments of Heraclitus is necessary for my argument. Ancient biographers and
historians of philosophy confirm that Heraclitus wrote one book; Diogenes Laertius

17
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reports that its title was Flepi O uoeodc, ‘On Nature.’9 In this book, it is clear that
Heraclitus envisions himself as having access to an important truth or Xoyoc about the
constitution of cpucxic (D .l):10
y i v o p e v t o v y a p 7td v x c i) v t c a t a x o v A .o y o v xov8 e d T r e i p o i c n v e o i K a c n ,
7t s i p o j p e v o i K a i etiecdv K a i e p y c o v xoiouxewv okouov eya>

SiTjyEupai Kara, cpucnv Siaipecov EKaoxov Kai cppa^wv okcdc ekei.

For although all things happen according to this Xdyoc, men are like the
un-tried, even when they experience such words and deeds as I set forth,
distinguishing each thing according to its tputnc and declaring how it is.11
We learn from another fragment that this A.oyoc is the principle positing a unifying
formula or proportionate method underlying all things:

ouk

epou aXXa xou Xdyoo

aK ouaavxac opoA.oyeTv aocpov ectxiv ev ttavxa Eivai, “Listening not to me but to

the XoyoQ, it is wise to agree that all things are one” (Fr. D. 50, Hippolytus Ref IX, 9).
The XoyoQ informs mortals that all things are constituted by a unifying element that, as
we know from Fragments 30 and 31, is fire:12
K oapov xov5e [xov au xov drrdvxcov] ouxe xis Oewv ouxe
dv0pco7uov enoir|CTev, aX k' i^v aei x a i eaxiv Kai ecrxaittup aei^w v, d7ixopevov pexpa Kai dnoapevvupE vov pexpa.

9 However, as G.S. Kirk and J.E. Raven state, since this title was regularly assigned to works by those
authors whom Aristotle and the Peripatetics call natural philosophers, this name cannot be regarded as
authentic in every case. But the important issue for our purposes is that Heraclitus is concerned with
<pumc, which, as we will see, is an important theme in the Philoctetes both with respect to Neoptolemus’
genealogy as son of Achilles and with respect to the Heraclitean notion of (pdaic that forms part of the
character’s internal psychological struggle with the Sophistic A.oyoc of Odysseus. (Cf. Kirk and Raven, The
Presocratic Philosophers (Cambridge, 1957))
101 will be referring to the fragments of Heraclitus with the Diels and Kranz system of classification.
11 My translations of Heraclitus throughout this dissertation are based on those in C. Kahn’s The Art and
Thought o f Heraclitus: An Edition o f the Fragments with Translation and Commentary (Cambridge, 1979).
12 Despite the difficulty in interpreting the meaning of the Xoyoc, as R.S. Kirk and J.E. Raven note, the
Xoyoc is probably conceived by Heraclitus as an actual constituent of things, and in many respects as co
extensive with the primary cosmic constituent of fire. (Cf. Kirk and Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers
(Cambridge, 1957))
18
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This world-order [the same for all] did none of the gods nor men
make, but it always was and is and shall be: an ever-living fire,
being kindled in measures and in measures going out. 13
The XoyoQ not only is accessible to Heraclitus himself, but also is common and shared by
all, although most are oblivious of this truth: xou Xdyou S’eovxoc £ovou ^oioumv ol
noXkoi toe i 6 iav exovxec (ppovr|criv. “Although the koyoQ is common/shared, most
men live as though they have a private understanding.”
Heraclitus claims that a balanced reaction between opposites upholds the cosmos
as exemplified by the back-stretched harmony of the bow and the lyre: ou ^uviacnv
OKtoe Siacpepopevov etouxtp opo^oyeer 7iaXivxpo7toe appoviri oKcoCT7tep xo^ou
K ai Xopqc. “They do not understand how being at variance it agrees with itself: it is a

backward-turning harmony, as that of the bow and lyre.” 14
The bow figures in another fragment of Heraclitus in addition to Fragment D. 51.
In Fragment D. 48, Heraclitus states: xtlp xo^tp ovopa pioc, epyov 8 e Gavaxoc. “The
name of the bow is life; its work is death.” Heraclitus draws on the etymology of the
bow and its function in order to illustrate his principle of the unity of opposites. On the
superficial level, the fragment presents a paradox between the old name for the bow,
Pioc, which, in its unaccented form, is identical to the ordinary word for life, pioc, and
the function of the instrument in hunting and war. 15 By equating the name of life with the
name of the bow, Heraclitus reconciles two opposites, namely, life and an instrument of
death, the bow. As Charles Kahn states, “the life-signifying name for the instrument of
death points to some reconciliation between the opponents, some fitting together as in the
13 Fr. D. 30, Clement Strom. V, 104,1. Cf. F i t . D. 31,90,64 for other references to fire as the primary
constituent in nature.
14 Fr. D. 51, Hippolytus Ref. IX, 9.
15 C. Kahn, The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1979), p.201.
19
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unity of Day and Night [in Fragment D. 57].”16 The bow, therefore, is an important image
within the Heraclitean framework of thought, as it illustrates his premise that the world
consists of a unity of opposites.
In Frr. D. 60, 61, 88, and 111, Heraclitus provides more examples of the principle
of the unity of opposites: vouaoc uyiEtqv £7ioir|<T£v r|8u tca't ayaGov, Xipoc Kopov,
Kapaxoc avd7iaucnv. “Disease makes health pleasant and good, hunger makes satiety
pleasant and good, and weariness, rest.” 17 Heraclitus here employs three pairs of
opposites consisting of a negative and positive term - disease and health, hunger and
satiety, weariness and rest - in order to illustrate that the pairs of opposites inform one
another, and thus comprise a unity of opposites. Since it is disease that makes health q8u
and ayaGov, hunger, satiety, and weariness, rest, it follows that without the apparently
negative term, the positive term would loose its value.18 Thus, the positive quality
essentially depends upon the existence of the negative quality.
In Fr. D. 88, Heraclitus again illustrates his doctrine of the unity of opposites, yet,
in this instance, with the images of the living and the dead, sleeping and the waking, and
the young and old: xauxo x’evi C/iov Kai xeGvqKoc Kai xo eypqyopoc Kai xo
KaGeubov Kai veov Kai y q p a io v “And as the same thing there exists in us: the living
and dead, the waking and sleeping, the young and old.”19 Here, as above, Heraclitus

16Ibid.
17Fr. D. I l l , Stobaeus Anth. Ill, I, 177.
18 Cf. C. Kahn The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1978) for his argument that this fragment
completes the thought expressed in D. 110, namely, avOpoJjioic yivecOai o K o a a GeXoucnv o u k
apeivov. “It is not better for human beings to get all they want,” which responds to and refutes the familiar
adage of Thales: ‘T he sweetest thing is to obtain what you desire.” Kahn argues that D. 110 and D.l 11
provide the point of connection between what has been called Heraclitus’ ethics, i.e., his view of human
folly and wisdom, and the doctrine of opposites.
19 Fr. D. 88, Cons. AdApoll. 10,106 E
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employs three pairs of apparently paradoxical states of human existence in order to reveal
their actual constitution of a unified complex.20
To Heraclitus, the cosmos is constituted by the balanced reaction between
opposites existing in a constant state of flux. The cosmic fire is constantly engaged in a
cyclical process o f change in which it is drcxopevov p exp a Kai d 7ioaP evvu p .£vov

p et p a .. .“kindled in measures, and in measures, going out.” 21 The doxographical
tradition assigns several fragments to Heraclitus in which the doctrine of flux is
illustrated by the now famous river image. The only genuinely Heraclitean river
fragment is preserved by Arius Didymus: 7toxapdi(yi adxdim v ep(kxivoucriv exepa
K ai exepa u 5 ax a eTtippei. “As they step into the same rivers, other and still other

waters flow upon them .” 22 This fragment entails a weaker version of the doctrine of flux
than the one posited as Heraclitean by both Plato and Plutarch:
^eyei Tiou'H pdK ^eixoc oxi rcdvxa xw p ei K ai o u 6ev pevei,
Kai rcoxapou porf d 7ieik a^ a)v x a o v x a ^eyei aic 5 ic e c xov a u x o v
7to x a p o v o u k a v epP ait|C .

Heraclitus somewhere says that all things are in process and nothing stays
still, and likening existing things to the stream of a river,
he says that you would not step twice into the same river.23
The genuine quotation implies a constancy of the form of the river in spite of the constant
flux of the substance, the exepa K ai exepa u 8 ax a. The Platonic quote and that of
Plutarch imply the constancy of change, both with respect to the form and substance of
the river, thus entailing a stronger statement of the doctrine of flux in which everything

20 It is important to note that by t o c u t o t ’ , Heraclitus does not identify the two opposing qualities as the
same, as Aristotle incorrectly accuses Heraclitus of doing; rather, Heraclitus implicitly asserts their co
dependence and constitution of the same complex in a unity of opposites.
21 D. 30, Clement, Stromateis V. 103.6
22 Cf. C. Kahn The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1978), pp. 166-168.
23 Plato, Cratylus 402 A.
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universally is in a constant state of change. Regardless of this debate concerning the
extent of Heraclitus’ doctrine of flux, the aspect of this doctrine that is important to this
chapter is that the general notion of flux itself is central to Heraclitus’ system of thought.
For the purposes of my argument, it is also necessary to remark upon Heraclitus’
view of divinity. In Fragment D. 67, Heraclitus asserts a relationship between god and a
number of pairs of opposites:
o G e o c T ip e p t) e u tp p o v T i, x e i p w v G e p o c , n o X e p o c e i p r j v r i ,
K o p o c A .ip o c . . . d A A o i o o x a i 8 e O K uxrT iep < r r u p > o r i d x a v
C T u p p iy fi 0 u ( O |i a a < n v o v o p a ^ e x a i K a 0 ’ f |6 o v f |v e k c ic t t o u .

God is day night, winter summer, war peace, satiety hunger;
he undergoes alteration in the way that <fire>, when it is mixed with
spices, is named according to the scent of each of them.

Since god is the primary constituent of every opposite, divinity assumes a similar role to
the primary constituent of nature, fire. God is the unity of opposites, the complex that
unites day and night, winter and summer, war and peace, satiety and hunger. Like fire,
god alternates between pairs of opposites, such that the only constancy is the property of
change itself that unifies opposites underlying the constitution of nature and the cosmos.
Now we must examine the morality and code of ethics intrinsic to Heraclitus’ philosophy.
In Fr. D. 112, Heraclitus defines the greatest virtue and wisdom, apexri psyicrrri Kai
CTOcpir|, as aaKppoveTv, thinking-well, which, in turn, is identified as “acting and
speaking what is true,” dA.Ti0£a AiyEiv Kai rcoiETv, perceiving things according to their
nature”: aoxppoveTv ap£xf| peyicrcr| Kai aocpiri, dXr|0Ea Xcyeiv Kai noiEw K ara
cpuCTiv ETtaiovxac. “Thinking well is the greatest virtue and wisdom: acting and
speaking what is true, perceiving things according to their nature.” Heraclitus here
22
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conjoins Aiyeiv with a>.T|0ea and thus associates aA.r|0ea with the Xoyoc. Heraclitus
also identifies aA.r|0ea A.eyeiv as apexri peyioxri Kai aocpirj, and again correlates the
XoyoQ with his system of morality and ethics. Conversely, those not “acting and
speaking what is true” are depicted as violating Heraclitus’ code of ethics. Hence those
who lie and peijure, i.e., those not acting and speaking in accordance with what is true,
do not possess apexi) peyioxri Kai aocpirj, and thus violate Heraclitus’ system of
morality, which is conjoined with aXr|0ea Xeysiv Kai tioieiv. Aikt| serves as the
enforcer of this system of morality in hunting out both the liars and peijurers among men
in the human sphere, and violations of pexpa in the natural sphere (Fr. D. 94): "HXioc
oux UTtepPijoexai pexpa- ei 8e prj/E pivuec piv Aikt|C emKOupoi e^Euprjaoocnv.
“The Sun will not transgress his measures. If he does, the Furies, ministers of Justice,
will find him out.”
Aikt| appears in a third fragment, Fr. D. 80, in an untraditional way: el6e[vai]
X P fi

xov 7toXepov eovxa ^uvov Kai 6ucr|v epiv Kai yivopeva Ttavxa Kax’epiv

Kai xpEwpeva. “It is necessary to realize that war is shared and Conflict is Justice, and
that all things come to pass in accord with Strife and Necessity.” Here, Heraclitus
implicitly criticizes and radically adapts the only extant fragment of Anaximander.24 In
Anaximander, the encroachment of opposites is described injustice (xijc dSuciac), thus
entailing that the punishment for this act is justice. Heraclitus reverses this sentiment in
his radical statement that 8 iktiv epiv, “strife is justice.” To Heraclitus, the entire

24 S im p lic iu s p re s e rv e s th e o n ly d ire c t q u o ta tio n o f A n a x im a n d e r th a t su rv iv e s in P hys. 2 4 , 17:
wv 5e q
YEvecric ectti toTc o u o t , K a t r |v < p 6 o p av e ’i c r a u r a y iv E trG ai ‘K a r a to
5 i5 o v a i y a p a u x a
8 ik t |v K a i x ic n v aX X riX oic tt} c a S iK ia c K a r a r r |v t o u x p o v o o T a x iv ,’...“ A n d th e so u rc e o f c o m in g to -b e fo r e x is tin g th in g s is th a t in to w h ich d e stru c tio n , to o , h a p p e n s,] ‘a c c o rd in g to n e c e ssity ; fo r th e y p ay
p en a lty a n d retrib u tio n to e a c h o th e r fo r th e ir in ju stic e a c c o rd in g to th e a ss e ssm e n t o f T im e .” '
23
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process of crime and punishment is viewed as Justice, which contrasts with
Anaximander’s notion of Justice, which consists only of the punishment, not the crime.
Heraclitus also universalizes the sentiment of Anaximander’s warring opposites in the
final clause of Fr. 8 , “all things happen according to Strife and Necessity.” And, since
Strife is Justice, it follows that all things happen according to Justice in the Heraclitean
matrix. Aucr| thus holds a prominent position as the enforcer of morality in both the
human and natural spheres: Aitcr| polices a system of morality in which human beings
pay the penalty for lying and peijuring and in which even nature itself must pay the
penalty for transgressions of its pexpa.
Now, let us examine Sophocles’ Philoctetes with the philosophy of Heraclitus in
mind. Rose argues that Sophocles’ presentation of Philoctetes’ battle for survival in utter
isolation from other human beings “primarily offer[s] an image of the human condition
which derives ultimately from the sophists’ speculations about the conditions of human
life in the primitive, pre-social conditions.” 25 This image of humanity reduced to the
primitive condition of survival is made evident by the prolific references in the play to
beasts, cave dwelling, rocks, harsh weather, the difficulties of obtaining food, and the
pathos of isolation.26 Among these many natural images, Rose points to fire as the
essential element in Philoctetes’ survival in the primitive stage of anthropological
existence. However, the over-generalization involved in identifying fire as “ultimately”
derived from the Sophists’ conception of the pre-social stage of man both adumbrates the
important role of fire and its various instantiations in the Philoctetes and also conceals the
influence of Heraclitus.
25 P. W. Rose, “Sophocles’ Philoctetes and the teachings of the Sophists,” HSPh LXXX (1976): p. 58.
26 Cf. Sophocles’ Philoctetes, lines 16-21, 182, 184-5,227-228.
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Although Sophocles deploys many images from nature, including the beasts,
caves, rocks, birds, earth, sea, and wind in the Philoctetes, he allots the most prominent
role to the image of fire and its manifold instantiations. In the opening of the tragedy in
lines 17-19, the element of fire, in its forms as the sun and heat, plays an important role in
establishing the setting of Philoctetes’ home in the rocky cliffs of Lemnos. Odysseus
describes the cave-dwelling of Philoctetes as containing a 5i7tA.r[...ev0djcr|me, “a double
seat,” whose purpose is derived entirely from Philoctetes’ dependence on fire in his
survival on the island during the extremities of the seasons (line 2): iv ’ev vj/uxei
tlAAou 5i7rA.f(/ 7rdpe<mv ev0aKT|cnc, ev 0epei 8 o'7rvov/ At’ dp(pixpf|Tc>c aoAAoo
7iep7tet 7rvoTi. “Where there is a double seat in the sun in the wintertime, and in the heat
[of summer], the wind sends sleep through the tunneled wing.”27 Sophocles thus opens
the tragedy emphasizing that Philoctetes’ home is established around the necessity of fire
for his survival through the harsh winters and also around the exigency of relief from this
element during the heat of the summer. These two necessities make evident the
paradoxical nature of fire: the sun, the element essential to providing warmth in the
winter, can also be destructive during the summer. The sun is portrayed, therefore, as an
instance in nature in which opposites are unified.
In line 36, fire again appears. Here, Neoptolemus describes to Odysseus the
contents of Philoctetes’ cave-dwelling, among which are Kai Tiupei’opou xa5e, “also
these things for fire,” i.e., kindling. Fire is presented as invaluable to Philoctetes because
it provides warmth and also heat, presumably for cooking. In line 38, Neoptolemus again
refers to fire, but here emphasizes the importance of the sun in drying Philoctetes’ rags,
27 My translations of Sophocles throughout this dissertation are based on those by D. Grene and R.
Lattimore (Sophocles I and 11 (Chicago and London, 1957)).
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which are full of a foul discharge: Kai xaoxa y ’aXKa Qdknezax/ paxr), (3apeiac xoo
vooriXeiac rcAia, “and these other things drying in the sun, rags full of foul discharge”;
the element of fire is ascribed a third vital function derived from its cathartic property of
purging the

voctoc

from Philoctetes’ clothes. Therefore, in the first 40 lines of the

tragedy, the two external observers, Odysseus and Neoptolemus, identify fire as essential
to Philoctetes’ survival on the uninhabited island of Lemnos primarily with respect to his
primitive and basic needs; fire and its instantiations in the forms of the sun, seasons, and
the flame are the determining factors in the establishment of Philoctetes’ home and
essential to the fulfillment of his needs for food, warmth, and hygiene. Consequently,
insofar as fire is presented as essential to Philoctetes’ basic, primitive survival, Peter
Rose’s classification of Philoctetes as reflecting the Sophistic conception of pre-social
man is valid. However, Rose’s classification of the role of fire and of Philoctetes himself
is derived solely from the perspective of the external observers, Odysseus and
Neoptolemus, who also view fire as essential to Philoctetes’ primitive survival.
Nevertheless, if we examine the image of fire as presented from Philoctetes’ perspective,
fire, in addition to its vital role in the survival on the primitive level, serves as
Philoctetes’ spiritual salvation.
In lines 254-311, Philoctetes first provides an account of his awakening to the
harrowing reality of his abandonment on Lemnos by the Atreidae and Odysseus. He then
proceeds to recount his discovery of the barest necessities of survival by means of his
bow. In this account, he describes his ingenuity in survival with respect to his shelter,
food, and water, and then, climatically ends with his achievement of producing fire (lines
295-299):
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...eixa 7tup a v ou Tiaprfv,
aXX' i v Tiexpoicii rcexpov eKxpipwv poXie,
ecpriv’ acpavxov (pwc, o Kai acp^ei p ’aei.
o’lKoupevTi yap ouv crxeyri 7iupot pexa
7idvx’sK7iopi^Ei 7iXr|v xo pf| vocteTv epe.

Next there would be no fire at hand,
but striking stone on stones, at long last,
I’d make shine forth the hidden flame, which saves me always.
Truly, an inhabited chamber with fire
provides me with everything - except escape from my disease.
As Peter Rose states, “the emphatic play on ecpriv’ acpavxov cpd)C, the suggestive
inclusiveness of the phrase o Kai atp^si p ’aei, the literal sense of which is explained
further in 7iop6c pexa Ttdvx’sKTropi^ei, rhetorically allot fire the role in Philoctetes’
survival which may appear disproportionate to its warmth-giving function or even its
function in cooking, to which no direct allusion is made.”

Rose explains this

“disproportionate” role attributed to fire only as an “inevitable climax” in the “context of
Sophocles’ anthropologically based metaphor of the pre-social struggle for survival.” 29
This reading of the important role of fire fails to account for the religious and
sacred role with which Philoctetes endows fire in this passage. The use of acjp^et elevates
the role of fire to the level of the divine, as it echoes the phrase Odysseus uses in his
prayer to the Olympian divinities in lines 133-134: 'E pp^c 8 ’o nepTrcov

6 6 A.10 C

riyriaaixo vtpv/ Nikti x’AGava noX ia^, rj crcp^ei p ’aei. “May Hermes, God of
Craft, the Guide, be guide to us indeed, and Victory and Athena, the City goddess, who
always preserves me.” Philoctetes ascribes the same power of salvation to fire as
Odysseus does to the Olympian gods. This verbal echo suggests that Philoctetes transfers

28 P. W. Rose, “Sophocles’ Philoctetes and the teachings of the Sophists,” HSPh LXXX (1976): p. 61.
29 Ibid.
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a power ascribed to the traditional Olympian divinities to fire, thus elevating fire to the
level of the divine in a manner contrasting with Odysseus’ vision of divinity.
There is an important implication to Philoctetes’ deification of fire at the
beginning of this speech to Neoptolemus in line 297. In line 254, Philoctetes begins his
speech by describing himself as uucpcx; 0eo"ic, “hateful to the gods,” and thus to the
traditional Olympian divinities. In light of his view of fire as divine at the end of this
speech in lines 295-299, Philoctetes rejects the gods of the traditional Olympian religion
in favor of the element fire, his new source of salvation. Yet, his rejection of the
traditional gods is caused by his belief that these divinities display no concern for him;
for, according to Philoctetes, they never allow a word of his abandonment on Lemnos to
reach his home: 7rucpcx: Seo'tc,/ ou |ir|8e icXr|5a>v (35’

exovtoc

o’i ica5e/ pr|5’

'EXXaScx: yijc pr|5apoT 8if)X0e 7too(lines 255-6). Philoctetes’ rejection of the
traditional gods also results from his disgust that the gods allowed men, o1...ekJ3ccAx)vtec
avomcoc epe, “casting [him] out in an unholy manner,” to mock him by being silent
(ystaom m y’

exovtec)

(line 257). In other words, Philoctetes rejects the gods of the

traditional religion who allow the Atreidae and Odysseus, acting irreverently (avomcoc),
to abandon him on the island of Lemnos. And this rejection of the traditional gods of
Olympus is derived from Philoctetes’ reaction to their sanction of the “unholy” Atreidae
and Odysseus. The gods of traditional religion thus stand in sharp contrast to Philoctetes’
description of his apotheosized ‘new’ form of divinity, fire, at the end of this passage.
Before we move on, it is important to bring to light another passage in which
Philoctetes’ rejection of the traditional gods of Olympus is expressed in similar terms as
the passage that we have just discussed. In lines 450-1, Philoctetes exclaims: Ttou xPh
28
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Ti0£(T0ai xaoxa,

ttou

8’ aiveiv, oxav id 0 eT £7iaivd)v xoos 0eouc £upa>

KaKou^; “How should I understand these divine things, how should I praise them, when
I, praising the divine things, discover that the gods are evil?” Philoctetes’ belief that the
traditional gods of Olympus are m K o ik is derived from his disillusionment in realizing
that the best men, such as Ajax and Antilochus, are dead, while the evil men, such as
Odysseus, are still alive (lines 446-450):
E7TEI 0 0 8

e

V 71(0 K tX K O V y ’ 0 7 1 ( 0 A ^ X O ,

d A A ’ fiu T iE p K T X E A A ou m v a d x d S a i p o v e c ,
K a i Tttoc x a p e v 7i a v o u p y a K a i 7t a A i v x p i p f f
X a i p o u a ’ a v a a x p E tp o v x E C e ^ " A i8 o u , x a 8 e
S t x a t a K a i x a X P ^ < ^ ’ aT C oaxeA A oocr’ d e l.

Since nothing evil is ever destroyed,
but the spirits take good care of them,
and the [spirits] delight in turning back knaves and tricksters
from Hades, and always take away the just and the good.
Just as in lines 255-6, in this passage, Philoctetes’ use of “KaKOv,” “Ttavoupya Kai
7raXivxpiPr|” and “xa

8e

S'ucaia

K ai

xa x P ^ ^ tt,” reveals that his rejection of the

traditional gods stems from his disillusionment with the gods for preserving the morally
evil and for destroying the morally good. This rejection of the Olympian gods of
traditional religion is paralleled by his acceptance of a new form of divinity: fire.
Philoctetes’ deification of fire is further manifest in his relationship with
Neoptolemus. After Neoptolemus agrees to take Philoctetes home to Oeta, Neoptolemus
asks if it is 0epic, “right,” for him to touch xa KAeiva xo£a, “the famous bow” (lines
661, 654). This bow, as we have seen earlier, represents Philoctetes’ sole instrument for
hunting food and thus the means of his survival. Since Neoptolemus has formed a social
compact with Philoctetes, whom Neoptolemus agrees to take home and vows “to look at
Troy and the Atridae both from very far o ff’ (lines 455-6) Philoctetes does not hesitate to
29
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allow Neoptolemus to grasp his bow. In his address to Neoptolemus, Philoctetes uses the
imagery of fire and its instantiations to describe Neoptolemus’ promise (lines 662-666):

o m a xe cpcoveic « m x’, c5 xekvov, ©epic,
o c y ’iiXiou xo8 ’ eiaopdv spoi cpdoc
povoc 8e8coKac, oc x9ov’Oixaiav i5eiv,
oc Tiaxepa TtpeaPuv, oc cpiXooc, oc xcov epcov
exQpwv p’ svepGev ovx’aveoxriadc Trspa.
Child, you speak holy things and it is right.
You, who alone gave me to see this light of the sun,
who bestowed upon me to see the Oetan land,
my old father, my loved ones, and who have placed me,
being beneath, above my enemy.
In this passage, Philoctetes refers to Neoptolemus as the one who has given him the
cpdoc, and thus as associated with the source of the very element that earlier, in line 257,
he identifies as o Kai acp^ei p ’aei, “what saves [him] always.” Just as acp^ei elevates
the cpdoc to a divine level through the verbal echo of Odysseus’ prayer tothe gods,
Philoctetes’ reference to Neoptolemus as the provider of his cpdoclinks cpdoc to
salvation and associates both cpdoc and salvation with Neoptolemus.
Rose argues that since Neoptolemus offers to reunite Philoctetes with his family,
home, and friends, Neoptolemus becomes Philoctetes’ salvation on the social level, i.e.,
the second stage in the Sophistic anthropological scheme. Thus, Rose claims that
Neoptolemus holds a role on the social level similar to the function of fire on the
primitive Sophistic level.30 Although I agree that Neoptolemus does indeed offer the
hope of salvation to Philoctetes on a social level, the religious language of o m d and
0spic imputes a divine connotation to this ‘social salvation.’ Since Neoptolemus
expresses his desire to touch Philoctetes’ bow cocr7tep Geov, “as if it were a god” (line

30 Ibid., pp. 64-65.
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657), this additional divine language signals to the reader that fire, which holds a similar
role in his survival as the bow, is working not only on the primitive and social levels
within the Sophistic anthropological scheme, but also on a religious and divine level.
I also would argue that Neoptolemus’ promise to bring Philoctetes back to his
home in Oeta functions not only to fulfill Philoctetes’ social salvation, i.e., the second
stage of the Sophistic anthropological scheme, but also to reunite Philoctetes with the
land that symbolizes the original source of the element of fire. Oeta is the place where
Philoctetes has burned Heracles on the funeral pyre, and the site where Philoctetes
received Heracles’ famous bow, which is Philoctetes’ means of survival, in return for this
service. Neoptolemus thus serves as the instrument of Philoctetes’ salvation by offering
to reunite him with the land that is the site of Philoctetes’ procurement of an instrument
that is u>'a7tep 0eov, and thus the primary source of his divinity. Moreover, since
Philoctetes describes the procurement of the bow from Heracles as the result of
euepyexwv, “doing good deeds,” Oeta, the land where he receives the bow, is
interconnected with Philoctetes’ moral framework: euEpyETwv yap

kocotoc

aoY

8KTr|CT{xpr|v, “Indeed, doing good deeds, I myself came to possess this [bow]” line 670.
Neoptolemus’ promise of reuniting Philoctetes with Oeta symbolizes, therefore, not only
Philoctetes’ hope of social salvation, but also his divine and moral salvation.
Immediately after this passage, the chorus further emphasizes the connection of
Oeta with the element fire in lines 726-728. The chorus describes Oeta as the place iv ’o
X<i>.Kcx<T7iic avf|p OeoTc/ 7rXd0ei 0eoc 0eup 7rup\ 7taucpaT]c,/ Oixae U7iep oxOwv,
“where the hero of the bronze shield ascended to all the gods, he, appearing in divine fire
above the ridges of Oeta.” Here, Sophocles again presents the image of fire as Beiof
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Ttupt, “divine fire.” In addition, the chorus further stresses Oeta’s connection with
Heracles, o xc&Kacrciic avfjp, and the divine flame, and thus emphasizes the fact that
Philoctetes’ reunion with his homeland will be more than a social reunion with his family
and loved ones. Indeed, he will be reunited with the land symbolizing the source of his
divinity: fire. Since Neoptolemus is the one who will reunite Philoctetes with fire,
Philoctetes’ association of Neoptolemus with cpdoc is perfectly appropriate.
Philoctetes alludes to fire and its instantiations several more times in his address
to Neoptolemus, and thus sustains his association of Neoptolemus with fire and his
spiritual salvation. After Philoctetes, suffering from the pain of his

voctoc,

is overcome

with sleep, he awakens and exclaims (lines 867-871):
(5 cpeyyoc UTtvoo 8id8oxov, to x ' i X n i d w v
dt7tioTov o’u coupripa xa>v5s tcov £eva>v.
ou yap 7tox’, w Ttal, xoox’a v e^Ti^X7^ eyco,
xXffvai a ’etaivcoc c58e x dpa 7ir)paxa
psiv ai 7tapovxa Kai ^ovaKpeX-ouvxa poi,
Blessed the light, successor of sleep, and blessed the watch of these
strangers, for which I never would have hoped.
Nor would I have boasted these things loudly before,
that you, child, would endure my pains with pity and remain,
being present and helping me.

Here, Philoctetes’ vocative, to cpeyyoc, again invokes an instantiation of the element fire.
Since Philoctetes addresses Neoptolemus in the very next sentence as co rcai, he
associates Neoptolemus with the imagery of the instantiation of fire, the light of the sun.
In line 530, he invokes, co cpiXxaxov pev np ap , “o most beloved day,” immediately
preceding his plea to Neoptolemus to take him off the island of Lemnos to his home, and
so, employs the imagery of an instantiation of fire in association with Neoptolemus. And
finally, in line 927, he declares: c5 Ttup av>

K ai

Tiav 5e!pa

K ai

7tavouypiac/ 5eivnc
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texvrm ’exSicTTOv, o ld p ’

e iy p d a c o /

o i’q7idxr|Kac“0 , you fire and every monster

and most hated device of dreadful villainy, what did you do to me, what have you
deceived”(lines

9 2 7 -9 ).

Here Philoctetes identifies Neoptolemus with fire itself,

7 tu p o u .

However, the imagery has a negative connotation in the context of these various insults.
This latter vocative in which Philoctetes addresses Neoptolemus as 7 tu p , emphasizes the
destructive characteristic of fire; for, this occurs immediately after Philoctetes’ realization
that Neoptolemus has taken Philoctetes’ bow in an act of deception. Philoctetes
perceives Neoptolemus as having performed an action that is destructive in nature by
taking away the instrument of Philoctetes’ survival. Just as the fire of the sun is
necessary for Philoctetes’ survival in the harsh winter, but dangerous in its extreme form
during the summer, so too, Neoptolemus, the provider of Philoctetes’ divine flame, is
both Philoctetes’ savior and his potential destroyer. Therefore, just like fire in Heraclitus’
Fr. D. 30, Philoctetes’ fire possesses the paradoxical properties of creation and
destruction.
In lines 9 8 6 - 9 8 8 , when Odysseus intervenes after Neoptolemus has taken
Philoctetes’ bow by deception, Philoctetes addresses fire with an exclamatory vocative: (5
Aripvva x^wv Kai to TtayKpaxec gzXclq/ ' HcpaiaxoxeuKTOv, xauxa bijx’
a vaoxexd y

e’{

p’ouxoc ek tw v awv dnd^Exai piqi; “oLemnian land and all-

powerful brightness made by Hephaestus, must these things be suffered if this man will
take me away from you by force?” Immediately after this invocation of Philoctetes,
Odysseus himself responds with a statement questioning Philoctetes’ vision of divinity:
Zeuc ectG’, tv ’ ei8r)C, ZevQ, o xffaSe yrjc Kpaxtov/ Zeuc c£ 8e8oKxai
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xaO0’ ■ u7ttipeTw 5 ’ eyw. “It is Zeus, so that you may know, Zeus, who is powerful over
this land, Zeus, by whom this is decreed. I serve him” (lines 989-990). The triple
repetition of Zeus’ name emphasizes that Philoctetes’ vision of divinity has deviated from
the vision of the traditional religion that holds Zeus as 7iayKpaxec, not fire. However,
Philoctetes reacts vehemently against Odysseus’ claim to be serving the traditional
Olympian gods as he states: c3 picroc, o ta K a^aveupicxeic ta y e tv / Oeouc npoxeivaiv
xouc Oeooc vj/suSeTc xiOqc. “o hateful one, what a story you invent. Making the gods
liars by giving them as your reason” (lines 991-2).31 Once again, as we saw in lines 446450, Philoctetes questions the Olympian gods of traditional religion because of their
alliance with such evil men as Odysseus.
In lines 1037-1039, Philoctetes again expresses his skepticism towards the gods of
traditional religion: ...otaurOe S’qSucqtcoxec/ xov av 8 p a xov8e, Oeouriv ei 5ucqc
petal. “You, being unjust to this man [Philoctetes], will be destroyed, if justice is a
concern to the gods.” Yet, in spite of this skepticism, the subsequent lines reveal that
Philoctetes’ view of divinity is ambivalent: e^otSa 5 ’wc petal y’• etrei oo7iox’ av
crrotav/eT itauaax’civ xov8’ouvek’av5poc aOXiouy el prj xi icevxpov Oelov qy’
o p a c epoo. “I know that [justice] is a concern [to the gods], since you never would have
sailed on this expedition because of this wretched man, if some divine spur had not led
you.” Philoctetes’ reference to the xi Kevxpov Oetov indicates that his faith in
traditional religion is beginning to be restored. The impetus of this restoration is
Philoctetes’ realization that xi tavxpov Oe'iov has impelled Odysseus and his men to
Lemnos potentially in order to rescue Philoctetes from his isolation. The complete
31 We will soon see how Philoctetes own notion of koyoc reflects that of Heraclitus, thus standing in
contrast to the deceitful, sophistic koyoc of Odysseus.
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restoration of his faith in the gods of traditional religion, however, does not occur until
Heracles appears as a deus ex machina at the end of the play and compels Philoctetes to
go to Troy in fulfillment of the divine fate. At this point (lines 1467-8), Philoctetes refers
to the 8ou|iu>v as mvSaptXTcop, “all-conquering” instead of ascribing this adjective to
the element of fire, thus marking a shift from his prior description of fire as myKpoiTec
in lines 986-88. Yet, his complete reconciliation with the gods of traditional religion
occurs only when his most trusted friend, Heracles, reveals to him that the divine plan
harmonizes with Philoctetes’ own notion of divinity and morality as represented by fire.
The importance of fire in the Philoctetes thus extends beyond a primitive role, via
its warmth-giving and culinary functions, to the realm of the divine. Fire is not merely
important to Philoctetes’ survival in the primitive, pre-social stage of the Sophistic
conception of the development of man. Nor is Philoctetes’ association of Neoptolemus
with 7tup, tpaoc, q p ap , and (peyyoc, derived solely from his proleptic gratitude to
Neoptolemus for restoring Philoctetes to his home, father, and friends in Oeta, and,
consequently, from his anticipatory joy of re-entering the social stage of the Sophistic
anthropological scheme. The image of fire is Philoctetes’ spiritual salvation, which
initially substitutes for his belief in the traditional gods of the Olympus, and then is
reconciled with these gods through the intervention of Heracles.
The cardinal role of fire in the Philoctetes is reminiscent of Heraclitus’ assertion
that fire is the primary constituent underlying everything in nature in Fr. D. 31. Fire has a
primary influence on Philoctetes’ decision to establish his home in the cave dwelling
(lines 17-18), to provide warmth and the means for cooking (line 36), and to dry his
clothes in the sun (line 38). Sophocles also underscores the dualistic and paradoxical
35
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nature of fire in a manner reminiscent of the creative and destructive properties of fire in
Heraclitus’ philosophy. In lines 17-18, Philoctetes establishes his home in the cliffs with
consideration of his dependence on the sun for warmth in the winter and the necessity of
avoiding its potentially destructive property in the extreme heat of summer, thus
emphasizing the life-sustaining property of fire and its lethal capabilities (lines 17-19).
In line 1081, fire is depicted again as possessing the paradoxical properties of creation
and destruction: (5 KoiXac Ttexpac yuaXov/ Geppov Kai Tiayexdjbec. Here, Oeppov
Kai 7iay8TU)5ec “hot and icy-cold” are coupled. In line 927, the destructive quality of
fire is depicted also in Philoctetes’ vocative, to Ttup oo, through his string of insults
against Neoptolemus. Finally, Sophocles portrays Philoctetes’ conception of fire as
divine in a manner similar to that of Heraclitus in Fr. D. 67. In the Philoctetes,
Philoctetes’ notion of divinity also is identified with fire in lines 290-300, 530, and 6636. The depiction of fire as essential for survival, as comprising the contrasting properties
of creation and destruction, and as a source of divinity in the Philoctetes reflects this very
function and role of fire in the philosophy of Heraclitus.
The role of the bow in the Philoctetes evokes Heraclitus’ use of this image to
illustrate his view of the cosmos as consisting of a unity of opposites: oo £ovid<nv
okok Siacpepopevov ecuoxip opoXoyser 7iaXivxpo:io<; appoviri oKouCTnep xo£oo
Kai Xopqc (Fr. D. 51). In line 933, Philoctetes states to Neoptolemus: dbieaxepriKac
xov piov toe xo^’eXaiv, “you, taking the bow, stole my life.” This use of xov piov
juxtaposed with xa xo£[a] creates the verbal pun of pioc with Piov, thus recalling Fr. D.
51, in which Heraclitus uses the image of the bow in a simile illustrating how life itself is
a unity upheld by opposites, and Fr. D. 48, in which Heraclitus identifies the bow with
36
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life.32 In line 1282, Sophocles presents Philoctetes as equating his very life with the bow;
as a result, he further conflates the semantics of the two words: oaxic y’epoo 5oXoi<n
xov piov A-aPwv, “[you] who, taking my life with deceits.” This line also echoes Fr. D.
48 in which Heraclitus directly links pioc with the bow itself, thus reconciling the unity
of opposites through the pun of pioc and Pioc: xcp xo^tp ovopa pioc, epyov 8e
Oavaxoc. ‘The name of the bow is life; its work is death.”
In line 1426, Sophocles again plays with the verbal puns of pios and xo^oicn. in a
manner recalling the language of Heraclitus. The bow is depicted as both Philoctetes’
means of procuring a eotcXed-.piov, “glorious life,” and the instrument that will effect
the destruction of the pioc of Paris. The bow, therefore, exemplifies the entire complex
of life and death, creation and destruction, and reflects the unity of opposites fundamental
to the philosophy of Heraclitus.
Further traces of Heraclitus’ philosophy can be found in Sophocles’ portrayal of
Philoctetes as associated with the images of opposing pairs employed by Heraclitus in
exemplification of his doctrine of the unity of opposites in Fr. D. 88. In line 847, the
chorus describes Philoctetes, urcvoc aoTtvoc, “asleep without sleep”; in line 1018,
Philoctetes describes himself as ev ^wcnv veicpov, “a corpse among the living”; and in
line 1030, Philoctetes paradoxically speaks of himself, though obviously alive, as dead:
oc ou8sv elpi Kai xe0vr|x’ opiv naXai. “I, who no longer exist and have been dead
for a long time on account of you.” All three pairs of opposites recall the images of the
living and the dead, the sleeping and the waking, used to illustrate the Heraclitean

32 Webster and Jebb argue that since the accent and therefore the pitch distinguishes the two, no pun is
intended or heard. However, I would argue that the pun is intended in line 1282, as Philoctetes uses the
word pioc, life, as a symbol for his xov Piov, bow, thus using the two terms interchangeably.
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doctrine of the unity of opposites in Fr. D. 88. Moreover, as we saw in Fr. D. 60,
Heraclitus provides examples of the essential unity of opposites with the imagery of the
opposites, disease and health:

vouctoq

uyieir|v 87roir|<T8v r|5u. This imagery of disease

as paradoxically having a good quality is mirrored in the Philoctetes. Philoctetes’ disease
arising from his snake-bitten foot and his subsequent suffering are depicted as being
0eTa, “a divine work”(line 192); Heracles depicts Philoctetes’ suffering with the disease
as necessary for his final achievement of a blessed life at the end of the play; as a result,
the negative quality of disease is necessary for the positive quality of a blessed life, just
as in Heraclitus’ Fr. D. I l l :

ek twv

7rova)v xcovS’euKXea GeoOai piov. “Out of these

sufferings [it is necessary] to make your life glorious” (line 1422). Finally, Sophocles
presents Philoctetes’ home itself as doucov e’lQ oikt| oiv , “a house-less house,” thus
again unifying two opposites in a manner harmonious with the Heraclitean philosophical
vision of the unity of opposites (line 532).
Philoctetes’ system of morality reflects the code of ethics and morality intrinsic to
the philosophy of Heraclitus. Philoctetes adheres to a XoyoQ, and conceives of 5itcr|
recalling that of Heraclitus in Frr. D. 28, 94, and 112. In contrast, Odysseus espouses an
opposing system of morality and Xoycx; which recalls Sophistic thought. Philoctetes’
initial rejection of the gods of traditional religion stems from his disillusionment with the
Olympian gods for their support of evil men such as Odysseus and the Atreidae, the gods’
preservation of rcavoupya Kai 7iaXivTpipfj, “knaves and tricksters,” (line 449), and the
fact that 8ucaia Kai xa xP’n<^ ct7io<TTeX.X.ooa’dei, “they always take away the just
and good to Hades” (line 450). Philoctetes makes evident his belief that the 8'iKaia Kai
xa xpn0^01 should be rewarded and the m v o o p y a Kai rcaXivxpipfj, punished. The
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concepts of justice and honesty espoused by Philoctetes mirror the system of morality
intrinsic to Heraclitean philosophy, in which 8 ikt| punishes the liars and peijurers among
men, and in which Aiyeiv aXr|0ea is apexi) peyi<rrr| Kai ao<pi.r|.
Odysseus, in contrast to Philoctetes, espouses a utilitarian philosophy in which the
moral value of the means is discounted, so long as the end is good (lines 80-81). This
view is abhorrent to Philoctetes, who describes himself as having

to6

ep7te5ov, “this

fixed [moral] purpose,” in contrast to Odysseus who Oeooc Ttpoxeivtov xouc Oeovx
iyeo8eit; xiOric, “mak[es] the gods liars by giving them as [his] reason” (lines 991-2).
Odysseus also espouses a notion of Xoyoc that contrasts both with Philoctetes’ vision of
morality and with that of Heraclitus; in lines 55-56, Odysseus states: xf|v (PiXoKxijxoo
(18

5el/ v|/oxijv orciiK Xoyoimv ekkXeh/eu; Xeywv, “It is necessary for you, speaking,

to deceive the soul of Philoctetes with words.” Odysseus, therefore, couples Xoyoicriv
and Xeytnv with ekkXeij/eis, and thus the concept of deception. In line 99, Odysseus,
exhorting Neoptolemus to ensnare Philoctetes and his bow ij/eo8f[ Xeyeiv, “[by]
speaking lies” (line 100), says: xfjv ytaoaaav, oox'i xapya, 7idv0’iiyoop£VT|v. “it is
the tongue that rules and not deeds.” Further, Odysseus persuades Neoptolemus to
deceive Philoctetes by claiming that Neoptolemus, in spite of using deception as a means
of procuring Philoctetes and the bow, ultimately will be deemed wise and good for
achieving these ends: aocpoc x’civ adxcx; KayaOoc

kekXt[

a p a , “You yourself would

be called wise and good” (line 119). Odysseus thus reverses the Heraclitean notion of
truth in word and deed as the most excellent virtue in his description of the deceptive
Xoyoc as the means necessary for the attainment of wisdom and goodness. In line 409,
Philoctetes explicitly associates Odysseus with Xoyou KaKOu, thus further contrasting
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Odysseus both with Philoctetes’ notion of morality and fayyoQ, and consequently, with
that of Heraclitus: e£oi5a yap viv 7iavxoc a v Aoyoo KaKoo/ ytaoa<TT) Oiyovxa Kai
7tavoupyiac, acp’qc/ pqbev biKaiov ec xeXoc peTAoi tioeiv. “I know that Odysseus
would employ his tongue on every ill tale, every rascality, from which he might do
nothing just in the end.” Only when Philoctetes witnesses the concern of the Olympian
gods for the just and good that is displayed with Heracles’ arrival at the end of the play,
does Philoctetes re-accept the gods of traditional religion whom he sees, in the end, as
ultimately harmonizing with his Heraclitean view of the world.
The depiction of 8ucr| in the Philoctetes reflects another aspect of Heraclitus’
concept of Siktj. In addition to associating 5 ikti with a truthful A.6yoc, Sophocles
renders 8ucr| as connected with strife and as consisting of the entire process of crime and
punishment, as in fragment D. 80 of Heraclitus. In line 317 Philoctetes prays: ...oic
’OX.op7uoi 0 eoi/8 o"iev TioT’aoxoiQ dvTi7roiv’ epou 7ia0E"tv. “May the Olympian gods
grant to [the Atreidae] recompense for my suffering.” Philoctetes, imploring that the
Atreidae pay tit-for-tat for his own suffering, appeals to a notion of justice recalling that
of Anaximander, according to whom the recompense alone constitutes justice. In lines
1035-36 Philoctetes exclaims, oXe'TctOe S’qSucqKOXEc/

xov

av 8 p a

xov8 e,

Oeoutiv e’i

8iKT|t; p ita i. “You, being unjust to this man, will be destroyed, if justice is a concern to
the gods,” and again appeals to a notion of justice echoing the sentiment of Anaximander.
However, at the end of the play, the concept of justice determining the outcome of the
events in the play inverts the Anaximandrian notion of justice. Sophocles portrays a
Heraclitean sense of justice as the prevailing force and will of Zeus. In lines 1418-32,
Heracles, leaving behind o u p a v ia c e8 p ac...x a Aioc

xe

cppaawv (k>u7.Eupaxa aoi,
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“the seats of heaven and making evident the plans of Zeus to [Philoctetes],” grants
Philoctetes’ previous request for divine intervention to enforce justice on his behalf.
However, instead of promising that the punishment of Odysseus will be fulfilled (and
thus a notion of Anaximandrian justice), Heracles reveals that the will of the gods require
Philoctetes to go to Troy where he will both find the cure for his cruel disease (voctoo
Ttaucrq A-uypac) (line 1424), and be judged dpexTj...7rpdjxoc, “first in virtue” among
generals for ndpiv...x64oim xoTc epdim voCTtpie'ic piou, “removing Paris from life
with [his] bow that was [Heracles’]” (lines 1426-27). Zeus’s will is depicted as enforcing
a notion of justice in which suffering (ttaGeiv) (line 1421) and labors (tiovouc) (line
1419) are necessary both for Heracles’ immortal virtue (dGdvaxov dpexqv) and for
Philoctetes’ achievement of a xwv8’ suKA.ed...piov. In other words, the entire process
of crime and punishment is portrayed as constituting justice in so far as Philoctetes is
compensated for Odysseus’ offense with EUKA.e6L.piov that can only be achieved
through suffering and labor: ex

xcov tiovwv xcov8 ’

eoK^ed GeoGai piov, “From these

labors [you will] make your life glorious.” And, since Philoctetes’ labors entail going to
war and killing Paris with his bow, justice is portrayed as conjoined with war and strife;
Philoctetes must go to war in order for justice to be served. Sophocles represents justice
as associated both with strife and with the entire process of violation and recompense,
thus reflecting the notion of Justice intrinsic to Heraclitus’ philosophy, as expressed in Fr.
D. 80.33

33 As demonstrated above, Sophocles alludes to Heraclitus in this passage with the verbal puns of pios and
in line 1426. This reference to Heraclitus further supports that this pre-Socratic philosopher
influenced Sophocles’ dramatic depiction of the prevailing notion of Justice at the conclusion of the
Philoctetes.
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Scholars often have discussed the thematic contrast between cpumc and vopoc
that recurs throughout the Philoctetes, particularly, in reference to Neoptolemus.34
Neoptolemus is depicted as struggling between following the (pome inherited from his
heroic father, Achilles, and the Sophistic vopoe, the teachings of Odysseus, which exhort
him to employ deception with words in order to appropriate Philoctetes’ bow. Much
scholarly attention has focused on the Sophistic resonance of this debate. However, as
we have seen throughout this chapter, this emphasis has obscured another strand of
influence, namely, that of Heraclitus, on this thematic contrast between (pocnc and
vopoc that is centralized in the character of Neoptolemus. Just as Sophocles depicts the
two different conceptions of Xoyoe as defining the opposing world-visions of Odysseus
and Philoctetes, the tragedian also portrays Odysseus as holding a Sophistic notion of
vopoe; in contrast, Philoctetes is characterized as possessing a Heraclitean vision of
(pome. In turn, Sophocles casts Neoptolemos as struggling psychologically between two
visions of Odysseus and Philoctetes.35
In Fr. D. 1, in which Heraclitus identifies his primary mission as icaid <pdmv
Siaipewv

ekouttov kou

cppa^wv

okujc ekei,

“distinguishing each thing according to

its (pome and declaring how it is,” he closely conjoins the concepts of (pome and Axyyoe

34 Cf. W. Nestle. “Sophokles und die Sophistik,” CP 5 (1910): 129-157; F. Heinimann, Nomos und Physis
(Basel, 1945); M. Ryzman, “Neopotlemus’ psychological crisis and the development of physis in
Sophocles’ Philoctetes,” Eranos (1991) LXXXIX: 35-41; P. Rose, “Sophocles’ Philoctetes and the
teachings of the Sophists,” HSPh LXXX (1976): 49-105.
35 This Sophistic debate between Nomos and Physis has its origins in Fr. D. 48 (C. Kahn, The A n and
Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1978), pp. 201-202.
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through the verbal resonance of K ara cpuaiv with Kaxd xov X-dyov. In Fr. D. 112,
Heraclitus again associates the two concepts of (pome and Xoyoe: acocppoveTv apexr|
peyicrrr| Kai acxp'ir|, aX.r|0ea Xeysiv Kai

tioieiv

Kaxa (pdmv ercaiovxae. “Thinking

well is the greatest virtue and wisdom: acting and speaking the truth, perceiving things
according to their nature.” Heraclitus here conjoins Xeyeiv with Kaxa (pdmv; aXr|0ea
Xeyeiv, “speaking the truth,” is associated with (pome, hence linking (pome to
Heraclitus’ system of morality. Heraclitus also identifies both a.Xr]Qea Xiyetv and Kaxa
cpdaiv E7taiovxae with apexri peyiCTxrj Kai aocpiri, further strengthening the
correlation of both Xoyoe and (pome with his system of morality and ethics.
In the Philoctetes, Sophocles also depicts Neoptolemus’ genealogical cpucnc as
closely correlated with Xoyoc and a system of morality aimed at truthful Xxiyoi. In 79-80,
Odysseus says to Neoptolemus, exoiba, ndi, tpdaei ere pr| necpuKoxa/ xotauxa
(pwveTv pr|6e xexvaaOai KaKot' “I know, child, that it is not your nature to speak these
things nor to craft evils,” thus urging Neoptolemus to steal Philoctetes’ bow through
deceptive speech. With the statement, cpdoei a s prj 7ie{puKoxa/ xoiaoxa cptovelv,
Odysseus depicts Neoptolemus’ true (pdcnc as associated with speaking the truth, thus
recalling the fragment of Heraclitus in which dXr(08a X.eyeiv Kai tioieTv Kaxa cpdmv
ETiatovxae is the apexri peyiaxri Kai ao(pir|.
In lines 86-89, the cpume of Neoptolemus again is depicted in a manner reflecting
the (pome of Heraclitus:
eyo) pev ooe a v xwv Xoyaiv aXyaj k Xoojv,
Aaepxioo 7iai, xodabe Kai Tipaaaeiv oroyci).
E(pov yap oo 8 ev ek xexvr|e 7rpaa(TEiv KaKfje
oox’ adxoe oo 0’, ale (pamv, ooK(pdaae epe.
Whatever of these words I hear, I feel distressed,
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child of Laertes, and I hate to do such things.
Indeed, it is not my nature to do anything of an evil craft.
Nor, as they say, was it his nature, he who begot me.
Here, Neoptolemus feels pain (dXyw) at the words (twv Xoywv) of Odysseus urging him
to deceive (eicicXevpeic) the soul of Philoctetes by speaking with taSyoicnv (lines 54-55).
Further, Neoptolemus states that ecpov yap ou8ev etc xexvT|C rcpdacysiv tcatcf|, thus
indicating that his nature, his (pucnc, is opposed to doing such things (i.e., deceiving
Philoctetes with words), which he classifies as engendered etc Texvr|Q...tcatcfj|C, from
evil craft. In addition, Neoptolemus states

out ’

auxoc ou'0’, toe cpacnv, outccpuaac

epe; accordingly, he presents the (pucnc of his father Achilles as also opposed to
employment of deceptive speech. Neoptolemus hence represents his (pucnc and that of
Achilles as opposed to the employment of deceptive speech, thus mirroring this concept
in the philosophy of Heraclitus.
In lines 865-902, Neoptolemus and Philoctetes refer to the (pucnc of Neoptolemus
twice more. In this scene, Neoptolemus has promised to rescue the marooned hero from
his isolation on Lemnos and to bring him safely to his home on Neoptolemus’ ship. In
response, Philoctetes exclaims in line 874: dAA’euyevr|C yap r\ (pucnc *cd£, euyevwv,
“your nature is indeed noble and from noble parents”; Philoctetes refers to Neoptolemus’
father, Achilles, and imputes the nobility of Neoptolemus’ (pucnc to Achilles. This
association of Neoptolemus’ (pucnc with Achilles echoes the sentiment expressed by
Neoptolemus himself to Odysseus earlier in the passage in lines 86-89. However, in lines
9 0 2 -3 ,

Neoptolemus rejoins:

5pgt x a

pf|

T ipocT E iK O xa,

d rn v x a

Sucrxepeia,

x f |v a u x o u ( p u c n v / o x a v X iticov

t ic

“Everything is difficult when someone, abandoning his own

nature, does something not befitting.” He implies that he has abandoned his own (pucnc
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through his use of the deceptive Xoyoc taught to him by Odysseus in Neoptolemus’
ensnarement of Philoctetes. Neoptolemus struggles between adhering to his own <pumc
and the deceptive A.oyoc of Odysseus.
The dichotomy of the (pucnc of Neoptolemus and the deceptive tactics of
Odysseus occurs in another poignant example. In lines 1014-1015, Philoctetes addresses
Odysseus: a kX ’ r| tcatcri af|...vpuxTi viv dcpuij I ’ovxa kou (peXovG’ optoc/ eu
;rpou5i8a£ev ev KaicoTc evai aocpov., “Your evil soul taught him, being unsuited and
not willing by nature, to be clever in evils.” Philoctetes refers to Neoptolemus’ cpumc as
having been corrupted unwillingly by Odysseus’ deceptive Xoyoc to such an extent that
his nature literally becomes ev KaKoTc.-.oxxpov, wise in evils, an adjective that most
certainly refers to the verbal tactics of the Sophists.
The theme of flux occurs throughout Philoctetes in a manner mirroring the
doctrine of flux of Heraclitus.36 The psychological attitudes of the characters in general
are depicted as subject to constant change. As discussed above with respect to (pumc,
Neoptolemus vacillates between his (pucnc, which compels him towards acting and
speaking in accord with the Heraclitean Xdyoc, and the Sophistic, deceptive Xoyoc of
Odysseus. In the course of the tragedy, Neoptolemus changes his mindset and course of
action three times. First, in lines 88-89, Neoptolemus, in resistance to Odysseus’ pleas to
use a deceptive Xoyoc in order to appropriate the bow from Philoctetes, states: eq>uv yap
ou8ev etc xexvric 7rpda<reiv (catcrfc. He thus makes evident his resolve to be faithful
to his (pucnc in the Heraclitean sense. However, after Odysseus has promised that

36 Cf. also Chapter 2 and the Appendix for the theme of flux in Sophocles’ Trachiniae, Ajax, and Oedipus
at Colonus.
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Neoptolemus will become crotpoc and dyaGoc through deceptive speech (line 119),
Neoptolemus changes his mind: ... 7ror)CTco, Tiaaav a ia x 6 vr|v atpeic, “I will do it,
casting away all shame” (line 120). In lines 961-2, Neoptolemus, incited by compassion
(oiktoc

8 eivoc...xic)

(line 965), reverts back to his true nature. He reveals to

Philoctetes the truth about his use of a deceptive \ayoQ in order to capture Philoctetes
and to procure his bow. Philoctetes rejoins: oXoio prj mo, 7rpiv pdOotp’ ei Kai
mxXiv/ yvt6 pr|v pexoureie, “May you not die before I learn if you will change your
judgement again.” He thus indicates his awareness of Neoptolemus’ psychological
oscillation. In line 1310, Neoptolemus wavers back to his original position when he
returns the bow to Philoctetes. Philoctetes, in tum, states: ...xf|v cputnv 8’e5ei^ac, “you
have shown your nature.” Neoptolemus thus is characterized by his psychological
oscillation between his cpucnc and the Sophistic A.oyoc.
The psychological mindset of Philoctetes also is marked by change, both
regarding his view of traditional divinities and his perspective on his natural
environment. In Philoctetes’ final soliloquy, he addresses the cave that has provided his
shelter, the isle of Lemnos, the meadows, and streams in a manner indicative of his
psychological transformation. The isle of Lemnos is depicted as populated by benevolent
Nymphs (Nopcpai) (line 1454); In lines 1461-63, Philoctetes exclaims: Axijropev u p ac,
XstTtopsv rf5 r |/ 8 o£t|C ou 7roxe xfjcr5’ e7tiPavxec, “we leave you, we leave you, never
having had this desire before.” He thus makes evident his new desire to remain on the
island from which he beseeched Neoptolemus to rescue him. This bucolic
characterization of nature contradicts Philoctetes’ earlier depiction of his natural
environment as a force of destruction (linesl085-1092), and hence reveals his own
46
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psychological change. Furthermore, in lines 1466-68, Philoctetes exclaims that r\
peyaA.r| MoTpa, “great Fate,” and TtavSapaxcop Saipcov, “the all-conquering Spirit,”
compel him to Troy. He therefore makes evident both his re-acceptance of the will of
Zeus and of the traditional Olympian divinities, as well as his own psychological
metamorphosis.37
This passage at the end of the Philoctetes reflects another aspect of the philosophy of
Heraclitus. The notion of what I will call ‘cosmic sympathy’, in which the forces of nature are
in sympathy with those of mankind, a notion that the Stoics later developed from Heraclitus’
principle that all things are one and bound in a harmony of opposites, is a doctrine central to
the philosophy of Heraclitus. In Fr. D. 50, Heraclitus states, outc epou aAAa

too

Adyou

dKovkiavTtxc opoAoyeiv crotpov eoriv ev Tidvra eivai. “Listening not to me but to the
Adyoc it is wise to agree that all things are one.” Here Heraclitus identifies the Adyoc with the
assertion that all things are one, and thus with the principle of the unity of all things.
Heraclitus illustrates this principle in Fr. D. 57 with his criticism of Hesiod who qpepqv Kai
evxppovriv

o o k

eyivcocncev eo n yap ev. “did not recognize the day and night: they are

one;” he thus exemplifies the principle of the unity of all things in cosmic terms with the
identification of the day and night as ev. In Fr. D. 2, Heraclitus states that although the Adyoc
is £uvoo most men live as though their thinking were a private possession. The Adyoc thus is
described as common or shared by all men. Since the Adyoc is identified with the principle of
the unity of all things in Fr. D. 50, the unity of all things also applies to men, and is described
in relation to the human experience in Fr. D. 2. As a result, the principle of the unity of all

37 As a result, Sophocles does not entirely isolate the philosophy of Heraclitus in the character of
Philoctetes himself, but tinges the background of the play in general with the Heraclitean concept of
change.
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things applies both to the cosmos and to mankind, and is described in such a way in the
fragments of Heraclitus.
At the end of the Philoctetes, the eponymous hero depicts the natural world as
interconnected with his own human experience. Philoctetes directly addresses the natural
phenomena on Lemnos in his farewell speech and depicts the mountain of Hermes as
responding to his cries of sorrow by sending forth its echo (line 1460); the cave where
Philoctetes lives is portrayed as having shared his watches (line 1452). Even the sea sends
forth a refreshing spray to wet Philoctetes’ head in his niche within the rock, presumably in
order to cool him during the hot summer months. Philoctetes thus depicts the forces of nature
as unified with his own experience on the island of Lemnos, and as working in concert with
the world of man.
Heraclitus’ influence on Sophocles’ Philoctetes extends to another area as well:
traces of Heraclitus’ criticism of the imprudence of mankind are present in this tragedy.
In Fr. D. 121 Heraclitus cites the exile of Hermodorus as an example of the folly of hoi
polloi:
a ^ t o v ’Etpecrioic i)Pr|8 6 v a n d y ^ a a Q a i 7i a m
Kai xou; xr|v n o k i v K axaXi7ieiv ,

o m v ec 'Eppo&opov av 8 p a earotuv ovTpcrrov e^ePaX.ov cpavxec
lipecov pr|5e eiQ ovrpaxcK: eaxar el 8e
aXXt] xe Kai pex’dftAtov.
Every Ephesian deserves to be hanged, and to leave the city to the youth,
since they drove out their best man, Hermodorus, saying ‘May no one of
us be the best. If he is, let him be so elsewhere and among others.

The Philoctetes also is concerned with a man who, exiled by his own society, must be
reincorporated into that society for it to be victorious. Sophocles, like Heraclitus, treats
the theme of the folly of mankind: he dramatizes the imprudence of man as the force both
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determining the tragic fate of Philoctetes and impeding the victory of the Greeks against
the Trojans. Due to the folly of the Greeks in abandoning Philoctetes on Lemnos,
Odysseus and his men must return to Lemnos to procure both Philoctetes and his bow in
order to invalidate their previous actions and to defeat the Trojans in the Trojan War.38
In conclusion, the importance of fire, its association with divinity, the presence of
unities of opposites, the role of the bow, Philoctetes’ concepts of A.oyo<z, Siktj and
(pucnc, the notions of flux and cosmic sympathy, and the theme of exile and the folly of
mankind offer striking evidence of the profound influence of Heraclitus on Sophocles’
Philoctetes. The parallels between the Philoctetes and the fragments of Heraclitus
strongly indicate that Sophocles was influenced by Heraclitus as he was shaping the
perspective of Philoctetes. By viewing the importance of fire in this play, we are able to
see how fire, in addition to its role in Philoctetes’ basic survival, is essential to his moral

38 It is also tempting to discern striking similarities between the character of Philoctetes and the
biographical information about Heraclitus that is recorded by Diogenes Laertius. Diogenes states,

*Kai
teXoc piCTav0p<D7tqaac Kai £K7taxTjcrac ev xolc opEai 5u]xdxo, rroac mxoupEvoc Kai
Poxavac. Kai pivxoi Kai 5ia xouxi TtEpixpaTis'ic eIc oSEpov KaxfjA.0Ev e’ic aoru...” “In the
end, he became a misanthrope, withdrew from the world, and lived in the mountains feeding on grasses and
plants. However, having fallen in this way into a dropsy, he came down to town” (DK 22 A I). This
depiction of Heraclitus as living in isolation from humanity (albeit willingly), feeding upon grasses and
plants to survive, and ultimately becoming sick with a disease are qualities that generally characterize the
figure of Philoctetes in Sophocles' play. Philoctetes, like Heraclitus, lives in isolation from mankind (albeit
unwillingly at first, but, willingly, when he initially refuses to go with Odysseus to Troy), survives on the
prey of his bow, and suffers from the disease of his snake-bitten foot. Thus, the life of Heraclitus, in
addition to this philosophy, appears to resemble the character of Philoctetes in Sophocles’ tragedy.
However, this view should not be given too much weight, as this type of biographical fiction about the
early Greek philosophers was common. In addition, one could not be certain whether Sophocles even
would have been aware of this type of biographical information. As Kirk and Raven demonstrate, the
fragment of Diogenes is based on well-known extant fragments of Heraclitus (Kirk and Raven, The
Presocratic Philosophers (Cambridge, 1957), p. 183.). Kirk and Raven demonstrate that the extreme
misanthropy attributed to Heraclitus is based on his widespread criticisms of hoi polloi, as in Fr. D. 1-2.
His vegetarianism is deduced from his critique of blood-pollution in D. Fr. 5. His fatal dropsy is deduced
from D. Fr. 117-118. And the reference to his burial in a cow-stall interpreted by his statement that corpses
should be thrown out quicker than dung. In light of this evidence, although we cannot state with certainty
that the Philoctetes is based on the biographical tradition, we can conclude that both Sophocles’ play and
the biographical account are based on Heraclitus’ philosophy and that both envisioned similar embodiments
of Heraclitean thought.
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and spiritual survival, as he struggles with his disillusionment with the Olympian gods of
traditional religion and with the Sophistic ethical code of Odysseus: fire is Philoctetes’
divinity and the key to understanding the system of morality that enables him to survive.
Just as fire is essential to providing Philoctetes with warmth, so too fire ignites his
interior spiritual world and enables him to endure eoKapSioc (line 535). In the end,
Sophocles aligns the philosophy of Heraclitus with the Olympian gods of traditional
religion, thus accomplishing the reconciliation of two starkly different traditions.
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Chapter 2:
Heraclitean and ‘Enlightenment’ Thought
In Sophocles’ Trachiniae
Beginning in the twentieth century and continuing today, scholars have attempted to
reverse the scathing criticism heaped upon Sophocles’ Trachiniae by critics in the nineteenth
century, whose interpretations of this play even made some scholars doubt its Sophoclean
authorship. 1 Charles Segal attributes the negative views of nineteenth century critics to a clash
between the view of Sophocles as “an embodiment of the classic ideal of harmony and
serenity,” and a play that “places us at the intersection of opposed worlds, at the frontier
between man and beast, between civilization and primitive animal drives.” 2
Scholars recently have begun to shift focus from dismissing the Trachiniae as one of
the weakest of the extant plays3 and as “very poor and insipid, gloomy, dark, puzzling, odd,
nebulous, curious, bitter, and difficult,” 4 to unveiling the significance of this perplexing play
with attention to the images from the world of mythology and nature.5 In addition to Charles
Segal’s illuminating analysis of the mythic material of the Trachiniae, which sets the world of
civilization in conflict with the world of the beasts, other critics have concentrated on the

1 H. Patin, Etudes sur les tragiques grecs. Sophocle (Paris, 1904), p.58; S. M. Adams, Sophocles The
Playwright, Phoenix Supplement 3 (Toronto, 1957), p. 124; August von Schlegel describes the Trachiniae
as “below Sophocles’ usual elevation,” and assigns the play to Iophon (quoted in W. Schmid and Otto
Stahlin, Die Griechisch Literatur, vol. I., pt. 2 (Munich, 1934), p. 374).
2C. Segal, Sophocles' Tragic World: Divinity, Nature, Society, (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1995), p. 27.
3Cf. H. D. F. Kitto, Greek Tragedy, (Garden City, New York, 1955), p. 313 who finds the Trachiniae as
lacking in “far-reaching generalizations” and as stemming from “no universal apprehension about life.”
4 E.g., Jebb, The Trachiniae, x; F. J. H. Letters, The Life and Work o f Sophocles, (London and New York,
1953), 176; M. McCall, ‘T he Trachiniae: Structure, Focus, and Heracles,” AJP 93 (1972), p. 162; P.
Masqueray, ed., Sophocle, Society d ’ Edition “Les Belles Lettres,” vol. 2 (Paris, 1957), 4; W. Schmid, in
W. Schmid and Otto Stahlin, Die Griechisch Literatur, vol I, pt. 2 (Munich, 1934), p. 318; A. J. A.
Waldock, Sophocles the Dramatist (Cambridge, 1951), p. 80; C. H. Whitman, Sophocles: A Study o f
Heroic Humanism, (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1951), p. 103. For a complete history of negative
scholarship on this play, see C. Segal, Sophocles’ Tragic World: Divinity, Nature, Society (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1995), pp. 26-29.
5 Cf. C. Segal, Sophocles' Tragic World: Divinity, Nature, Society (Cambridge, Massachusetts), pp. 26-29,
for a summary of this approach in recent scholarship on this play.
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imagery of the tragedy in order to gain insight into the overall themes of this complex work.
In particular, Thomas Hoey focuses on the sun symbolism in the parodos of the Trachiniae in
connection with the hero Heracles.6 Hoey perceptively identifies the sun imagery as symbolic
of the tension between absolute and cyclical states of being in the Trachiniae, which pertains
specifically to Heracles.7 However, although intimating the significance of fire and cyclicity,
Hoey consciously stops short of finding a central image that fuses the play’s meaning
together.8 Hoey applauds Herbert Musurillo for attempting to identify a central image; yet
Hoey criticizes Musurillo for identifying nine different images, and failing to make clear
which, if any, matters the most.9 Musurillo pinpoints the sea of trouble, the turning wheel of
fortune, the wrestling contest, the tender blossom, the disease of Heracles, the blood of
Nessus, the tunic, and Deianeira, the forlorn heifer and lonesome bird, as the central images of
the play. 10 Musurillo then suggests that these multiple images share the common thematic
link of the tension between youth and old age, health and disease, and the divine and human. 11
However, Musurillo fails to explain how, if at all, these many themes are interconnected.
According to this account, we therefore are provided with a series of themes - in addition to
multiple images - from the Trachiniae which seem, on the surface, unrelated; as a result, we
are left with an interpretation casting this tragedy in as nebulous a light as the criticism of the
nineteenth century scholars. 12

6 T. Hoey, “Sun symbolism in the parodos of the Trachiniae,'' Arethusa Vol. 5 (1972): pp. 133-154.
7 Ibid., pp. 140-141.
8 Ibid., pp. 150-151.
’ ibid., pp. 148-149.
10 H. Musurillo, The Light and the Darkness (Leiden, 1967), pp. 64-65.
" Ibid., p. 79.
12 Methodologically, Musuriilo’s study draws on new critical discussions of literature. My study will
follow a ‘historicist’ approach to the study of Sophocles’ Trachiniae, thus arguing that this play has a
contemporary context that clarifies the philosophical background of this play. I will attempt to unveil the
intellectual and cultural milieu influencing Sophocles' Trachiniae. My methodological approach mirrors
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In this chapter, I will argue that a coherent philosophy underlies the multiple images of
Sophocles’ Trachiniae. As Hoey suggests, no one image is the key to the meaning of this
play.

Nor are the numerous themes evoked by the images discerned by Musurillo

irreconcilable and unable to be unified. In fact, the many images in the Trachiniae reflect the
philosophy of the pre-Socratic philosopher, Heraclitus of Ephesus. The Sun symbolism, the
element of fire, the flux of time and its cyclicity, the dyoiv, and the tension between opposites,
recall the philosophy of Heraclitus. Indeed, even the themes pinpointed by Musurillo, youth
and old age, health and sickness, divine and human, echo the Heraclitean principle of the unity
of opposites.
After demonstrating the presence of Heraclitean thought within Sophocles’
Trachiniae, I will raise and answer questions concerning the impact of this pre-Socratic
thought within the context of the play itself.

For example, what is the effect of the

presentation of fire and its instantiation, the Sun, as comprised of the qualities of creation and
destruction, and, thus, as reflective of the Heraclitean unity of opposites, on the context and
structure of the Trachiniae? If the Sun and, in turn, fire reflect the hero Heracles, as Hoey
argues, what is the significance of the depiction of Heracles in a manner reflecting Heraclitean
thought? Likewise, I will examine the idea of Xoyoc in this play and the oscillation of the
characters Deianeira, Lichas, the messenger, and Heracles, between misunderstanding and
belated comprehension of this concept. Building on Segal’s argument, I will suggest that this
tension reflects the characters’ struggle between their primitive, irrational desires as

that of R. Thomas in her illuminating study of Herodotus’ Histories in which she argues that Herodotus’
Histories reflect the intellectual and cultural milieu of the mid to late S"1century and that Herodotus should
be seen more overtly as part of the world of Ionian and east Greek ‘science’ of the latter part of the 5th
century (R. Thomas, Herodotus in Context: Ethnography, Science, and the Art o f Persuasion, (Cambridge,

2000).
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symbolized by the archaic mythical monsters of the play and the rationality of the so-called 5th
century enlightenment as reflected by the concept of Xoyoc. Sophocles’ depiction of this
concept symbolizes the contemporary intellectual movement away from the poGoc of the epic
poets Homer and Hesiod to the age of reason ushered forth by the so-called Enlightenment
thinkers, including the historiographers and the pre-Socratics. I will demonstrate, therefore, the
profound impact of Heraclitus and Enlightenment thought on Sophocles’ Trachiniae, make
evident the significance of this influence on the context of this play, and, finally, determine
Sophocles’ own position among the larger intellectual movement of the 5* century B.C.E.
Fire holds a prominent position in the philosophy of Heraclitus.
Heraclitus identifies the cosmos itself as constituted by 7tup dei^oiov,

In Fr. D. 50,

(x t i t o i i e v o v

perpa

Kai d 7tocrPewup£vov perpa, “an ever living fire, kindled in measures and in measures
going out.” This notion of fire as dei^coov, yet constantly involved in a cyclical state of being
kindled and subsequently extinguished, places the element in an unending cycle of creation
and destruction. This idea of a cycle of creation and destruction is further illustrated by the
role of the sun in fragments of Heraclitus preserved by Plato and Aristotle. Plato states, “the
sun of Heraclitus is extinguished in old age.. .but rekindled again.” And in the Meteorologica
H.2 355al3, Aristotle records Heraclitus as saying that the sun is new every day: o rfkioc ...
KaGcbrep o'HpaicXeiToc cpqcn, veoc eip’ripipq ecrnv. Both Plato and Aristotle preserve
the description of the sun of Heraclitus in personified terms of old age and youth, death and
rebirth, thus placing the sun in a cycle of destruction and creation. In addition to the cosmic
fire, which is entrapped in a cycle of being kindled and extinguished, the Heraclitean sun also
is secured to a cyclical system of growing old and being bom veoc each day. Therefore, both
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the cosmic fire and the sun of Heraclitus endure an inexorable process of creation and
destruction.
Heraclitus envisions night and day as constituting a unity. In Fr. D. 57, he criticizes
Hesiod ooxic ripeprjv Kai eocppovr|v ook eyivwcncev ecrnv yap ev. “who did not
recognize day and night: they are one.” In another fragment (D. 99), Plutarch relates that
' HpaicXeiTOC pev ouv e’l pfj tj7.ioc cpr|<xiv rjv, eocppovri a v rjv. “Heraclitus says that if
there were no sun, it would be night.” Heraclitus asserts the dependence of daylight on the
sun, which, most likely, was intended to refer to the union of day and night. 13
In the parodos of the Trachiniae, the portrayal of the cosmos recalls the philosophy of
Heraclitus:
ov aloXa vu£, evapi^opeva
xiKiei, Kaxeova^Ei xe tpXoyi^opevov
"AXiov"AXiov aixci)
xouxo, Kapu^ai xov’AXKprivaQ- 7io0i poi tioGi poi
vaiei 7iox’, to XapTipgi axepo7tQi tpXeyeOwv;
f| rio v x la c ; a u X a jv a q , fj
S i a a a l v aT te ip o ic icXi0eic;
eiTt’, to K p ax io x e o to v K ax ’o p p a .

Helios, Helios, you whom shimmering Night begets being slaughtered
and whom she lulls to sleep as you blaze with fire.
This, I beg, that you declare a search for the son of Alcmene.
Where, where does he abide, you who glow with brilliant light?
In the channels of the Black Sea or reclining on two continents?
Speak, most supreme eye in vision!

Night is depicted as giving birth (xixxsi) to the Sun whose own birth is the death
(evapi^opeva) of Night. Thus, Sun and Night are portrayed as being entrapped in a cycle of
creation and destruction, which itself is described in the personified terms of birth and death as

13 C. Kahn, The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1978), p. 165.
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in the fragments of Heraclitus. Since the “death” of night is followed by the “birth” of day,
night and day are rendered as comprising a unified system of opposites as in Frr. D. 57 and 99
of Heraclitus. In addition to begetting the Sun, Night is described as lulling the sun, which is
cpAxjyi^opevov, to sleep (Kaxeova^ei); the very force responsible for its birth, Night, also
brings about its death, thus reflecting the idea of fire as existing in a constant state of kindling
and extinction as in Fr. D. 50. This depiction of Night in Kaxeova^ei invokes the language
of sleep as a metaphor for destruction; night and day are portrayed as constituting a unity of
opposites subjected to creation and destruction in the personified language of sleep, recalling
Fr. D.

88

where life and death, waking and the sleeping are identified as unities of opposites:

xauxo x ’evi Cfiv Kai xeGvrpcoc Kai xo eypriyopoc Kai xo Ka0eu8ov Kai

veov

Kai

yqpaiov xa5e yap pexaTteaovxa EKEiva ecrci KtxKEiva 7iaXiv pexa7teaovxa xaoxa.
“Living and being dead, and the waking and the sleeping, and the young and old, are the same
thing. For these transposed are those, and those transposed again are these.” 14

In this

fragment, Heraclitus illustrates the reversibility of the process of death by analogy with the
alternation of sleeping and waking; he thus generalizes the notion of death or destruction to
include “any change of state in which something old gives way before something radically
new” ; 15 the change from the state of living to the state of being dead involves the destruction
of life, as the change from being awake to sleeping involves the end of the state of being
awake. Likewise, day and night in the parados constitute a unity of opposites oscillating
between the states of life and death, being awake and asleep, in which the transposition

14 It is also interesting to note that the adjective, veov, in Fr. D. 88 resonates with Fr. D. 6 of Heraclitus
preserved by Aristotle, in which the sun is described as new every day. Thus, to Heraclitus, the human
experience of being young and old is parallel with the cosmic experience of the sun. In the parodos of the
Trachiniae, as in the philosophy of Heraclitus, the cosmic cycle of the sun is also described with metaphors
correlating to the human experience of youth and old age.
15 C. Kahn, The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1978), p. 221.
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between opposites involves the general processes of creation and destruction; as the birth of
Day involves the death of Night, the death of Day involves both its transposition to the state of
sleeping, and implicitly, the end of its being awake. Indeed, day and night in the parodos even
reflect the unity of youth and old age in Fr. D.

88.

Since Night begets the sun, the sun is veov

each morning, thus alternating between the unified opposites of youth and old age.
The notion of ‘cosmic sympathy’, in which the forces of nature are in sympathy with
those of mankind, i.e., the doctrine of the unity of all things, is also depicted in the parodos of
Sophocles’ Trachiniae, as in the Philoctetes.16 As T. Hoey astutely recognizes, Heracles is
described as “icAiGeic,” an adjective which normally is used to describe the setting of the
sun.17 Hoey interprets the attribution of this “cosmic” adjective to Heracles as a means both of
“ennobling” the hero and of conjoining his life with the cycle of creation and destruction in
which the sun and night are inextricably bound. 18 However, Hoey stops here. The attribution
of this cosmic adjective normally ascribed to the sun is only half of the picture. The sun and
night are described with the personified adjectives of birth and death, sleeping and, implicitly,
awakening, and thus, in human terms: the cosmos is humanized and the hero cosmologized.
At the end of the parodos, the human experience is further cosmologized: aXK 'bii 7n j|ia Kai
X apav/ 7iacn

k u k

A o o c t iv

o\

a p -/

ktou

orpcxpd5ec KeAeuGoi, “But as it were, the

revolving paths of the Bear bring to all suffering and joy in turn.” Here the human experience
of pain and joy is explicitly likened to the cyclical processes of the constellations.
The ascription of the human to the cosmic and the cosmic to the human in the parodos
of Sophocles further mirrors Heraclitus’ principle of the unity of all things. Heracles, like the

16 Cf. Chapter 1 for discussion of the theme of cosmic sympathy in Sophocles’ Philoctetes.
17 Cf. T. Hoey “Sun symbolism in the parados of Trachiniae," Arethusa 5 (1972): p. 137.
18 Ibid., p. 137-138.
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constellations, is entrapped in a cycle of pain and joy, which itself applies Ttacn, to all, like the
hyyoQ that binds all things together in the philosophy of Heraclitus. Unlike Hesiod, the
chorus in the parodos indeed does understand the workings of the cosmos, namely, that the
day and night arc unified in an inexorable process of creation and destruction, and thus are one
( e c t t iv

yap ev). Finally, the depiction of the human experience of pain and joy as comprising

a single cycle in the parodos reflects Fr. D.l 10 in which Heraclitus exemplifies the unity of
opposites with examples drawn from human experience: vooaoc uyi£ir|v £7toir|CTEv r|5o
Kat ayaOov, Xtpoc Kopov, Kapaxoc dvd 7raocnv. “It is disease that makes health sweet
and good, hunger satiety, weariness rest.” Just as disease and health are unified in the same
complex of human experience, so, too, are the pain and joy of Heracles in the Trachiniae. The
cosmic and human language of the parodos not only ennobles the hero Heracles and places
him in a cycle of pain and joy, but also positions the cosmos and the world of man within a
Heraclitean matrix where all things are one. 19 We will see that part of the tragedy of the hero
in this play arises from his initial failure to understand the hyyoQ determining the cyclical
nature of the cosmos and the cycle of his own fortune as he displays a ‘mythical’ mindset in
which monsters and primitive desires seemingly determine the course of his life.
Immediately following the parodos in lines 144-149, Deianeira nostalgically reflects
upon her youth in a manner that also echoes the Heraclitean sentiment of the parallelism
between the cycles of the cosmos and those of mankind:

xo yap vea^ov ev toio"Ict5e (iocncExai
yojpoicnv auxoo, Kai viv ou 0 dA.mx; 0 eou,
ooS’opPpoc ou5e TrvEupdxtov ou5ev kXovei
19 Cf. also lines 786-788 where the unity of the cosmos and man also is illustrated when all of nature echoes
in sympathy the groans of the diseased Heracles.
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cJlAA’ , f|5ovcuc apoxOov e^aipei piov
ec tou0’ , eoK tic dvr'i 7tap 0 evou yuvf|
kA.t|0 xi, XaPxi t ’ ev vukti cppovr't&ov pepoc
rfioi rcpoc avbpoc rj tckvojv cpopoupevq.
For such are the places of its own where youth is nourished
and no heat of the sun god, nor rain, nor anything of winds
agitates it, but uplifts its life in pleasures, untroubled,
until some time when one is called a woman rather than
maiden, and gets a share of worrying in the night, fearing for
her husband or children.

Charles Segal interprets QoX tzoq 0eou primarily as symbolizing the “power of sex and
especially male desire.” 20 This reading, while correct on one level, ignores the remainder of
the clause in which Deianeira refers to the cyclicity of nature alternating between forces of
creation and destruction. This depiction recalls the descriptions of the cosmos in the parodos
and in the philosophy of Heraclitus, which depict the cosmos as oscillating between creation
and destruction, youth and old age, life and death. The remainder of the clause, ouS’opPpoc,
ou5e 7rvEopdx(i)v ou5ev kAove\, portrays youth as a shelter from the destructive qualities of
the elements in nature. In her youth, the potentially destructive qualities of the elements of
nature - the heat of the sun, rain/water, wind/air - are ineffectual against Deianeira. The
destructive side of nature, from which Deianeira’s youth is protected, parallels her cloistered
existence away from cycles of human pain and joy (dXA.’q5ovcuc apoxOov e^cupei piov/
ec too©, ea>c tic dvr'i mpOevoo yuvf] tcXr|0T)). In her youth, she enjoys only life’s
pleasures. Just as the maiden is sheltered from the destructive side of nature, so, too, she
enjoys the pleasures of human existence and is sheltered from the fears (cpoPoupevri) of
womanhood. Yet, implicitly, when Deianeira enters womanhood and Xdpr| t ’ ev vukti
<ppovri5o)v pepoc/ ti'toi Ttpoc dvbpoc rj tbkvcov (poPoupevt), she also will be affected
20 C. Segal, Sophocles’ Tragic World: Divinity, Nature, Society (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1995), p. 33.
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by the destructive qualities of the elements of nature; then, presumably, the heat of the sun,
rain/water, wind/air, will prove destructive to her as she cycles from the pleasures of youth to
the pain of adulthood. Deianeira thus reflects upon her own existence in terms of cycling
between youth and aging, pleasure and pain, in a manner also mirroring the cyclical nature of
the cosmos oscillating between the opposing qualities of creation and destruction. As in the
philosophy of Heraclitus, human existence is depicted as enduring the same cyclical pattern as
the cosmos.
Deianeira’s existence is also depicted as bound to the unending process of alternation
between the cosmic phenomena, day and night. In line 149, she refers to womanhood (yuvf))
as the time when Axx(}t| t ’ ev vukti cppovrtfkov pepoc ti'toi 7ipoc avbpoc rj tckvcdv
(po|k>u|ievr|. Womanhood thus is portrayed as associated with Night (ev vukti) while youth,
uplifted with pleasures, is shielded from the destructive quality of the sun, and hence aligned
with the positive quality associated with this cosmic phenomenon.

Deianeira’s life is

portrayed as oscillating between affinity towards the sunlight of youth and the Night of
womanhood. Hence her own existence is portrayed as entrapped within a unity of opposites
composed of day and night, thus resulting in the overlap of the human and cosmic.21
Throughout the Trachiniae, fire and its various instantiations are depicted as
constituting a cycle alternating between forces of creation and destruction in a manner
reflecting the Heraclitean cosmos. Indeed, even the structure of the play itself mirrors the
cyclical nature of fire alternating between being kindled and quenched; it is rendered as a force
21 One might ask why Sophocles/Deianeira depicts womanhood as the opposite of youth; for, whereas day
and night cannot exist simultaneously, women clearly can be young too. However, the depiction of
womanhood as the opposite of youth serves to stress the difference in the former’s less potent relation to
child-bearing in contrast to maidenhood in which a woman is in her prime child-bearing years; thus, the
duality of maidenhood and womanhood mirrors the dualities of creation and destruction, life and death,
youth and old age, which are prevalent throughout the play, as in the parodos and in Deianeira’s reflection
of her youth.
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of destruction associated with monsters and lustful desires in the beginning of the play and
subsequently aligned with the forces of salvation and rebirth at the end of the play.22
In Deianeira’s opening monologue, the heroine bemoans her present state of misery
which is bucrroxfj

xe

Kai (Japuv, “unfortunate and heavy” (line 5). She then proceeds to

recount the traumatizing ayiov between Heracles and the monstrous river-god, Achelous, who
is described in the following manner

p’ev xpuxiv popxpdunv E^qxEt m xpoc,
cpoixwv Evapyf)C xaupoc, aXXox’a ’toXoc
bpdbctov eXikxoc, aXXox’avbpEup kuxei
Pou7tptppoc • ek 5e bacndou yEVEiaSoc
Kpouvo'i SiEppaivovxo Kpx|vaioo 7ioxou (lines 10-14).
oq

[Achelous] who came in three forms asking my father for me,
first clearly as a bull, and then as a shimmering, darting serpent,
then with a man’s body, but a bull’s face, and from clump of beard
whole torrents of water splashed like a fountain.
In line 12, the adjective a ’toAoc, shimmering, is ascribed to the tri-formed Achelous, thus
linking light and fire with the monstrous suitor who is a great source of anxiety for Deianeira:
OEi KaxGavew E7rr|ux6|ir|v,/ 7tptv xijabe koixt|<; epTteXaoOijvai 7ioxe, “[she] was
always praying to die instead of going to his marriage bed.” As I have demonstrated, in the
parodos aioXoc occurs again, yet in description of the Night: ov aioAxx vu£ Evapi^opeva/
xikxei

KaxEovdi^Ei xe cpXoyiCopevov/ "AXiov''AXiov aixw. AloAxx; qualifies Night, and

thus paradoxically unifies two opposites, fire, a quality of the Sun and of Light, and Night.
Since Night is responsible both for the birth and the lulling to sleep, i.e., the death, of the Sun,
the properties of both creation and destruction are attributed to aloAoc and Night. Similarly,
22 C. Segal identifies the diptych presentation of fire in the play as associated with destruction in the first
half and salvation and rebirth in the second half. However, he fails to incorporate this perceptive
observation into the broader theme of cycles of unities of opposites in the play in general and, in turn, its
reflection of the philosophy of Heraclitus. Cf. C. Segal, Sophocles' Tragic World: Divinity, Nature,
Society. (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1993), p. 33.
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since the birth of the Sun, which is described as cpXoyi^onevov, blazing with fire, is the death
(evapi£o|ieva) of the Night, fire is further associated with destruction. AloXoc and
(pXoyiCopevov link the quality of destruction to fire and its various forms.
A third instance of this adjective aioXoc occurs in line 834 in the description of the
Hydra, who is described in terms echoing the description of Achelous as “odoXxx; fipaiaov.”
Since the blood of the Hydra constitutes the poison that ultimately destroys Heracles and,
indirectly, Deianeira, the adjective atoXoc, and thus fire again is associated with the force of
destruction. Therefore, as Charles Segal asserts, the association of “atoXoc” with the Hydra,
Achelous, Nessus, and Night, conjoins these creatures in a complex symbolizing destructive
violence.23 However, in extension, since the monstrous beings are all associated with the
destructive power of fire through their characterization as aloXoc, these figures are positioned
within the bipolarity of creation and destruction, in which they are aligned with the particular
quality of destruction.24 Therefore, like Heracles (in the parodos) and Deianeira (in lines 144153), Achelous, the Hydra, and the centaur also are bound to a cycle of creation and
destruction in which they represent the force of destruction.25
Later fire is again portrayed as associated with the powers of destruction.

The

poisonous love philter of Deianeira, bequeathed to her by the centaur Nessus and composed of

23 Ibid.
24 Cf. C. Segal, Sophocles’ Tragic World: Divinity, Nature, Society, (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1995), n.
35, pp. 31, 33, where he demonstrates that this adjective is primarily used of fire in earlier and
contemporary Greek literature due to its etymological link with the Sun, f|'Xioe.
25 Here I am asserting that the monstrous figures in the Trachiniae symbolize one side of the Heraclitean
principle of opposition in which they represent the force of destruction. In this respect, the treatment of
these figures is different from the depiction of Heracles and Deianeira as caught in their respective cosmic
systems of both creation and destruction. However, in both cases (i.e., the monstrous figures and the
particular characters, Heracles and Deianeira), the play is concerned with Heraclitean opposites in general.
The monsters represent one side of the opposition with which both characters, Heracles and Deianeira,
must contend. We will see how fire’s association with rebirth and salvation comprises the other side of the
opposition created by its association with the monstrous figures, Achelous, the Hydra, and the centaur.
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the blood of the Hydra, receives its deleterious powers from fire. In lines 604-609, Deianeira
tells Lichas to exhort Heracles lest the robe touch any other man’s skin before his own:

5i5ooc 5e xov5e cppd^’oTtoK; prjbeic Ppoxwv
iceivou 7iapoi0ev dp<pt8uoexai xpdi,
pr|5’ovj/exat viv p^x’cpeyyoc f|>.iou
pT10’epKoc lepov pr^x’ apeoxiov aeXaG,
7tpiv keivoc auxov cpavepoc eptpavtoc crra0sic
Sei^ri 0eo1cnv ripepqi xaopocnpdy^.

When you give this to him, take care that no other person
but he puts it on his skin, and that neither the light of the sun
nor the sacred precinct, nor the blaze at the altar light upon it
until he, standing there visible to all, will show it to the gods
on the day when the oxen will be slaughtered.

Here, as instructed by the centaur Nessus, Deianeira emphasizes the necessity of shielding the
robe from all sources of fire, (peyyoc f|X.ioo...ecpeaxiov

cteXoc ,

the light of the sun and the

blaze of the altar, until Heracles himself dons the garment at the moment of his sacrifice. Fire
thus is associated with unleashing the powers of the love philter, which, as we learn later, is
the source of Heracles’ destruction.
In lines 695-704, Deianeira describes the effects of the sun’s exposure on a piece of
wool smeared in the supposed love philter xo yap Kaxaypa xuyxavco piv|/aaa thoq/
cxkxIv ’bz TiXiumv

ioq 6

’ kftaXm-zoJ pet 7iav aSriXov ica'i Kaxevj/rpcxai yOovi, “I

happened to have thrown the piece of sheep’s wool into the ray of the sun, when it was
warmed, all of it flowed into invisibility and crumbled into the ground.” Here, the cxkxTv’ be
fjA.uoxiv, the ray of the sun is portrayed as the cause of the disintegration of the sheep’s wool,
and thus its destruction.
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In lines 765-766, fire again is depicted as the stimulus of destruction. Hyllus describes
the onset of the poison’s consumptive invasion of Heracles as associated with fire:

OTtcoc 5e c t e | i v ( 3 v opyioiv eSaiexo
cpXo^ aiparripd Kano Ttieipac 5puoc
VSptoc avTjsi
Kai Trpotnrcoaaexai
7tX8opa"i<nv dpxucoXXoc...rjA.Ge 8’ oaxsiov
68ayp6<; dvxicmacrxcx;' sixa cpoivio^
sxGpac exiSvTic loc die e5aivuxo.
But as the bloody flame from the sacred offerings
and the resinous pine blazed high,
the sweat broke out on his skin,
And the thing clung closely to his sides...
Spasms of pain bit into his bones.
Then like the vicious, murderous viper’s poison,
it began to consume him.
Here, cp7x>4 dip.axrjpd, the bloody flame of the altar fire, ignites the power of the poisonous
robe and unleashes the destructive disease on Heracles.

The association of the <pXc>4

dipaxripd with the exGpae exiSvTie conjoins fire with the Hydra, and resonates with the
description of Achelous as a serpent, thus aligning the element with the destructive forces of
these monsters. Fire again is depicted as a source of destruction.26
In the first half of the play, fire and its various forms also are employed to symbolize
the destructive powers of lust. In lines 145, Deianeira reflects upon her maidenhood in which

26 One could suggest that the significance of fire extends only to its traditional association with the mythical
figure of Heracles, and that many of these references to fire and heat allude to the myth of his apotheosis.
On this reading, fire need not have anything to do with Heraclitus. My interpretation does not discount the
possibility of this mythological reading; rather, it is offered in order to unveil another layer of meaning
beneath the mythical significance of fire in its association with Heracles. In fact, the mythical figure of
Heracles was singled out by the philosophical heirs of Heraclitus, the Stoics, as exemplifying many of their
philosophical doctrines; the myth of Heracles thus serves as an example of the compatibility of myth and
philosophy. Sophocles, perhaps, paved the way towards recognition of the many similarities between the
philosophy of Heraclitus and the myth of Heracles. Given the confluence of images and concepts drawn
from the philosophy of Heraclitus - from the doctrine of the unity of opposites, to the unity of all things, the
cyclicity of the cosmos alternating between creation and destruction - it is very likely that the references to
fire (which holds a prominent role in the philosophy of Heraclitus) and heat in this play also have
philosophical significance in addition to mythic meaning. To ignore another possible layer of meaning
might preclude our ability as scholars to gain a more complete understanding of this tragedy.
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she is shielded from QalnoQ Geou', the “sun-god’s heat,” which Segal suggests is “a metaphor
for the power of sex and especially male desire.” 27 In line 368, Heracles is described as
evxeGepavxai rroGtp “inflamed by desire,” for the maiden Iole, and thus with language of fire
‘J O

that is symbolic of his lust.

The language of inflamed desire proves destructive as it compels

Heracles to invade Oechalia and capture Iole, which, in turn, provokes Deianeira to use the
supposed love philter on Heracles, thus resulting in his death and her own suicide. Therefore,
the imagery of fire as a symbol of lust also triggers the powers of destruction.
Towards the end of the play, fire and its various forms are depicted as a source of
salvation and rebirth. These representations differ sharply from the association of fire with
destruction in the first part of the play. In lines 1013-14, Heracles exclaims, Kai vuv em
xcpSe voaoovri/ ou 7tup, ouk eyxoc tic ovqm pov oo tcote xpeij/ei; “Now when I am
sick, will no one bring fire or a weapon that can help me?” As Segal maintains, the Oetan
fires, unlike the fires of the altar at Cenaeum, are far from causing the disease and somehow
will cure i t 29 In lines 1208-1210, after ordering Hyllus to throw his body upon the wood of
the pyre and then to ignite it, Heracles describes this act as one that will distinguish Hyllus as
Tiaiaiviov/ Kai poovov iaxrjpa xdiv spwv

K a K to v ,

“a healer and the only curer of my

misfortunes.” And Hyllus rejoins, koi ttwc omiOtov crujp’a v uppqv to aov; “and how
could I heal your body if I set light to it?”, thus questioning the paradoxical notion of fire as a
source of salvation. Heracles therefore depicts the act of setting fire to his body as one
qualifying Hyllus with the appellations of 7iauoviov and iaxrjpa, hence associating fire with
the act of salvation itself.

27 C. Segal, (1995) p.33.
28 Cf. ibid. for more examples of the images of the “heat of desire.”
29 C. Segal (1995), pp. 55-56.
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In addition to its quality of salvation, the Oetan fire presumably will be the source
from which Heracles is apotheosized, and in this sense, reborn as a god.30 Moreover, when
Heracles 1earns from Hyllus that Deianeira has poisoned the robe with the love charm of the
centaur Nessus, he states, <peyyoc oukex’ eoxt, “my light no longer exists”(l 144). As Segal
asserts, the fire of Cenaeum, associated with destructive bestiality, is extinguished. 31 Now a
new type of light is rekindled, namely a light commanded by the gods (AxxpTiaSoc cteXoc).
In line 1174, Heracles states xaox’oov erceiSfi taxprcpd oupjkavei, xeicvov, “since now
these things come together in clarity,” which, as Segal asserts, illustrates Heracles’ new vision
of light, one connected with Xdp.7ia 5 oc cteXoc and his comprehension of the will of the gods
and his own fate to be reborn as a god.

As we will soon see, this new type of light is

connected with his new recognition of the Xoyoc in which he sees the entire cycle of life and
death and his own fate to be reborn as a god. The images of fire and light are rendered as
forces different from earlier occurrences in the play as forces of destruction. Now, fire and
light are rekindled with the symbolism of rebirth and salvation, and thus associated with the
other half of the cycle of opposites, creation.
The image of fire cycles between the forces of creation and destruction in a way
mirroring the description of the cosmos in the parodos as alternating between a cycle of
creation and destruction to which the sun and Night are bound inexorably. The depiction of
fire as cycling between creative and destructive forces is reminiscent of the philosophy of
Heraclitus in which the cosmos is constituted by an ever-living fire engaged in the endless
cycle of creation and destruction.

Therefore, the philosophy of Heraclitus underlies the

301 agree with C. Segal’s assertion that there is a subtle reference, albeit not explicit, to the apotheosis of
Heracles in lines 1206-10. Cf. C. Segal, Tragedy and Civilization (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1981), pp.
99-100.
31 C. Segal, Tragedy and Civilization (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1981), pp. 101-102.
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seemingly paradoxical and diptych presentation of fire as essentially a force of both creation
and destruction in Sophocles’ Trachiniae?2
Even this differentiation itself between the destructive and creative qualities of fire in
the Trachiniae reflects an aspect of the philosophy of Heraclitus. In Fr. D. 43 Heraclitus
admonishes, GPpiv xP^l oflew uvai paXXov rj TroptcaLqv, “it is necessary to quench
hubris quicker than a blazing fire.” Heraclitus acknowledges the negative quality of fire
through its capacity for destruction.

As Charles Kahn asserts, this fragment reflects

Heraclitus’ implicit qualification of his principle of war and conflict when it appears as
“wanton violence.” 33 Heraclitus hence identifies the destructive quality of fire as negative if it
is senseless, and, presumably, not aligned with the Xoyoc and reason.

In Fr. D. 118,

Heraclitus emphasizes a positive quality associated with a form of fire: auyf| £r|pf| vj/uxn,
acKpoxdrq ica'i apiarr), “The wisest and best soul is a dry, gleam of light.” The description
of aoyfi ^qpt| as acxpaitdrri implies an association of wisdom with a particular instantiation
of fire, a gleam of light. This contrasts with the TiupKoiiqv of Fr. D. 43 which is senseless and
seems to lack wisdom. Therefore, in the philosophy of Heraclitus, we can distinguish two
aspects of fire: the destructive violence of a blazing fire and the gleam of light, in which the
latter is associated with wisdom and the former is not.
I have demonstrated in the Trachiniae how Sophocles depicts fire and its various
forms as symbolic of destruction in the first half of the play and as emblematic of creation at
the end of the play.

We have seen how Heracles’ flame, which reflects the primitive,

32 My interpretation extends the purely mythological/psychological accounts (such as those offered by
Segal) of the imagery from this play to include a philosophical account of this tragedy; this historicist
reading of the play illuminates the intellectual and cultural milieu behind the creation of the Trachiniae
which has been ignored by most scholars. Additionally, this reading enables us to recognize the unique
project with which Sophocles was engaged - the application of philosophy to tragedy and myth - and his
involvement in the intellectual climate of the 5th century B.C.E...
33 Cf. C. Kahn, The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus (1978), p. 241.
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destructive forces associated with the mythical monsters, is extinguished in line 1145 and
supplanted by new light, the light of knowledge, that is associated with the will of the gods.
This new light is thus aligned with reason and wisdom in a manner reflective of the dry gleam
of Heraclitean light.

Similarly, his former vision of light reflects the senseless, wanton

violence of the Heraclitean Ttuptcairiv. Therefore, as the cycle of fire reflects the philosophy
of Heraclitus, so too, the representation of two aspects of fire in the Trachiniae reflects this
depiction of fire in Heraclitus.
In addition to fire which constitutes a cycle of creation and destruction in the
Trachiniae, many more instances of unified opposites occur in this tragedy in a manner
exemplifying this principle that is central to the philosophy of Heraclitus. To Heraclitus,
opposites - the living and the dead, the waking and the sleeping, and the young and old constitute a unity in which each pair is engaged in a process of transposition: ta m o t ’ evi
Qiav kcu TeGvrpcoc kcu to eypriyopoc *ca\ to icaGeoSov teat veov kcu yripatov to5e
yap peTaueCTOvTci ekeivcx ectti KatcE"iva rcdXiv p£Ta7iEa6vra Tam a. “The same: the
living and the dead, and the waking and the sleeping, and the young and old. For these
transposed are those, and those transposed again are these,” (Fr. D.

8 8 ).

Contrary to

Aristotle’s interpretation of this Heraclitean doctrine, each one of the opposites is not identical
to its opposite, thus violating the law of contradiction, but rather constitutes a single, unified
complex in which each one of the pair is engaged in a process of transposition with its
opposite.34 Each thing ecomcp opoXoyEEi, agrees with itself while being biacpepopevov, at

34 Cf. G.S. Kirk and J.E. Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers: A Critical History with a Selection o f Texts
(Cambridge, 1937), p. 187, for a discussion of Aristotle’s criticism of Heraclitus on the grounds of the
denial of the law of contradiction.
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variance with itself: ou ^uvidmv

okcdc

Sicwpepopsvov ewuxip opo^oyeer “They do not

comprehend how a thing agrees with itself being at variance with itself...” (Fr. D. 51).
Unities of opposites recur in the Trachiniae in a manner recalling this doctrine of
Heraclitus. In particular, the dichotomies of young and old, health and sickness, the living and
the dead, the very examples employed by Heraclitus in Fr. D.

88,

pervade this play and

constitute single, unified complexes in which each individual in the pair is bound inexorably
to a process of transposition with its opposite.
The characters of Iole and Deianeira are portrayed as embodying the qualities of youth
and old age which constitute a single, unified system; this unity itself is subject to the
relentless process of transposition, thus reflecting the unity of the opposites veov kcu
yqpouov exemplified in Fr. D.

88

of Heraclitus. As we have seen in our discussion of the

parodos in lines 142-152, Deianeira contrasts the opposing qualities, youth and old age,
whereas the former kcu viv ou

0 aX7ioc

Geou/ ou 8 ’ opPpoe, ou5s 7tvEupdxcov ouSev

icXovei, aX k' f|5ovaic apoxGov e^aipei P'tov, “is neither afflicted by the sun of god’s
heat, nor by rain, nor by any winds, but uplifts its life, untroubled, in pleasures,” while
womanhood (yuvf|) entails t ’ ev vukxi cppovxi&ov pepoc/n'xoi 7tp 6 c dvSpoc rj tekvojv
cpoPoupevq, “a share in worrying in the night, fearing for one’s husband or children.”
Deianeira (who is depicted in the opening monologue as anxiously worrying in the night about
her husband Heracles) thus is depicted as suffering from the anxieties of womanhood in
contrast to maidenhood. And in lines 547-549, Deianeira declares, opw yap fi'Pqv xf|v pev
epTtooaav Ttpoaw/ xfjv

6e

<p0 iv o o a a v <Lv dcpapTia^eiv (piXcv/ ocpGaXpoc avQoc,

T(5v5’ u7tsKTp87tei TioSa. “For I see her youth creeping forth, and mine withering; and the
desiring eye turns away from those whose bloom it snatched.” Deianeira hence portrays her
69
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own youth as withering in contrast to the youth (q'Pqv) of Iole which is blooming at present.
Moreover, since both of Deianeira’s reflections on maidenhood and womanhood follow her
reminiscences upon youth as the catalyst for the contest between Heracles and Achelous (the
first of which occurs in Deianeira’ monologue, and the second of which occurs in the choral
passage in lines 497-530), Deianeira is depicted as constituting a cycle alternating between
youth and womanhood in which her youth has been transfigured by age. She, like Iole, was
once young and inflamed the passion of Heracles. However, her youth has withered (tqv 5e
cpGivoooav), while that of Iole blooms. Hence, Iole and Deianeira constitute a unity of
opposites in which the qualities of youth and old age are engaged in a process of alternation.
Therefore, just as in Heraclitus’ Fr. D.

88,

the two females comprise a system of opposites in

which the qualities of youth and old age constitute a system of alternating opposites. And this
complex of opposites mirrors the laiger, cosmic unity of opposites as exemplified by Night
and Day in the parodos, further reflecting the Heraclitean doctrine of the unity of all things.
In lines 1259-1263, the notion of the dependence of the positive quality of health upon
the negative quality of disease in erroiqoEv q60> icai ayaGov, recalls the sentiment of
Heraclitus expressed in Fr. D. I l l : dv 0 pco7ioic yivsoGai

okoctci

Oe X o o c t iv

o o k

apeivov,

vooaoc uyisiqv E7toiqaEv q 6 u icai ayaGov, Xipoc Kopov, KapaToc d v d m o aiv . “It is
not better for human beings to obtain all that they want; it is disease that makes health sweet
and pleasant, hunger satiety, weariness rest.” Immediately before Hyllus sets Heracles on the
funeral pyre, Heracles declares:

ayE vov, Ttpiv tq v6 ’a v a ta v q a a i
voaov, co vj/uxq cncXqpa, xc&ufkx;
X iG o tc o X X q -ro v o r o p i o v
dvam xuE

7 ia p e x o u a ’ ,

(J o q v , coc E rrix a p T o v

t e X e o o c t ’ c x e k o v x t io v

Epyov.
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Come now, before you stir up the disease,
stubborn soul, apply a bit inlaid with stones,
and let no cry escape from me,
accomplishing this unwelcome task,
as though it were a pleasure.
Here, Heracles describes the act of being burned alive on the funeral pyre as an aeicoumov
epyov that should be done as though smxapxov, since the fire will heal and cure his disease,
thus making Hyllus his Ttauoviov

kcu

pouvov ia rn p a (lines 1208-1209). Heracles draws a

connection between his salvation and health and the painful and unwelcome task of inciting
his voaoe. Therefore, just as in Fr. D. I l l , the unity of opposites, consisting of the positive
and negative qualities of health and disease, is presented with the negative quality of disease
as necessary for the actualization of the positive quality of health achieved through salvation.
Thus only when Heracles is consumed alive both by his vococ and the fire of the pyre does
he believe that he will achieve the positive qualities of health and salvation.
The paradoxical states of life and death also recur in the Trachiniae in a manner
reflecting this unity of opposites central to Heraclitus’ philosophy. In addition to Heraclitus’
assertion of the reversibility of life and death in Fr. D.
t s 0 vt| k o c

T a m a .),

. . . tcx5 e

88

(ram o t ’ evi Qiov icai

yap pexaTteaovxa eicEivd eori Kaiceiva 7raA.1v peraTteaovta

Heraclitus claims a sort of equivalence between mortals and immortals through the

transposition of life and death in Fr. D. 62: dGdvaxoi Gvqxoi, Gvqxoi dGdvaxoi, <^x5vree
tov EKeivtov Gavaxov, xov 8 e eiceiviov P'iov xeGvewxec. “Immortals are mortal, mortals
are immortal, living the others’ death, dead in the others’ life.”
In the Trachiniae, the destiny of Heracles is intertwined in a unity of life and death in
which these states of existence are bound to the same process of reversibility. The Xoyoc of
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the oracles concerning the fate of Heracles and the Aoyoc of the centaur Nessus about the
effects of the love philter both indicate outcomes determining Heracles’ death.35 However,
both Aoyo'i are interpreted as implying outcomes affecting Heracles’ life. In the case of the
oracle, Heracles’ end of labors is misunderstood as meaning the achievement of a life of
happiness (eie

to

y’ ucrcepov xov Aoutov fjSr| pioxov eixxirov’ exeiv) instead of its true

meaning: the achievement of this end only in death (lines 80-81). Life and death are reversed
in the interpretation of this oracle. Additionally, life and death are interchanged in Deianeira’s
misinterpretation of the Aoyoc of the centaur Nessus, who says that the administration of the
love philter to Heracles will result in his never again loving any woman other than herself as
meaning an outcome affecting his present life. Rather, the Adyoc, in fact, implies that this
fidelity will be brought about due to Heracles’ meeting the end of his life in death. As in
Heraclitus’ philosophy, the concepts of life and death subsist in a unity in which these
concepts are reversed in the comprehension of the Aoyoc.
In the Trachiniae mortality and immortality are also presented as interchangeable.
After Heracles finally achieves comprehension of the true meaning of the Aoyoc of the oracles
as he learns from Hyllus that the poison of the centaur Nessus is the cause of his
thus, his death, he states, 0 8 ’ ouv o 0f|p Kivxaupoc,

16c

to

voctoc,

and

Belov i^v/ rtporpavxov, ooxio

Cfovrd p ’eKxeivev Bavaiv. “So this beast the Centaur, as the divine prophecy had foretold,
has killed me, I being alive, and he dead.” Hence Heracles who is mortal (or at least semi
mortal) is living, and Nessus, who is immortal, is dead, having been killed by Heracles.
Heracles is living the death of Nessus while Nessus is dead in the life of Heracles. And, since
Heracles states that his death on the funeral pyre will be his cure and salvation, thus implying

35 See below discussion of koyoc.
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his own achievement of immortality,36 Heracles, a mortal will become an immortal, thus
interchanging the two states of existence. Heracles will achieve life in death, again reversing
the states of life and death.

Heracles and the centaur Nessus are therefore depicted as

comprising a unified state of life and death, mortality and immortality, two opposites that are
engaged in a process of transposition in a manner reflecting the sentiment of Heraclitus in Fr.
D. 62. Heracles, like the Heraclitean fire, thus constitutes a cycle engaged in the process of
creation and destruction in which the flame of the funeral pyre is the agent both of his death as
a mortal and for his rebirth as an immortal.37

Change in the Trachiniae
The concept of change is inherent to the doctrine of the unity of opposites in which
each pair is subject to transposition. As discussed in Chapter 1, the doctrine of flux is
fundamental to the philosophy of Heraclitus as exemplified by the famous river fragments
preserved by Arius Didymus in Fr. D. 12, by Plutarch in Fr. D. 91, by Plato and Aristotle.
Regardless of the debate concerning the degree of change, i.e., whether the substance and
form are subject to change or merely the substance, change affects both the cosmos, which is
an ever-living fire being kindled in measures and in measures going out (Fr. D. 30), and the
human experience.38

36 Cf. C. Segal (1995) for the debate concerning Heracles’ apotheosis at the end of this play. As Segal
argues, I support the view that there is an implicit reference to Heracles’ apotheosis in lines 1208-1210 in
the association of Hyllus’ setting fire to his body on the funeral pyre with his healing, cure, and salvation.
Additionally, the depiction of the cosmos in the parados of the Trachiniae as engaged in the continual process
of creation and destruction resonates with this particular sentiment of Heraclitus in which life and death are
unified. In the parados, the death of Night is the birth of the Sun (i.e. Day) and vice versa. In such a way, the
unity of day and night is depicted in terms of life and death and thus as bound inexorably in the process of
transposition between the two states of life and death just as in the philosophy of Heraclitus as expressed in Fr. D.
62 and Fr D. 111.
38 Cf. Heraclitus, Fr. D. 12 and Fr. D.91.
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The theme of change defines the cosmos and the world of man in the Trachiniae in a
manner reflecting Heraclitus’ doctrine of flux. The opening monologue of Deianeira places us
within a Heraclitean milieu on the banks of the river where the heroine witnesses the
momentous ayoiv between Heracles and Achelous that results in her own transformation from
maidenhood to womanhood.39 The river is depicted as the site of change, both demarcating
her entry into womanhood from maidenhood, as well as personifying change itself.40 In lines
9-13, Sophocles describes the river god Achelous with particularly transformative imagery as
wooing her ev xpioxv poptpaicTiv... cpoixwv evapyt|C xaupoc, aXkox' aloXoc/ SpaKoov
eXiktoc, aXXox’avbpeup icuxei/ (k>u7iptppo£T “in three shapes, at some times manifest as a
bull, at others as a shimmering, coiling serpent, and again at others with a man’s trunk and a
bull’s head.” Achelous metamorphoses between forms and is described as aioXoc, and (as
we have seen in our discussion of the parodos) thus conjoins the mythical beast with the
cosmic forces of day and night, which also are engaged in a continual process of change
between creation and destruction. Achelous thus is depicted as both transformative in his
person as well as with respect to the force exerted upon Deianeira in ushering her into
womanhood. The Trachiniae opens with the forces of transformation and change, defining
their setting with the particularly Heraclitean motif of the river imagery.
As mentioned above, like Deianeira and Achelous, the cosmos also is depicted as
engaged in a continual cycle of change. Night is described as aioAxx, thus resonating with
Achelous’ description as cuoXoc, shimmering. Night is rendered as changing both between
39 I am not arguing that all rivers in literature place us in a Heraclitean milieu. This particular riverbank
setting in the opening of the Trachiniae is suggestive of Heraclitean thought given the accumulation of
Heraclitean concepts and images that follow - from the relationship of cosmic sympathy constituting the
world of nature and man, to the unities of opposites engaged in an inexorable process of change, and the
prevalence of the theme of Strife, i.e. the agon.
Cf. Kirk Ormand, Marriage in Sophoclean Tragedy: Exchange and the Maiden (Austin, 1999), Ch. 2, for
a discussion of the dynamics and implications of marriage in the Trachiniae.
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the states of birth and death and between being asleep and awake in the unity of opposites
comprised of itself and the Sun, i.e. day. The cosmos, therefore, mirrors the continual change
to which the ever living fire constituting the Heraclitean cosmos is subjected in Fr. D. 30.
Heracles also is portrayed as engaged in a continual state of flux and as subject to the
forces of change. He alternates between a state of health and that of disease, the state of erotic
passion and reasoned comprehension of the Aoyoc, and even between life and death, mortality
and immortality. As a result, like the cosmos itself in the parodos, Heracles is bound to an
inexorable cycle of change revolving between opposites. And the very opposites also reflect
the particular pairs of opposites - health and disease, life and death, mortality and immortality,
misunderstanding and understanding of the Aoyoc- that exemplify the doctrine of the unity of
opposites central to the philosophy of Heraclitus.

The Aeon
In the Trachiniae, the dominant impetus effecting change is the force of strife which is
symbolized by the dyoiv, Aphrodite, and Eros. In Heraclitus’ philosophy, strife and war also
figure as the primary motive powers behind change. In Fr. D. 80 Heraclitus asserts: el8 e[vai]
Xpij xov rcoAepov eovra £uvov icai 8 ixr|v epiv tcai yivopeva Tidvra tcax’ epiv rcai
Xpewpeva [?]. “It is necessary to know that war is shared and strife is justice and that all
things come to pass in accordance with Strife and [Necessity].” Like Adyoc in Fr. D. 2, war is
described as £ovov, and, like Adyoc in Fr. D. 1, epic is the concept according to which
yivopeva 7rdvxa “all things come to pass.” War and Strife are thus ascribed with concepts
associated with the Aoyoc and used interchangeably with the Aoyoc. In Fr. D. 53, ttoAepoc is
assigned the role of the Olympian god, Zeus:
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7ioXenoc 7idvT(ov pev Tiarnp eari, 7ravxu)v 5e (kxcnXeix;,
Kai xooc pev Geooc eSei^e xoix 5e av0po)7iouc, xouc pev 8o6?uOuc
67toir|ae xouc 8e eXeuGepouc.

War is the father of all, and the king of all;
some he has revealed as gods and others men;
some he has made slaves, others free.
Since a Homeric formula describing Zeus Ttdvxwv pev r o m p soxt, Ttdvxtov 5s
PacnA^uc, Heraclitus, in defining TtoXepoc as such, depicts m&epoc as holding an identical
role to that of Zeus.41 Heraclitus equates War with the god who is traditionally held as the
universal father responsible for birth, life, and creation 42 As Charles Kahn demonstrates,
Heraclitus, then, restates his doctrine of opposition in this fragment with the equation of War,
a force typically responsible for death and destruction, with the god responsible for birth and
life 43 Heraclitus bestows War and Strife with the same power assigned to the Xdyoc and to
Zeus himself; War and Strife are thus identified both with the principle according to which all
things come to pass and with the supreme divine power orchestrating both creation and
destruction.
In the Trachiniae, War and Strife possess similar roles: they are the undedying
principles according to which all things come to pass and the forces aligned with Zeus,
Aphrodite, and Eros.

However, Sophocles both echoes and re-mythologises Heraclitus’

abstractions of war and strife; for Sophocles portrays these concepts with the divine figures
associated with them. The opening monologue of Deianeira thrusts the audience into the
midst of an dyoiv rife with strife and conflict (lines 18-21):

41 Cf. C. Kahn, The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus, (Cambridge, 1978), p. 207f..
42 Ibid.
43 Ibid.
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Xpovcp 6’ ev ucrrepcp pev, dopcvq 5e poi,
o k X e iv o c qA.0 e Z r j v o c ’ A X K p q v r|C x e

nd i e

oc elc dyoiva xip8e aupTCeaiov paxr|C
e k X o e t c u fie.
But at the last moment, and to my relief,
the famous son of Zeus and Alcmene came,
who contended with him in battle and released me.
The dyoiv between Heracles and Achelous determines the transition of Deianeira from
maidenhood to womanhood, which becomes the defining preoccupation for the heroine
throughout the play.
The dyoiv is depicted as associated with Zeus. In line 26, Deianeira states, xeXoc 6 ’
e0r|KE Zeuc dyoivioc KaXoic, “but Zeus, the god of battles, concluded [the contest between
Heracles and Achelous] favorably.” By ascribing the epithet dyoivioc to Zeus, “the father and
king of all” is associated with the dyoiv, and thus with conflict and battle. Therefore, as in Fr.
D 53 of Heraclitus, conflict is associated with Zeus, which ascribes a destructive quality to the
god responsible for creation. Since Heracles is described both as the son of Zeus (and thus as
the son of the god of the dyoiv) and as enduring many battles himself in line 156, Heracles,
who wins the dyoiv with Achelous for Deianeira’s hand in marriage, is associated both with
the dyoiv and with marriage, and thus with the forces of creation and destruction.
The dyoiv between Heracles and Achelous over Deianeira resurfaces in the first
stasimon in the Trachiniae in a manner again conjoining both creation and destruction. In
lines 497-530, chorus relates the actual events of the dyoiv, which Deianeira omits in the
prologue due to her fear of witnessing the battle. Here, however, the dyoiv is placed in the
context of an ode praising the peya...o0Evoc of the Cyprian Aphrodite, the goddess of love
(line 497). Aphrodite is described as the one EKcpepsxai vitcac dei, who always carries off
victories (line 497) and as the one presiding over the dyoiv (lines 515-16), who has power
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even over Zeus himself, Hades, and Poseidon (lines 500-502).

Hence the goddess

traditionally associated with love and creation is associated with the dyoiv, and thus conflict.
Yet, given that the dyoiv determines Deianeira’s hand in marriage, Aphrodite is also
connected with her traditional role as goddess of love.

Aphrodite thus is portrayed as

presiding over the opposing forces of creation and destruction.44
Conflict and strife again serve as the principle underlying the course of events
concerning the destiny of Iole and Heracles. These forces are portrayed as comprising a
single, unified system constituted by the opposites, creation and destruction, that itself is
personified by the god of erotic love, Eros. In lines 351-374, the messenger identifies the true
cause of war against Oechalia as Eros: ."Epoxi 5e viv/ povoc 0e<5v BeX^eiev aixpdcrcu
xa5e, “It was Eros alone among the gods that bewitched him into waging war”(lines 354-55).
The battle that Heracles wages against Oechalia resulting in Iole’s abduction is presented as
caused by Eros, the god of love. The battle is thus connected with both forces of creation and
destruction. Furthermore, this conflict sets into motion the transition of Iole from maidenhood
to womanhood that mirrors this cycle as endured by Deianeira. In lines 441-443, Eros is again
depicted as associated with conflict: he is depicted as a boxer, who rules even the gods
according to his caprices. The god of love, therefore, is portrayed as connected with strife and
as the supreme ruling force governing the world 45

44 Although the concept of Strife, the agon, and conflict are features of Greek culture and thought since at
least the time of Hesiod, the portrayal of these concepts as composed of unities of opposites - creation and
destruction. Love and Strife, birth and death - which are engaged in a constant cycle of transposition
reflects the role of Strife and conflict in the fragments of Heraclitus.
45 The depiction of Eros as personifying the unity of opposites of creation and destruction and Aphrodotie
as also representing the unity of opposites of creation and destruction differs from the fragments of
Empedoles in which the divinities. Aphrodite and Nestis, represent the forces of Love and Strife
respectively; in Empedocles, Aphrodite and Nestis together symbolize the motive forces of Love and Strife
in contrast to Sophocles’ portrayal of Eros as reflecting both Love and Strife, and, accordingly, the
complete complex of creation and destruction in this unity of opposites. Sophocles’ representations of
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Strife serves as the underlying ruling principle in the Trachiniae also with respect to
the hero Heracles. Heracles’ engagement in a battle with the centaur Nessus indirectly causes
his own destruction. In retaliation for Heracles’ defeat of Nessus in this battle, the centaur
persuades Deianeira that the love philter will charm the mind of Heracles into loving no
woman other than herself. In actuality, this love philter results in the death of the hero.
Consequently, the battle with the centaur results in Heracles’ own destruction, thus serving as
the principle underlying the tragedy.
Therefore, battle and conflict are the governing principles behind all of the major
events of the Trachiniae in a manner reflecting the primary role of War and Strife in the
philosophy of Heraclitus. The dyoiv, battle, and conflict are depicted as constituting a unity of
opposites composed of the forces of Love and Strife, creation and destruction, birth and death,
through associations with Zeus, Aphrodite, and Eros. As in Fr. D. 53 of Heraclitus, everything
happens in accordance with Strife, which itself is “the father and king of all” in the
Trachiniae. Just as Zeus is identified with War and Strife by Heraclitus, so too, Hyllus
sinisterly identifies Zeus as the cause of the tragic deaths and suffering endured by the
characters in the final words of the play (lines 1275-1278):

AeiTtou pr|5e cro, TtapGev’, h i' o i k c d v ,
peyaAouc pev !6 o u a a veoue Qavdxooc,
710AAa 8e Trnpaia o c a o KaivoTtaOq,
ko65 ev toutcov o ti pi) Zeuc.
Do not be left behind in the house, maiden,
you have seen recent and terrible deaths,
Eros, Aphrodite, and Zeus as each individually constituting the entire complex of the unity of opposites,
creation and destruction, recalls the fragments of Heraclitus in which war and strife are identified with
Zeus, the supreme divine power orchestrating both creation and destruction; thus, in Heraclitus, Zeus is
portrayed as constituting the opposing qualities of creation and destruction. Sophocles, however, extends
Heraclitus’ identification of this unity of opposites with Zeus to Aphrodite and Eros, thus re-mythologizing
the philosophy of Heraclitus.
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and many sufferings unprecedented,
and none of these things is not Zeus.

Aoyoc in the Trachiniae
So far, I have focused solely on the influence of the philosophy of Heraclitus on
Sophocles’ Trachiniae. Specifically, I have demonstrated how the image of fire, the cyclicity
of the cosmos, the unity of opposites, the concept of change, and the notion of Strife directly
invoke the ideas of Heraclitus. Now, I would like to focus on how the notion of Aoyoc in the
Trachiniae reflects this concept, which was an important catchword of the contemporary
intellectual movements of historiography, natural philosophy, and the Ionian scientific
tradition in general. In this case, I will argue that Sophocles’ depiction of this concept does
not reflect the usage of the Aoyoc by one particular enlightenment thinker alone; rather, that
Sophocles’ depiction of Aoyoc blends together several traditions, as it reflects this term’s
usage in the contemporary intellectual movements of the historiographers - including his close
friend Herodotus - and the natural philosopher, Heraclitus, and thus the Ionian scientific
tradition.
In the Trachiniae, the concept of Aoyoc prominently recurs throughout the play.
Scholars have long noted the importance of speech in the Trachiniae.

In Tragedy and

Civilization, Charles Segal discusses how the emphasis of speech “ironically foreshadows the
play’s massive perversion of language.” 46 Indeed, the very significance of Aoyoc is stressed
by its primary position in the tragedy itself and by the plethora of occurrences of cognates of

44 C. Segal, Tragedy and Civilization, (1981, Oklahoma), pp. 66.
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fayyoQ throughout the play.47 However, scholars have failed to identify that Sophocles’
dramatic treatment of this concept reflects the contemporary intellectual climate of
‘Enlightenment’ thought, as it is reminiscent of its usage by the historiographers and by the
natural philosopher, Heraclitus. Indeed, the theme of the perversion of language echoes
Heraclitus’ criticism of mankind’s failure to understand the Xdyoc in spite of its accessibility
to all. The alignment of Axiyoc with oracles, rationality, and the notion of ioxopia also
demonstrates the influence of ‘Enlightenment’ thought in general on Sophocles’ dramatic
treatment of this concept. In the course of my argumentat, I will demonstrate that the
references to Xoyoc in the Trachiniae which, in certain cases, generally have been
acknowledged as references to Herodotus also recall Heraclitus. The interpretation of these
particular instances (as in the case of Deianeira) as a double allusion to Herodotus and
Heraclitus more accurately accounts for Deianeira’s concerns with epistemic certainity about
the cyclical nature of life alternating between the pleasures of maidenhood and the pains
induced by womanhood and about the cyclical nature of the cosmos. To interpret these
allusions as purely Herodotean excludes an important layer of philosophical influence on this
tragedy and leaves us with the question as to why Deianeira would recall a Herodotean adage
only to modify it to some degree.
Aoyoc occurs in line 1 of the Trachiniae:

Aoyoc |i£v ear’apxouoc av0po)7ta)v cpavsic
cic ook av a ’uUv’ SKpaOoic Ppoxajv, rtp'iv av
Gavri tic , o u t’ ei x p ^ ^ o c out’ ei xtp kcckoc’
eyo) 5s xov spov, icai rcpiv sic "Ai5ou poAilv,
e^oiS’ exoocra 8ucra>xh xs kcu (iapuv,

47 Cf. lines 1,9,23, 60,63, 79, 184,230,250, 289, 345, 385,425-427,431,470,472,620,679, 825, 1165,
1230.
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There is an ancient saying, once revealed to mankind,
that you cannot understand the life of a mortal before someone is dead,
so as to know whether he has a good or bad life.
But I know well, even before going into Hades,
that I have an unfortunate and sorrowful one.
Here Ax?yoc is the first word in the tragedy and signifies a ‘saying’ that is commonly accepted
by mankind. Yet this term has another layer of significance: the Xoyoc.. .apxouoc alludes to
the ancient saying of Solon recorded by Herodotus in Book 1 of the Histories. In addition,
this term also resonates with the literary tradition of the early Greek prose writers, the Ionian
historiographers, such as Hecataeus of Miletus and Ion of Chios, both of whom served as
models for the historian Herodotus.48 The preambles of Hecataeus’ and Ion of Chios’ works
begin with references to a Xoyoc.49 However, Deianeira modifies the hyyoQ in her claim to
understand that her life is miserable in her present state, and thus, that she need not wait until
the end of her life in order to gain this knowledge. In this sense, Deianeira recalls the adage of
Herodotus and a catchword of the historiographical tradition, yet adapts her view of the
epistemic certainty of this Xoyoc.
The assertion that knowledge and comprehension of this Xoyoc are possible before the
end of one’s life is reminiscent of Heraclitus’ own use of hyyoQ in Frr. D. 1 and 2. In these
fragments, Heraclitus attempts to awaken mankind from its epistemological sleep to the
realization of the comprehensibility of a Xdyoc, a principle underlying all things and
according to which all things come to pass. Furthermore, the Xoyoc is common and shared by
all (tou hyyou 5 ’eovroc £uvoo) (Fr. D. 2). In spite of the commonality of the Xoyoc,

48 C. Kahn, The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus, (Cambridge, 1978), p. 97.
49 Hecataeus of Miletus says, “I write these things as they seem to me to be true. For the Xoyoi of the
Greeks are, in my judgement, many and ridiculous.”49 Ion of Chios begins, “the starting point of my
Xoyoc: all things are three, and nothing more or less than these three,” thus referring to his own discourse
as a XoyoQ (DK 36.B.1).
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Heraclitus criticizes mankind for living as though their thinking were a private possession:
to o Xdyoo

8

’ eovtoc £ovou i^ioooctiv

01

tioXAoi <oc I8 iav exovrec (ppovrimv.

“Although the Xoyoc is common, the many live as though their thinking were a private
possession.” (Fr. D. 2).
As Charles Kahn points out, Heraclitus’ use of Xoyoc has an additional layer of
meaning that is quite different from that of the historiographers.50 To Heraclitus, Xoyoc is the
principle of rationality underlying all things and according to which all things come to pass
(Fr. D. 1). Heraclitus’ use of Xoyoc both allies his philosophy with the early Ionian scientific
tradition and ushers in a new tradition.
Similarly, Deianeira opens her monologue with reference to a Xx3yoc that alludes to
the Ionian historiographical tradition, particularly to its heir Herodotus.

However, while

accepting the truth of the Xoyoc, she then claims that she indeed does know
(e£oi8 ’) the worth of her own life, which is SocrcuxTj te kcu (iapuv, before death. Like
Heraclitus, Deianeira claims that she has access to a Xoyoc. This principle, maintaining the
comprehensibility of the value of her own fate in her lifetime, is thus aligned with the concept
of rationality. Furthermore, since her notion of the Xoyoc differs from the common view of
the fojyoQ, Deianeira, like Heraclitus, comprehends that the taSyoc holds true in her present
state of existence.

Although she has enjoyed a life filled with joys and pleasures in

maidenhood, she understands that the Xoyoc has determined that her life must cycle and, in
fact, has cycled towards a life that is Sooroxn “te kcu (iapuv in womanhood. That is,
Deianeira taps into the meaning of the Xoyoc: the rational principle orchestrating the cyclical
nature of her existence, alternating between pleasure and pain, youth and old age. However,

50 C. Kahn (Cambridge, 1979), p. 97.
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like Heraclitus, she does not claim that she possesses this ability alone. Rather, since the
X6 yoc...dpxaioc was once revealed to mankind (dvGptomov (paveic) (line 1 ), it is both
accessible to and able to be comprehended by all of mankind.
Deianiera blends the scientific traditions of historiography, as represented by the
allusion to Herodotus, and of natural philosophy, as represented by Heraclitus. She upholds
the truth of the Herodotean Xdyoc, but asserts that this fayyoQ can be applied before she dies.
Furthermore, like the Heraclitean Xoyoc, this Xoyoc orchestrates the very course of the life of
all, both man and the cosmos, cycling between opposites - pain and pleasure, youth and old
age, creation and destruction. Unlike the Herodotean Xoyoc...dpxouoc purporting that man
cannot achieve knowledge (toe ooK...eKpd0 oic) concerning the fate of any man until he
reaches the end of his life, Deianeira asserts a present state of knowledge (e^oiS’) concerning
the unfortunate state of her life beginning with the advent of her womanhood engendered by
the dyoiv between Heracles and Achelous over her hand.
Why would Sophocles refer both to Herodotus and Heraclitus in the opening
monologue of the Trachiniae? Why should we accept this claim of a double allusion to
Herodotus and Heraclitus in line 1 of the Trachiniae? If we were to view this merely as
an instance of Sophocles’ remembering the work of his friend Herodotus, we would be
left with the issue raised by Deianeira’s modification of a famous adage drawn from the
work of Herodotus.51 That is, why would Sophocles recall the adage of Solon presented
by Herodotus, only to alter an aspect of it through the mouthpiece of Deianeira? If we
view this as a double allusion to Herodotus and to Heraclitus, then we are able to make

31 Herodotus’ close connection with Sophocles is indicated by the ode that Sophocles wrote at the age of
fifty-five to Herodotus (D. Anth. Lyr. Fasc. I).
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sense of Deianeira’s modification of the Herodotean allusion. Deianeira’s modification
of the Herodotean X.oyoc...dpxaioc signifies her present understanding of the XoyoQ,
which is the rational principle determining the alternation of life between unities of
opposites in a manner mirroring the XoryoQ of Heraclitus. Heraclitus’ XoyoQ is the
rational principle asserting that the constitution of the cosmos consists of unities of
opposites - pleasures and pain, youth and old age, life and death, creation and destruction
- in which each entity in the pair of opposites is inexorably engaged in a cycle of
transposition into its opposite. Deianeira, like Heraclitus, comprehends her present
misfortune and pains endured in womanhood that contrast with the pleasures of her
youth; that is, she understands the cyclical nature of her life vacillating between
maidenhood and womanhood, pleasure and pain; and as we have seen in lines 144-149,
she understands that the cyclical nature of her own life reflects the larger cosmic reality
in which nature itself alternates between the forces of creation and destruction.
Therefore, the heroine’s comprehension of the rational principle orchestrating the
universe, defined by unities of opposites and the unity of all things, mirrors the
Heraclitean XoyoQ asserting these very principles. Her blending of the Herodotean
tradition with that of Heraclitus is significant; to ignore this double allusion obscures the
complex connotations of Sophocles’ use of XoyoQ and leaves the reader with the
unsatisfying question as to why Sophocles would adapt this concept from the work of
Herodotus. If we understand the layered and complete intellectual context behind this
allusion referring to both Herodotus and Heraclitus, thus, to the general Ionian scientific
tradition, we then can understand its greater significance and relevance to the themes
throughout the play in general. We then can appreciate how this allusion resonates with
85
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the diverse themes throughout the play, from the cyclicity of nature and the world of
man, to the unities of opposites, and the interconnectedness of all things.
In the Trachiniae, X&fOQ is associated with both the Heraclitean and the Ionian
scientific method of inquiry, or, io ro p ia. The type of investigation known as Icrropta
engendered the first major works of prose literature, the Histories of Herodotus and
Thucydides. R. Thomas has persuasively demonstrated that Herodotus’ own
identification of his work as historie is influenced by the ‘scientific’ activity of early
Hippocratic writers and natural philosophers.52 That is, Herodotus identifies his work as
historie in the attempt to align his work with the rational enquiries of the early natural
philosophers and the world of scientific inquiry .53 This term occurs in Fr. D. 35 of
Heraclitus: xpil eo pdXa noXXdv icrropac <piA.oaocpouc a v 8 p a c evai, “It is
necessary for men who are lovers of wisdom to be good inquirers into many things
indeed.” His use of lo ro p a c , like his use of prose and XoyoQ, aligns him with the Ionian
scientific tradition, in which thinkers employed the use of systematic inquiry into a
variety of subjects.54
This catchword occurs four times in the episode between Lichas, the messenger, and
Deianeira, including line 404.55 The messenger threatens Lichas, T6 X.pqaov ewteiv, s’i
cppovetc, o <r’ loropaj, “If you have a mind, take courage to say what I inquire of you.” The
messenger here couples together the concepts of speaking, presumably the truth, rationality

52 R. Thomas, Herodotus in Context: Ethnography, Science and the Art o f Persuasion (Cambridge, 2000).
53 Ibid., pp. 163- 167.
54 C. Kahn, The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus, (Cambridge, 1978), p. 96.
55 Cf. lines 382,415, and 418 for other references to icrcopia.
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(cppovslc), and inquiry Curcopxo), all three of which are emphasized in the fragments of
Heraclitus.56
The other references to icrropia are employed in a manner further strengthening
the contrast between Lichas and Heracles, on the one hand, and the messenger, on the
other. Lichas and Heracles are depicted as resistant to the method of inquiry while the
messenger is portrayed as exercising this method of icrropia. In lines 375-382,
Deianeira asks Lichas about the origin of the captive maiden, who is described as r\
Ktxpta X.ap7rpd icai icax’ o p p a icai cpucriv, “she who is radiant both with respect to
her looks and in her nature.” Lichas responds that Heracles has said nothing about her
yevecnv, her origin, since ou 8 ev icrropcov, he had not inquired (lines 380, 382).
Heracles thus is presented as not utilizing icrropia .57 In line 415, the messenger denies
Lichas’ request to leave their presence by saying, ou, Ttpiv y a v eurijc icrropoupevoQ
ppayu. “No, not before you answer one inquiring about a brief [question].” Lichas, in
attempting to evade the messenger’s brief inquiry, resists this method of inquiry. And in
line 418, in response to the messenger’s persistence in questioning Lichas about the
maiden, Lichas responds, cpr|pr Ttpoc xi 5’ icrropeic; “I say so! Why do you ask this?”
The messenger does not elaborate on his knowledge about the maiden, but merely
deflects the question by interrogating the messenger about his incessant inquiries
(icrropetc).
56 Heraclitus associates Xoyoc “not only with language, but with rational discussion, calculation, and
choice: rationality as expressed in speech, thought, and in action.” C. Kahn, The Art and Thought o f
Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1978), p. 96. In Fr. D. 2, Heraclitus implies the connection of the Xoyoc with
<ppovr]mc in his criticism of most men who live as though their (ppovrjoie were I8ta. For, since
Heraclitus criticizes men for assuming the XoyoQ to be I8iav...(pp6vtimv when the Xoyoc is Jjuvoe, it
follows that the Xoyoe is in fact £uvoe cppovt]aic.
57 The juxtaposition of two catchwords of Ionian philosophy, (pome and io ro p ia is striking; it is further
evidence that this concept reflects the intellectual tradition of Ionian science and philosophy of such
thinkers as Heraclitus.
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In contrast, the messenger is portrayed as utilizing the method of ia ro p ia . He
figures as persistently probing Lichas, and even convinces Deianeira to investigate
further into Lichas’ knowledge concerning Heracles’ abduction of Iole. In lines 404,415,
and 418, the messenger both describes his own ia ro p ia and is described by Lichas as
engaging in this manner of inquiry. The messenger, therefore, stands in contrast to
Lichas and Heracles with respect to his practice of ia ro p ia as well as his own notion of
Aoyoc.58
Aoyoc is depicted throughout the Trachiniae as what mankind fails to understand in
spite of its signification by language, oracles, and the will of the gods. In fact, Deianeira’s
opening modification of the apxa'ioc Aoyoc and implicit criticism of mankind for failing to
understand their present ability to access and comprehend this Aoyoc foreshadow the
prominence of this theme throughout the play. Indeed, in the Trachiniae, instances in which
mankind misinterprets and/or misunderstands the Aoyoc abound; this, in turn, results in the
tragic downfall of the characters in this play. Hence the characters in the tragedy cycle
between moments of miscomprehension of the Aoyoc and moments of enlightenment, thus
reflecting Heraclitus’ criticism of mankind for its failure to understand the Aoyoc expressed in
Fr. D. 1 and Fr. D. 2. Finally, a connection between the Aoyoc and the oracles of the
traditional gods is evident in the Trachiniae in a manner also mirroring that same correlation
in Heraclitus’ Fr. D. 93 .59 Much of the tragic coloring of the play is created when the mortal

581 will discuss the significance of the dichotomy that is created between Lichas and the messenger by the
respective rejection and espousal of the concept of historie in the section below on the significance of
Aoyoc in the Trachiniae.
59 In Fr. D. 93, the concept of Aoyoc is associated with something that the god of Delphi, Apollo, signifies
through his oracles: o a v a l ; ou t o (lavreTov e c t t i t o e v AeAcpoTc o u t e AeyEi o u t e KpuJtTEi aAAa
<TT|paiv£i. ‘T he lord whose oracle is in Delphi neither speaks nor conceals, but gives a sign.” Here, Apollo
is described as neither revealing the Aoyoc nor concealing it from mankind, but rather, signifying the
Aoyoc through his oracles. Heraclitus suggests that the god Apollo has access to the Aoyoc and provides
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characters belatedly achieve understanding of the Aoyoc, which they learn (only too late) is
aligned with the oracles and the will of the gods. Consequently, just as the Heraclitean Aoyoc,
which is signified by the oracles of Apollo, is misunderstood by mankind, so too, the Aoyoc in
the Trachiniae, is misunderstood or understood belatedly, in spite of its indication by the
oracles.
The cycle of miscomprehension of the Aoyoc is exemplified by Heracles’ initial
misinterpretation of the oracle received at Dodona and the hero’s subsequent enlightenment at
the end of the tragedy. In lines 77-78, Deianeira informs Hyllus that Heracles eAxure poi/
jiavxeia m o ra xfjcrSe xrjc xpsicic rcepi, “left [her] trustworthy prophecies for this hour of
need,” to which Hyllus responds, xa 7tdta, pqtep; xov Aoyov yap dyvow., “what [ones],
mother? I am ignorant of the Aoyoc.” Hence Hyllus refers to the Aoyoc in conjunction with
the prophecies concerning Heracles’ fate which leads to the first misinterpretation of a Aoyoc.
Deianeira relates Heracles’ interpretation of this Aoyoc that the hero would achieve release
from his toil as meaning that he would xov Aoitcov rj8 r| pioxov eoauov exeiv, “have a

hints into its meaning through his oracles that signify the Aoyoc. As a result, to Heraclitus, there is a
connection between the oracles of Apollo and the true meaning of the Aoyoc. And, perhaps, an exhortation
to mankind and/ or another criticism thereof for its failure to interpret the true meaning behind the signs of
the oracles is latent in this fragment. Cf. C. Kahn, (1978), pp. 123 -124 for an examination of this
fragment. C. Kahn points out that Apollo’s mode of utterance is described as neither direct statement nor
concealment, but rather, signification; ‘Giving a sign,’ means uttering one thing that in turn signifies
another: hyponoia, a ‘hint’ or ‘allegory.’ The Delphic god’s mode of utterance presents a complexity of
meaning; thus, reflection is necessary for the proper interpretation to be discovered. Kahn further examines
two interpretations of this fragment: first, the Delphic mode is supposed to be a paradigm for Heraclitus’
own riddling style; second, the complexity of meaning is to be located in the nature of things, in the
structure of appearance understood as logos, a kind of meaningful language (C. Kahn (1978), p. 123).
Kahn argues that we need not choose between these two views; the Delphic elements in Heraclitus’ own
style are obvious; but, throughout the fragments of Heraclitus, mankind is characterized as failing to
understand the logos and listening without comprehension because reality itself, the nature of things,
requires close investigation (“Nature loves to hide") and expectation to discover the unexpected (D. 18). In
this fragment, Apollo does not give the Aoyoc, but provides a sign that requires interpretation and close
investigation in order for the Aoyoc to be understood.
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happy remainder of his life” (line 81). In line 1172, Heracles learns that he has misinterpreted
this prophecy which, in truth, means o 6 8 ev aAAo 7rXf|v Baveiv epe, “nothing other than
[his] death.” Upon learning that the robe is imbued with the Centaur’s lethal poison, Heracles
realizes the true meaning of another to Belov...7tpo(pavTOV, “divine prophecy,” ouxco
Qiovxd p ’eKeivev Bavoiv, “that one being dead would kill [him] being alive” (line 1163).
After Heracles’ realizes the truth of these prophecies, Hyllus again refers to the Xoyoc in line
1179; he thus emphasizes the connection between this concept and the prophecies: dXX’, to
ndxep, xapPdj pev ec Xoyou axdcnv/ xoiavS’ e7teX.6 oiv, Tretaopai 5’a ao i 5otcsi. “But
father, arriving at this point in the Adyoc, I am afraid and will obey whatever you think.”
Hyllus deems Heracles’ comprehension of the true meaning of the prophecies as his arrival
(87reXBo5v) at achieving true understanding of the hyyoc. Heracles’ true understanding of the
Xdyoc is made conspicuous at the end of the play by his repeated references to this concept
and his insistence that Hyllus’ follow his Xoyoc: ...aX ka xoi

Bew

v

a p a / pevei ct ’

d 7ricrrr]aavxa xolc epou: Xdyoic, “It remains that you will be cursed by the gods if you
disobey my words.”60 Heracles thus cycles between an initial misunderstanding of the Adyoc
and comprehension thereof. The hero’s comprehension of the Xdyoc tragically leads to his
understanding that the end of his toils truly indicates the end of his life.
Aoyoc is again depicted as comprising a tragic cycle of misinterpretation and belated
comprehension in its connection with Deianeira’s interpretation of the instructions of the
centaur Nessus. In line 679, Deianeira invokes the concept of Adyoc while relating to the
chorus the entire story behind the instructions given to her by the centaur Nessus. She says,
pel^ov ’ acxevu) Xdyov, “I shall extend the story to a greater length,” thus alluding to this

60 Cf. also lines 1179 and 1230 where Heracles again refers to the koyoQ.
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episode in which she receives the instructions from Nessus as a Xoyoc. In line 683, Deianeira
again refers to the instructions with the metaphor of writing, aXk ’ Eaip^opqv,/ x o X k ^
omoQ Sixrvurrov ek SeXtou ypcuprjv “but I observed [the instructions] like writing that is
difficult to erase from a bronze tablet.” By likening the instructions to 8 ucivi7rrov...ypa(pt]v,
Deianeira diminishes her probability of error in comprehending the instructions just as the
reference to the xoXktK 8 eXtoo stresses the apparently indelible and concrete impression
upon her mind. Although Deianeira does not err in her ability to comprehend and execute the
instructions of the centaur Nessus, she does, in fact, misinterpret the meaning of the centaur’s
words concerning the philter’s effects on Heracles. Deianeira interprets Nessus’ words that the
philter shall charm the mind of Heracles so that he will never love another woman other than
Deianeira as meaning that the charm will rekindle Heracles’ love for Deianeira. In fact, the
centaur’s Xoyoc truly signifies that Heracles will meet his death and thus never again love
another woman. The realization of Deianeira’s misinterpretation and subsequent
comprehension of the true meaning of the words of the centaur Nessus leads not only to
Heracles’ death, but also, indirectly, to her own suicide. Language is depicted, therefore, as
comprising a cycle of misunderstanding and comprehension resulting in the tragic end both of
Deianeira and Heracles.
The Xoyoc of the oracles and the centaur Nessus thus both point to Heracles’ end in
death. The Xoyoc of the centaur and the words of the oracles have the same meaning, and
thus are £uvcx; like the Heraclitean Xoyoc. The events of the play accord with the words of
the oracles and those of the centaur, thus mirroring the Heraclitean sentiment that everything
happens in accordance with the Xoyoc. Just as Heraclitus criticizes mankind for failing to
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understand the Xoyoc, both before hearing it and once they have heard, the characters in the
Trachiniae perpetually fail to interpret the Xoyoc correctly, which results in their fatal ends.
One final aspect of Sophocles’ rendering of XdyoQ resonates with the philosophy of
Heraclitus. In lines 61-63 of the Trachiniae, Deianeira draws a distinction between |i6 6 oi
and Xdyoc that mirrors a similar dichotomy in the thought of Heraclitus. While urging
Deianeira to send Hyllus in search of his father, the nurse states, in a speech that cautiously
acknowledges her status as a slave, vov

6

’, ei Sikouov touc eXeuGepooc cppevoov/

yvcopaicn 8 odXaic, Ktxpe XPG (ppaaai to ctov “But now, if it is just for slaves to instruct
free persons with their opinions, it is necessary that I indicate what you should do.” The nurse
then urges her mistress to send Hyllus in search of his father to learn if he is alive. This advice
is referred to as

x o iq x ’

epoie Xoyoic in line 60. In lines 61-63, Deianeira responds in the

following manner

(5 tekvov, to roxT, ko 4 dyEWTjxajv a p a
poGoi KaXwc 7U7rroucnv t| 6 e yap yuvf|
8 odXr| psv, £ipr|K£v 6 ’ eXeuGepov Xdyov.
My son, my child, so even the words from those of lowly birth
can fall out well; this woman is a slave, but the word she has
spoken is that of a free person.
Here two contrasts are depicted: first, the social status of slaves (dyewnTwv and 8 ouXr|)
versus that of the free (eXeuOepov); second, the contrast between the pGGoi
7U7iTOucn.v

koXmc

and eXEiSOepov Xdyov. Regarding the issue of social class, Deianeira remarks

upon the ability of a 5ov3Xt| to speak an eXeuGepov Xoyov. Thus, the faculty of speaking a
Xoyoc leads Deianeira to classify the nurse as speaking like a free person and as a result, to
view the nurse as transcending a social boundary. Furthermore, Deianeira draws a distinction
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between the ability of the lowly bom, i.e., slaves, to speak puGoi KaXak, tuttcooctiv, words
that fall out well, i.e., words that merely chance upon the truth, and the nurse who speaks the
eXeuGepov Xoyov which necessity (xpf| (line 54)) compels her to speak; accordingly, the
puGoi are associated with words that can chance upon both truth and falsehood, while Xoyoc
necessarily is a truth. In addition, Deianeira’s realization that a 5ouXr| pev, eiprpcev § ’
eXeuGepov Xoyov reflects the notion that all mankind, not only the free, have access to
comprehension of the Xoyoc. Since the nurse refers to her advice as yvojpaicn 5o6Xaic,
judgments of slaves, the Xoyoc is also depicted as a concept associated with yvcopr|,
judgment.

Conversely, since puGoi can tcaXcoc 7U7rroucnv and thus resemble the

eXeuGepov Xoyoc, puGoi are not derived from reasoned judgment, but if they “fall out well,”
can reflect a Xoyoc which is reached through judgment. A distinction is drawn between puOoi
and the Xoyoc, in which the latter is a concept derived from reasoned judgment and necessity,
and also is accessible and shared by all mankind, including both slaves and free persons.
Heraclitus fulminates against the epic poets, Homer and Hesiod, who, in contrast to
the Ionian scientific tradition, held puGoc as their subject. In Fr. D. 57, Heraclitus criticizes
Hesiod for not knowing that the day and night ecm yap ev, are one. And in Fr. D. 42, he
proclaims that Homer (and Archilochus) should be expelled from poetic competitions.
Heraclitus incites the so-called “ancient quarrel between literature and philosophy” (to use
Plato’s coinage), or in other words, between his own Xoyoc and the puGoi of his epic
predecessors. Since the Xoyoc of Heraclitus is £uvoc, common/shared by all, in contrast to
the view of oi 7toXXoi (6 c I5iav exovrec <ppovqmv, the many who live as though they
possess their own private understanding,” the Xoyoc is not merely accessible to the free, but to
all mankind.

Even social status itself is subject to the cosmic power of Strife whose
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instantiation as TroXcpoc

tooc

psv 5ouXooc eTtovrjoe

touc

5e eXeuOepouc has made

some slaves and others free, thus revealing the power as haphazard in determining social
status, and implicitly, the insignificance of social class in man’s ability to comprehend the
Xoyoc.
Just as Xoyoc is ^ovoc, so too, is thinking: ^ovov ecm 7ia<n to (ppoveeiv.”
“Thinking is common to all.” Implicitly, this property of to (ppoveeiv, is common to all,
including slaves and free persons, and even, things. The Xoyoc of Heraclitus thus constitutes a
universe of panpsychism,61 in which everything possesses rationality, regardless of
ontological status as material, human, or divine. Just as in the statement of Deianeira in lines
61-63 of the Trachiniae, there is a tension between pGGoc and Xoyoc in the philosophy of
Heraclitus, whereas the Xoyoc is both the underlying principle of a world replete with to
(ppoveeiv, and a concept that is £uvoc to all things and people, regardless of social status. In
contrast to puGoi judgement and reason comprise the Xoyoc of Heraclitus.

And, since

judgment or to (ppoveeiv belong to all, all of mankind (including both slaves and freepersons) has access to the Xoyoc of Heraclitus like the nurse in Sophocles’ Trachiniae.
Sophocles’ play thus inherits the Heraclitean views of rationality, yet the playwright imprints
these ideas by blending them within a mythological play; the tragedian therefore does not
merely reproduce the ideas of Heraclitus, but re-mythologizes them through his application of
these philosophical views to the genre of tragedy.
What is the general significance of the Xoyoc in the Trachiniae! I assert that the
presentation of the Xoyoc as symbolic of the Ionian scientific tradition constitutes one extreme
in a bipolarity constituted by reason and the forces of irrationality. At the other extreme,

61 Cf. C. Kahn, Art and Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1978), p. 119.
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Heracles’ passion for Iole, Deianeira’s jealously of Iole (who is an object of Heracles’
irrational lust of Iole), and the monstrous figures of Achelous, Nessus, and the Hydra serve as
emblems of the forces of irrationality. Heracles and Deianeira cycle between the forces of
irrationality and reason. This cycle is symbolized by their failure initially to interpret the true
meaning of the Xoyoc and by their belated comprehension of this concept. The allusion to the
Xoyoc establishes a cycle between irrationality and reason within the inner world of the
characters: they inevitably alternate between the forces of life and death, creation and
destruction. Consequently, like the depiction of the cosmos in the parados as alternating
between periods of creation and destruction in a manner mirroring the Heraclitean cosmos,
Sophocles presents the Xoyoc as constituting a cycle in which mankind alternates between
periods of misunderstanding and true comprehension of the Xoyoc, and, as a result, between
the forces of irrationality and rationality.

Hence the Xoyoc in Sophocles’ Trachiniae

orchestrates all things, both human and divine. However, just as in Fr. D. 43 of Heraclitus,
when the destructive fire and the destructive forces of irrationality overtake the cosmos and
world of man in the Trachiniae, tragedy occurs.
The contrast created between the rejection and espousal of the concept of icrcopia,
respectively by Lichas and the messenger, also contributes to the tension between forces of
rationality and irrationality with which the characters struggle in the Trachiniae. Just as
Heracles’ alternation between misunderstanding and comprehension of the Xoyoc mirrors his
oscillation between irrationality and rationality, so too the hero’s failure to employ the device
of icrcopia to discover the lineage of Iole reflects Heracles’ initial domination by the force of
irrationality derived from his lust of Iole. Likewise, Lichas’ rejection of icrcopia serves to
suppress that rational probing of the messenger into the true reason of Heracles’ sack of
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Oechalia and captivity of Iole; thus, the rejection of icrropia functions to veil the irrational
motivation of his master. In contrast, the messenger, who sides with Deianeira, utilizes
icrropia in order to disclose Heracles’ motivation. Ironically, this very method of inquiry,
which is associated with rationality, uncovers the truth: that Heracles’ irrational passion and
lust of Iole leads him to the sack of Oechalia and the maiden’s captivity. This truth unleashes
the irrational force of jealousy within Deianeira. And this, in turn, compels her to use the fatal
love charm of the centaur Nessus on her husband, thus bringing about both the death of her
husband and indirectly, her own. Therefore, in addition to the Xoyoc, the concept of icrropia
is instrumental to the creation of the tension between irrationality and rationality, the bipolarity
between which the characters oscillate throughout the play.
In conclusion, our examination of the multiple images and themes permeating
Sophocles’ Trachiniae has elucidated the philosophical and intellectual context of this play.
The thought of Heraclitus underlies the apparently disparate images and themes of this play.
The sun symbolism, the element fire, the cycles of the cosmos and the world of mankind, the
unity of opposites, the doctrine of flux, the aycov resonate with the philosophy of Heraclitus in
a manner bringing to light the seemingly puzzling and nebulous character of a play classified
as such by critics of the 19th century. In addition, Sophocles’ depictions of the concepts of
Xoyoc and icrropia reflect a blending of the intellectual traditions of both Herodotus and
Heraclitus, and, thus, of the Ionian scientific tradition.
As a result of this investigation, we are now able to see how meaningful the sun
symbolism (which is first pointed out by Hoey) truly is, when viewed in light of the
philosophy of Heraclitus. The images of fire exemplify the cyclicity of the cosmos alternating
between the opposing processes of creation and destruction; and this cyclicity is reflected in
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the characters of Heracles and Deianeira, both of whom are inexorably bound to the same
processes of creation and destruction, pleasure and pain, youth and old age: the unity of
opposites that constitute all things. Furthermore, this study enables us to see how the images
and themes - youth and old age, health and sickness, divine and human - that are demarcated
by Musurillo as key to understanding the complex meaning behind the Trachiniae are
conjoined by the unity of opposites mirroring this doctrine fundamental to the philosophy of
Heraclitus.
In addition to the establishment of the influence of Heraclitus on Sophocles’
Trachiniae, we have discussed the multiple layers of meaning and significance that this
philosophy has within the context of the play itself. Charles Segal indeed is correct in his
statement that “the play places us at the intersection of opposed worlds.”62 However, our
study has brought into focus the plethora of unified complexes of opposites: from the
rationality of the Xoyoc and the world of irrationality, as symbolized by Heracles’ lust for Iole,
Deianeira’s lethal jealousy of Heracles’ passion for Iole, and the mythical archaic monsters, to
the opposing qualities of creation and destruction, comprising the cycles of Night and Day, the
element of fire, and the fate of the characters, oscillating between pleasure and pain, youth and
old age, health and sickness, the living and dead/ mortality and immortality. Finally, my
examination has demonstrated how the philosophy of Heraclitus underlies these variegated
worlds of opposition. We therefore can glean from this study a greater appreciation of this
pre-Socratic philosopher’s legacy beyond the field of philosophy itself; and we have unveiled
an ancient theoretical model for a dualistic reading of the Trachiniae enabling us to penetrate
the significance of the various themes and images recurrent in this play. It only seems fitting

62 C. Segal (1995), p. 26.
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that a play dismissed by 19th century critics as nebulous and complex should recall the ideas of
a philosopher who is characterized as cncoxEtvoc, “obscure”, and as the odvucxqc, “riddler
by the ancients themselves.63
The influence of Heraclitus on Sophocles’ Trachiniae raises two questions concerning
Sophocles’ dramatic treatment of ideas drawn from Heraclitus. How does Sophocles render
these images and concepts in the Trachiniael Does Sophocles merely reproduce them, or
does he put his own slant on them?
Sophocles faithfully adheres to the philosophy of Heraclitus in the dramatic rendering
of images and ideas drawn from this pre-Socratic philosopher in the Trachiniae.

He

accurately depicts the doctrine of the unity of opposites that is central to the philosophy of
Heraclitus as orchestrating the events of the Trachiniae. All things are one in this play: the
cosmos and the world of man cycle between unities of opposites, day and night, creation and
destruction, youth and old age, pleasure and pain, health and sickness, rationality and
irrationality. And the rational principle orchestrating the inexorable interchange between the
unities of opposites is the Xoyoc.

It is the comprehension of this principle that enables

Deianeira to comprehend that her life presently is 8 ucrxuxrj

xe

icai fkxpuv, “unfortunate and

grave”; she understands that life alternates between pleasure and pain, maidenhood and
womanhood.

She sees that, in her case, these two pairs of opposites themselves are

interconnected. She no longer enjoys the pleasures of maidenhood that are interrupted by the
dyoiv between Heracles and Achelous defining her entry into womanhood. In womanhood,
her life is 8 o<ra>xrj

xe

icai fkxpuv, and this continues to prove true until her tragic death. In

63 Timon of Phlius, the third century B.C.E. satirist, called Heraclitus aivucrrjc (Diog. L. ix, 6). Later
criticism of his style led to the description of Heraclitus as ctkotcivoc/ obscurus (Cicero de finibus II, 5,
15).
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contrast, Heracles does not comprehend the Xoyoc, the ruling principle of the cosmos and the
world of man. He is dominated by the force of irrationality - his lust of Iole and his
association with the dyorv - until the end of the play when he achieves the true understanding
of the meaning of the Xoyoc of the oracles intimating his end in death. Sophocles, throughout
the play, accurately depicts these tenets that are fundamental to the philosophy of Heraclitus.
Yet, Sophocles merely does not reproduce Heraclitus’ own images and ideas: he puts
his own imprint on these images and ideas both through his application of this philosophy to
the traditional myth of Heracles and Deianeira and through the implications of this
philosophical and mythic combination that are played out dramatically at the end of the play.
Although Sophocles depicts the cosmos and the world of man as comprised of the seemingly
bleak Heraclitean unity of opposites bound to a relentless process of creation and destruction,
the dramatist concludes with a glimmer of optimism at the end of the play. Heracles, having
learned the true meaning of the Xoyoc of the oracles determining his own destruction and thus
the cyclical nature of the cosmos, exhorts Hyllus to marry Iole. Hyllus initially resists this
command, probably due to the horrific notion of marrying a woman who indirectly is the
source of his family’s demise and with whom his father has had intimate relations. However,
Heracles understands the cyclical nature of the cosmos and of the world of man: creation will
necessarily follow his own destruction; hence, the marriage between Hyllus and Iole will
exemplify this cosmic principle. Iole’s act of giving birth to a vengeful and destructive Fury
(line 895) through her union with Heracles will be followed by her union with Hyllus, thus
continuing the Heraclean lineage. Therefore, creation will follow destruction. Sophocles
portrays the positive side of the Heraclitean doctrine of the unity of opposites at the end of the
play. The dramatist thus chooses to provide a glimmer of optimism behind the seemingly
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bleak destruction of the characters in the play through his emphasis on the positive end of the
spectrum of opposing opposites.
Likewise, Sophocles puts his own imprint on the philosophy of Heraclitus by
emphasizing the positive quality of the cosmic fire at the end of the play. In contrast to the
image of fire and its instantiations in the beginning of the play, fire is depicted as a source of
creation at the play’s conclusion. The Oetan fire is depicted both as the potential source of
Heracles’ cure from the disease inflicted by the poisonous robe and, presumably, as the source
from which Heracles will be apotheosized. Sophocles chooses to conclude with the depiction
of the creative quality of fire instead of its destructive aspect, thus providing another flicker of
optimism behind the seemingly bleak and tragic destruction of Heracles and behind the
merciless process of creation and destruction itself.
Finally, Sophocles adds his own contribution to Heraclitean ideas through the
presentation of Heracles and Deianeira as ‘cosmologized’ heroes.

The depiction of the

cosmos and of the world of man in the Trachiniae as subject to the same processes of
interchange between opposites, all of which are determined by the will of the gods as signified
by the Xoyoc of oracles, intimately connects these disparate realms. We view the oscillations
of Heracles and Deianeira between opposites as a matter of necessity that reflects the cosmic
alternation between Day and Night. Hence the destruction of Heracles, the unfortunate quality
of Deianeira’s life and her own tragic suicide, are depicted as tragic events that must unfold.
And in this sense, Sophocles depicts tragedy as a necessary outcome of the principle
underlying this doctrine of the unity of opposites, according to which all things - human,
cosmic, and divine - must come to pass. Yet, Sophocles portrays an inkling of optimism
beneath these tragic events guaranteed by this very principle: creation follows destruction, just
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as Day follows Night. Sophocles therefore achieves the remarkable feat of applying the
Heraclitean precepts to the characters and to the dramatic events in his play, thus blending the
ideas of the pre-Socratic philosopher with elements from traditional mythology.64
In the extant fragments of Heraclitus, no evidence exists of the application of
Heraclitean ideas to such traditional myths as the story of Heracles and Deianeira. The
gods of traditional religion do appear (Fr. D. 93, D. 15, D. 32), but Heraclitus recognizes
these gods only in so far as they exemplify his doctrine of the unity of opposites and the
Xoyoc (e.g., Dionysos represents the unity of life and death in the phallic procession).
Sophocles, too, reconciles the Heraclitean ideas reflected in this tragedy with the gods of
traditional religion (e.g., the Xoyoc enforces the will of gods manifest through oracles).
However, Sophocles goes a step further in his application of these ideas to the
mythological hero and heroine, Heracles and Deianeira, and in the dramatization of the
philosophy of Heraclitus.
In conclusion, Sophocles’ treatment of the ideas of the pre-Socratic thinker
Heraclitus and of the Ionian scientific tradition in general in the Trachiniae reveals that
Sophocles was receptive to some of the ideas of the so-called ‘Enlightenment’.
Sophocles portrays Deianeira as blending the Herodotean Xoyoc with the concept of
Icrropia, the catchword of the Ionian scientific tradition and Heraclitean thought, in the
the Trachiniae. This strongly indicates Sophocles’ favorable reception of the rationality
of the Ionian scientific tradition and pre-Socratic thought in which Heraclitus certainly

64 This raises the following generic question: Is it possible for a dramatist to reproduce philosophical ideas
without transforming them? My work indicates that the generic constraints of tragedy itself restricts the
possibility of the pure, unadulterated reproduction of philosophical ideas to tragedy; the application of
philosophical ideas to a mythological context and within the artificial constraints, such as plot and meter, of
drama inevitably tinge these philosophical concepts to which the playwright alludes.
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played an important role. Sophocles’ dramatic treatments of the forces of irrationality
and the concept of pOGoc, which the tragedian contrasts with the forces of rationality and
inquiry reflective of the Ionian tradition, further attests to Sophocles’ favorable reception
of ‘Enlightenment’ thought. Yet, like Heraclitus, Sophocles does not reject the mythical
elements of his predecessor entirely; he reconciles myth and the gods of traditional
religion with the new tradition of rationality introduced by the pre-Socratics. Hence, at
the end of the play, the Xoyoc of the centaur Nessus, the oracles of Zeus at Dodona, and
Deianeira’s own view of Xoyoc, as associated with epistemic certainty and rationality,
turn out to be ^uvoc: the same and shared by all, i.e., by nature, the world of man, and
the gods themselves. Sophocles thus re-mythologizes ‘Enlightenment’ views of
rationality through the traditional mythological tale of Heracles, presenting a tragedy that
reflects the intellectual and social milieu of the 5th century B.C.E.
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Chapter 3:
Pre-Socratic Thought
In Sophocles’ Antigone
Since the early 20* century, scholars have recognized and discussed the effect of
Sophistic ideas on Sophocles’ Antigone.1 Most recently, in “Sophocles’ Praise of Man and the
Conflicts of the Antigone," Charles Segal suggests that the first staismon (lines 332-375)
minors the “optimistic rationalism of Sophocles’ time: the Sophistic view of man’s ability to
work creatively upon his environment and the probably Protagorean concept that the state, the
polis, along with law and justice, is a human creation and perhaps the most important stage in
man’s assertion of himself over a hostile or indifferent world.”2 Segal argues that Sophocles’
reflection of these Sophistic ideas in the Antigone is not an avowal of these views, but a
“qualification of the rational optimism of the fifth-century ‘enlightenment,”’in so far as human
reason and technical control are a “potential source of human bondage and limitation” not
simply a source of human freedom and progress.3 The Sophistic notion of man’s conquest of
nature is thrown into the dramatic action of the play and, as Segal states, is “weighed in the
balance of the tragic outcome.”4
Although he adroitly points out the interplay of the Sophistic notion of man’s control
over nature with the dramatic events of the tragedy and its ultimately negative treatment by
1 W. Schmid argues that the character of Creon symbolizes an ironic criticism of Sophistic rationality and
moral relativity then gaining influence (W. Schmid, “Probleme aus der Sophokleischen Antigone,”
Philologus, 62 (1903): pp. 1-34); cf. also P. J. B. Egger, Das Antigone-Problem (Solothum, 1906), pp.
67ff; W. Nestle, “Sophokles und die Sophistic,” Classical Philology, 5 (1910): pp. 136-43; Untersteiner,
Sofocle, 2, p. 45 n. 21; R. Goheen, The Imagery o f Sophocles ’ Antigone: A Study o f Poetic Language and
Structure (Princeton, N.J., 1951); C. Segal, “Sophocles’ Praise of Man and the Conflicts of the Antigone,”
Arion, III, No. 2 (1964): pp. 7 Iff.
2 C. Segal, “Sophocles’ Praise of Man and the Conflicts of the Antigone,” Arion, HI, No. 2 (1964): pp. 7172.
3 Ibid., pp. 72, 84. Segal, thus, arrives at the same conclusion reached by Goheen’s new critical approach:
mankind’s faculty of reason is capable of both wondrous and dangerous feats; human intelligence “involves
great dangers for the individual and the state unless mankind ’weave[s] together the laws of the land and
the justice of the gods’ (lines 368-9) (R.Goheen (1951), p.90).
4 Ibid., p. 72.
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Sophocles, Segal fails to identify the philosophical antithesis to the Sophistic thought with
which it is “weighed.”5 That is, like Goheen, Segal sees a causal relationship between the
Sophistic ideas espoused by Creon (who symbolizes the dangers of Sophistic rationality in his
severance of the laws of the land, i.e., the vopol, from cpocnc, justice and the gods) and the
tragic outcome of events in the play; yet, both scholars fail to recognize that these events are
caused by a conflict between two philosophical systems: the ideas of the early Sophists and
the philosophical views of the pre-Socratics.
Throughout the play, the Sophistic idea of man’s control over nature clashes with the
pre-Socratic view of nature as interconnected with mankind, its laws, justice, and the divine.
The discordance of these ideas is fixed to the terms of cpocnc and vopoc and their cognates;
the interworking of (pome and vopoc in the Antigone thus reflects the tension between the
Sophistic praise of man’s conquest of nature and the separation of nature from law and the
justice of the gods and the pre-Socratic vision of the interdependence of these concepts. The
pre-Socratic conceptions of cpuov; and vopoc, along with other pre-Socratic notions, such as
Anaximander’s notion of retributive Justice and Necessity and Heraclitus’ doctrine of the
unity of all things, are reflected in the views held primarily by Antigone, but also by Haemon
and Teiresias. In contrast, Creon, and at times Ismene and the sentry, are portrayed as
espousing a Sophistic view of the world. Antigone thus figures as an ardent follower of the
pre-Socratic vision of nature while Creon reflects the early Protagorean notion of the necessity
of conquering and controlling nature by means of vopoc. The conflict between these two
visions of nature brings about the tragic course of events of the play. Finally, I will argue that
Sophocles portrays the pre-Socratic world view as harmonious with the divinities of

5 Ibid.
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traditional religion. In contrast, the playwright depicts the Sophistic vision of nature as
contrasting with justice and divinity. As a result, two contrasting philosophical visions
reflective of the intellectual and philosophical milieu of the 5* century B.C.E. define the
conflict between Antigone and Haemon. Since Creon’s adherence to the Sophistic view
results in the deaths of Antigone and Haemon, the playwright portrays the Sophistic view of
nature as the impetus behind the tragic events of the plays.6 Hence Sophocles represents
rationalism and human intelligence as capable of i d 8eiva, “wondrous feats,” when aligned
with the pre-Socratic vision of nature that is interconnected with vopoc, justice, and the
divine; yet this same faculty produces i d 5eiva, “dangerous feats,” when coupled with the
Sophistic view endorsing man’s conquest of nature and its separation from vopoc and the
justice of the gods.
The term (pucnc scarcely appears in early Greek literature.7 Oum c does not occur in
Hesiod and only once in Homer, when Hermes shows Odysseus the cpocnc of the moly plant,
i.e., its physical form.8 In contrast, cpucnc becomes a catchword for the early pre-Socratic
thinkers. Since most of the fragments of the early Milesians do not survive, it is difficult to
ascertain when the word is first used with the technical philosophical meaning that would
become universal to the early Greek philosophers in general. However, by the time of
Heraclitus, Parmenides, and Xenophanes, cpucnc has become a technical philosophical term

6 My claim that Creon’s endorsement of Sophistic thought ultimately leads to the tragic demise of Antigone
and Haemon certainly is not the only possible interpretation of this play. Some scholars would argue that
Antigone and Haemon cause their own deaths.
7 C. Kahn, Anaximander and the Origins o f Greek Cosmology (Columbia University Press, New York,
1960), p. 4.
8 Ibid.
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that was central to the cosmic systems of Heraclitus and Parmenides and implied by the use of
the verb tpueiv in Xenophanes.9
d>umc has an extensive range of meanings: it denotes the physical form of a thing (as
in Homer), its process of natural development or growth, its essential character, and nature in
the sense of external reality.10 In the first fragment of his work, Heraclitus vows to
“distinguish each thing according to its cpumc and tell how it is,” (Katot cpumv Siaipewv
SKaorov Kai (ppa^cov okcoc exei, D I). In Fr. D. 123, he states tpumc KpomeoOai cpiAii,

“Nature loves to hide.” And in Fr. D. 112, Heraclitus again invokes the notion crcocppoveiv
dperr) lieyicrrri icai

<rcxp'iT|,

dXr|0Ea Xeyeiv Kai noieiv

K axa

cpumv

E 7 ta to v T (x c ,

“Thinking well is the greatest excellence and wisdom: acting and speaking what is true,
perceiving things according to their nature.” As Charles Kahn demonstrates, tpomc thus is
used by Heraclitus to denote the essential character of a thing, as well as the process by which
it arose.11 And this sense of cpdmc denoting ‘form, nature, character’ (of a given thing)
prevails in the later history of the word.12
In Fr. D. 10 Parmenides also employs the concept of tpomc:
You will know the tpomc of the Sky, and all the Signs within it, and the burning
deeds of the pure lamp of the brilliant Sun, and whence they came to be, and you will
learn of the wandering deeds of the Cyclops moon, and its tpomc, and you will know
of the Heaven which holds them round about, whence it arose and how Necessity led
and bound it to hold the limits of the Stars.13

9 Cf. Heracl. B I, B 106, B 112, B 123; Parm. B 10.5 and B 16.3; Xenoph. B 32; (C. Kahn, Anaximander
and the Origins o f Greek Cosmology (Columbia University Press, New York, 1960), p. 4.
10 C. Kahn, Anaximander and the Origins o f Greek Cosmology, (Columbia University Press, New York,
1960).
11 C. Kahn (1960), p. 201.
12 Cf. D. Holwerda, Commentatio de vocis quae est tpvtncvi atque usu (Groningen, 1955). D. Holwerda
illustrates that the usual sense of qmcnc in Greek literature becomes ‘form, character, nature’ (of a given
thing), rather than ‘growth.’ Also, cf. C. Kahn (196), p. 201, n. 2.
13 This translation is from C. Kahn (1960).
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Here cpumc is used to refer to a process of natural development or growth.14 However, since
Parmenides will reveal the true nature of things by accounting for their origin or development,
this usage of cpumc also denotes the sense of ‘true character or essential nature’ (of a given
thing) found in the fragments of Heraclitus.15 The example from Parmenides typifies how the
pre-Socratics altered the Homeric meaning of cpumc, indicating simply the physical form at
maturity, to signify both ‘origin, development’ and the ‘form, character, nature’ of a given
thing. This technical meaning of cpumc is generally accepted by the early Greek thinkers, and
thus is an idea that unifies the pre-Socratics, which, in turn, leads Aristotle to categorize these
early Greek thinkers as cpumKoi due to the standard title, Ilepi Ouoecoc, assigned to the
works of the pre-Socratics.16 This sense of cpumc becomes standard until Aristotle abandons
an approach to natural philosophy that attempts to unveil the true ‘nature’ of a thing by
discovering its origin and development.17
The Sophists inherit concerns about cpumc from the Ionian and Eleatic physicists.18
Ournc retains its same sense of meaning ‘origin, development,’ and ‘form, character, nature,’
with the Sophists. However, the Sophists introduce an opposition between cpumc and vopoc

14 Ibid.
>s Cf. C. Kahn (1960), p. 201, n. 1 where he argues that it is misleading to draw any absolute distinction
between the sense of cpdaic as ‘origin, development,’ and the more common one of ‘true character or
nature’ on the grounds of the convergence of these two meanings. He astutely points out that these two
senses overlap given that the pre-Socratic philosophers endeavored to understand the ‘true nature’ of a
thing by discovering from what source, i.e., its origin, and in what way, i.e., its development, it has come to
be what it is (p. 202). Cf. also F. Heinimann’s discussion of this fragment of Parmenides (F. Heinimann,
Nomos und Physis (Basel, 1945), pp. 90f.).
16 Cf. G. S. Kirk and J. E. Raven, The Presocratic Philosophers: A Critical History with a Selection o f
Texts. (Cambridge, 1957), pp. 101-102.
17 Cf. C. Kahn (1960), p. 202 who points out that this “ancient principle” combining “nature and origin” in
the same concept of (pome is evident in Plato’s use of the creation motif in the Timaeus. In Aristotle, the
order of the universe is viewed as eternal and ungenerated; the traditional attempt to construct the cosmos
from a starting point (dpxil) is rejected in favor of new d p x a i into which cosmic change and movement
are to be understood (C. Kahn (1960), p. 203). <J>omc thus gains a more static sense with Aristotle.
181 have relied upon W. K. C. Guthrie’s The Sophists (Cambridge, 1971) for this background on the
Sophistic distinction of (pome vs. vopoc as well as F. Heinimann’s Nomos und Physis (Basel, 1965).
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(custom, convention, law) that is not recognized by the pre-Socratics.19 Unfortunately, most
of the record of the figures from the Sophistic movement comes from over a half century later
in the dialogues of Plato. However, in Fragment B 3 of Protagoras, a glimpse of the
distinction between vopoc and cpumc can be seen. Here Protagoras states that learning
requires both cpumc and dmcqmc, “training.” Protagoras does not reject cpumc, but equally
emphasizes the importance of education, thus implying that cpumc without dmcr|mc is
essentially insufficient for the development of man, presumably, to overcome what Hippias
later refers to as the ‘tyranny of vopoc.’20
According to Plato in the dialogue bearing Protagoras’ name, Protagoras asserts the
doctrine of homo mensura omnium, which Plato interprets as a principle of determined
relativism. This doctrine implies that Protagoras’ notion of amcr|mc and vopoc would be
relative to each individual person and city state, such that the particular type of training and
custom employed to develop cpumc would vary from culture to culture.

19 Cf. C. Kahn, Art and Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1978), p. 15 for his comparison of Heraclitus’
view of cpumc and vopoc with that o f the Sophists. He states that to Heraclitus, “there is no split in
principle between nomos and nature. As an institution, law is neither man-made nor conventional: it is the
expression in social terms of the cosmic order for which another name is Justice” (Kahn (1978) p. 15).
Kahn stresses how this contrasts with the Sophists who oppose tpomc to vopoc. Cf. W. Jaeger, “Praise of
Law; the Origin of Legal Philosophy and the Greeks,” in Interpretations o f Modem Legal Philosophies, ed.
by P. Sayre (New York, 1947), pp. 352-75 for the historical development of the idea of law (vopoc) in
Greek thought. Also, cf. G. R. Morrow, “Plato and the Law of Nature,” in Essays in Political Theory, ed.
by Knovitz and Murphy (Ithaca, 1948), pp. 17-44 for a specific treatment of the philosophical conflict of
vopoc and tpomc in the 5th century.
20 In Plato’s Protagoras, Hippias addresses the company as fellow-citizens, by nature (tpoaei) rather than
by law and custom (voptp). Later, he states that nature binds like and like together, while nomos is a tyrant
(337 C). The later Sophists, specifically, Antiphon, further develop the distinction between vopoc and
tpomc whereas the law of convention is condemned as a restraint on nature. In turn, this antithesis between
conventional and natural law is brought to its radical extreme by such figures as Callicles and
Thrasymachus portrayed respectively by Plato in the Gorgias and Republic who advocate the natural right
of the strong. Nature thus becomes supreme to the later Sophists as in the pre-Socratic vision of the
cosmos. However, unlike the early pre-Socratics, the later Sophists’ notion of nature is not connected to
the larger cosmos and divinity. Man’s individual nature and will is held as supreme. For further discussion
of the vopoc vs. cpumc distinction cf. W. K. C. Guthrie’s The Sophists (Cambridge, 1971) and F.
Heinimann's Nomos und Physis (Basel, 1965).
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Protagoras also is concerned with nature (in the external sense of the term) in
relationship to the origin of the state. Although his treatise Flepi rijc ev dpxfj
KaxoccrtdcTEcoc, “On the Original Condition of Mankind,” does not survive, we can rely upon
a section of Plato’s Protagoras to obtain a sense of Protagoras’ view through which he
conveys a theory of the origin of civilization. This three-stage anthropological scheme
progresses from an initial primitive condition of life, to the formation of social compacts with
the concepts of morality and justice (a’l&oc and 6ucr|), and, finally, culminates with the
political and cultural development made manifest in the polis. In this puOoc, the innate sense
of morality and justice provided by cpucnc is insufficient in the development of man. Again,
education, in which the vopoc (law) of the state is instrumental, is necessary for the
development of these qualities.
The cpumc vs. vopoc antithesis surfaces in the literature of the 5th century B.C.E. R.
Thomas persuasively demonstrates that Herodotus’ ethnography is informed by the ideas and
speculations about the cpumc vs. vopoc antithesis present in the writings of the medical
writers and Sophists of the mid-late 5* century.21 Herodotus, Thomas argues, pairs the two
terms suggestively in such a way as to imply that “nomos and physis are not simply
complementary but in some way antithetical.”22 For example, in the Demaratus exchange,
Xerxes initially states that fear makes people better than their cpumc. Demaratus replies that
Seottottic vopoc, “tyrant nomos” is what is crucial (VII 103.4; 104.4). In II. 45.2, Herodotus
remarks that the Greeks do not understand at all either the cpumc or vopoi of the Egyptians.
Thomas concludes that Herodotus draws an antithesis between these two terms in a manner

21 R. Thomas, Herodotus in Context: Ethnography, Science and the Art o f Persuasion (Cambridge, 2000),
ch. 4.
22 Ibid., p. 124.
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indicating his belief that vopoc/vopot are the crucial determining factors in ethnic character,
to Herodotus, “nomos is king” over (pome. As Thomas asserts, this statement reflects the
views expressed by Sophists such as Hippias, who, in Plato’s Protagoras, says that vopoc is a
tyrant (337dl-e2), and, in the first sentence of the Hippocratic GenJNat.Child, says Nopoc
(j£v Ttdvxa Kpatuvei. “Nomos governs all.”23
Thomas argues that Herodotus’ ethnographical observations, in addition to the (pome
vs. vopoe antithesis, are shaped to a degree by the idea of (pome held by the physiologoi.24 In
his treatment of the Scythians and Lybians, Herodotus depicts the differences between these
two peoples as part of a larger picture “in which it is the climate, the sun, the heat, which are
having this effect on these particular groups, and the plants as well as humans.”25 Herodotus
sees the differences through the great variations or alterations of nature: heat, climate and
geographical accidents. Accordingly, Herodotus exhibits an awareness of the view that
nature, in the external sense, accounts for differences among peoples. The line of reasoning
behind this theory is aligned with ideas about (pome held by the pre-Socratics and medical
writers: Herodotus’ exposition on the differences among peoples is “ethnography in the
service of the study of nature; the exposition of differences among the Scythians and Lybians
is instrumental in revealing some fundamental characteristics of (pome.”26
The concepts of (pome and vopoe and the relationship between these terms are thus
present in the works of Herodotus, who was a contemporary and friend of Sophocles.27 As R.

23 Ibid., pp. 125-126.
24 Ibid., Ch. 2 and Ch. 5.
25 Ibid.,, p. 71.
“ ibid.
27 Herodotus’ close connection with Sophocles is indicated by the ode that Sophocles wrote to Herodotus
(D. Anth. Lyr. Fasc. I).
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Thomas has made evident, the treatment of these concepts reflects the views of the preSocratics, the Sophists, and the medical writers of the mid-late 5th century B.C.E.
The legacy of tpomc and its cognates in Greek tragedy is also significant to this
study.28 In his examination of the occurrences of tpomc and its cognates in Aeschylus,
Sophocles and Euripides, C.E. Hajistephanou demonstrates that occurrences of tpomc and its
cognates are much rarer in Aeschylus than in the other two tragedians29 O om c appears only
five times altogether in the plays of Aeschylus, in contrast to its thirty-six occurrences in the
plays and fragments of Sophocles and its sixty-four occurrences in those of Euripides.30 In
Aeschylus, tpomc and its cognates, tpoto, ooptpotoc and tpotoopyoc, which occur only in
about a dozen instances, simply mean ‘birth’ or ‘to be bom.’31 In Sophocles, however, tpomc
and its cognates are used more frequently and with a greater variety of meanings; they not
only include the meanings of tpomc and tpoto found in Aeschylus, i.e. ‘birth’ and its cognates,
but also are used to suggest stages of growth and kinds of growth. For example, Sophocles
refers to the young and old, man and woman, slave and free, noble and low-born, in terms of
tpomc.32 In addition, he applies this term and its cognates in the sense of ‘character’ or
‘nature’ either to denote ‘noble nature’ or to bring out characteristics which have no relation to
the conception of nobility.33 Finally, in Euripides, Hajistephanou demonstrates that tpomc
and its cognates occur with even more frequency and variety of meaning than in Sophocles.

28 Cf. the following discussions of the history of (pome and its various meanings in the three tragedians: J.
W. Beardslee, The use o f <T>TZII in fifth-century Greek literature (diss.), Chicago (Illinois) 1918; T. B. L.
Webster, An Introduction to Sophocles (Oxford, 1936); J. L. Myres, The Political Ideas o f the Greeks
(London, 1927).
29 C.E. Hajistephanou, The Use o f &YXIL and its Cognates in Greek Tragedy with Special Reference to
Character Drawing (Nicosia-Cyprus, 1975).
30 Ibid., p. 1.
31 Ibid., pp.8-9.
32 Ibid.
33 Ibid.
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We find almost all shades of meaning with which (pome is used by Sophocles, i.e. ‘birth’,
‘growth,’ ‘character’ or ‘nature’, but also particular references to lower nature or passion.34 In
this sense, (pome is contrasted to human reason or convention.35
The dramatic treatment of the relationship between (pome and its cognates and vopoe
also has an interesting history in Greek tragedy. In Aeschylus, this aspect of the antithesis
between (pome and vopoe is not present at all. In Sophocles, this contrast is present, but not
“in the straightforward terms as in Euripides.”36 In Euripides, it is expressed “in
straightforward terms and with clear dramatic emphasis, in certain cases.”37 Of the two sides
of the antithesis, (pome is potrayed as the more important element, while vopoe, 6oKT|pa5oKeiv, ovopa, represent the “less valid side of the ideas contrasted.”38 Hajistephanou
concludes that Euripides portrays this antithesis in order to “illustrate certain philosophical
problems and ideas with which he seems to have been seriously preoccupied.”39
Hajistephanou’s study traces all occurrences and meanings of (pome and its cognates
in Greek tragedy. His work proves that Sophocles’ use of (pome and its cognates is much
more frequent than that of Aeschylus and more variable. I would add that these differences in
occurrence and meaning reflect the influence of so-called ‘Enlightenment’ thought on
Sophocles. The extension of meanings of (pome and its cognates, from ‘birth’ to
‘growth/development’ to ‘character/nature’ of a given thing, mirrors the development of
meanings that this term and its cognates share in early Greek philosophy. Further, Sophocles’
interest in the (pome and vopoe antithesis is reminiscent of the contemporary debate initiated
34 Ibid., p. 56.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.; Cf. e.g., Aj. 548f ; O.T. 865 ff.; O.C. 337f ; Ant. 905ff.
37 Ibid.
38 Ibid.
39 Ibid., abstract.
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by the Sophists. We can detect, in certain cases, particularly in the Antigone, Sophocles’ use of
this antithesis in sketching the characters of a play. Although Sophocles does not present the
contrast between these two terms in as nearly a straightforward way as Euripides does, this
antithesis is suggested by Sophocles’ frequency of reference to these terms and their cognates
and through their juxtaposition throughout this play.
How did the ideas of the pre-Socratics enter into the tragedies of Sophocles? As
discussed in the introduction, a variety of possibilities exist, given the fluid nature of
intellectual influence. First, since Sophocles himself is documented as having visited Ionia
when he served as a general, he could have been directly exposed to the philosophical ideas of
the pre-Socratics during this time period.40 Secondly, he could have been exposed to these
ideas filtered through the work of his friend Herodotus. Finally, since vopoc and tpomc
certainly were the philosophical buzz words at this period, Sophocles’ dramatic treatment of
these concepts could reflect the popularization of these concepts in the intellectual and social
climate of this time period. Although this issue is difficult to ascertain, I would argue that the
first possibility of influence is most likely. Sophocles’ selection of certain pre-Socratic
concepts, including the tpomc and vopoc issue, and dramatic treatment thereof reflects his
own direct awareness of pre-Socratic and Sophistic thought. He does not represent the
concepts of vopoc and tpomc as colored by the ethnographical concerns of Herodotus; rather,
Sophocles’ treatment of these issues reflects a unique marriage of the technical purity of preSocratic concepts to myth and traditional religion, as well as the contrast of Sophistic views of
these concepts with that of the pre-Socratics. Sophocles thus is engaged in a process of remythologizing pre-Socratic thought in its fusion with myth and traditional religion. With the
40 Cf. Ion of Chios, Epidemiai Athen. 13.603e-604d (=FGRH 392, F6), which records the visits of Athenian
generals, including Sophocles, to Chios and other sites in Ionia.
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precedent of Herodotus in mind, let us turn to Sophocles’ Antigone, which dramatically treats
the ideas of the physiologoi and those of the Sophists.
R. Goheen persuasively argues that elements of the vopoc vs. (pome debate are
played out dramatically in Sophocles’ Antigone. He claims that Sophocles offers in the
Antigone “one of the first known attempts to probe and focus this issue in the specific telling
terms of ‘nature’ and ‘law.”*41 Goheen determines this issue to be reflective of the tension
between nature and law that was just beginning to become a subject of critical debate among
the early Sophistis at this time.42 Goheen goes further to identify many other Sophistic traces,
which he isolates in the character of Creon in keeping with traditional view of previous
scholars.43 However, Goheen, like Segal, fails to recognize the opposing philosophical strain
- the pre-Socratic vision of vopoe and (pome - against which Creon’s Sophistic view of
nature and law clashes.
In the Antigone, Sophocles channels the contrasting notions of the relationship
between (pome and vopoe held by the pre-Socratic philosophers and the early Sophists into
the characters of the tragedy. Antigone is portrayed as a zealous adherent to a pre-Socratic
view on (pome that is interconnected with both vopoe and the justice of the gods. In contrast,
Creon is depicted as upholding the early Protagorean view praising the conquest and control
of nature by means of vopoe. Within this general conflict between Antigone and Creon,
Haemon and Teiresias are characterized as aligning with Antigone’s pre-Socratic vision, while
the sentry and Ismene share the Sophistic perspective of Creon.

41 R. Goheen, The Imagery o f Sophocles' Antigone: A Study o f Poetic Language and Structure (Princeton,
N.J., 1951), p. 90.
42 Ibid., p. 87.
43 Ibid.
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In the opening scene, Antigone and Ismene are depicted as upholding differing notions
of the connection between vopoc and cpumc.44 In lines 37-38, after informing Ismene of
Creon’s proclamation forbidding burial of their brother Polynices while allowing for the burial
of Eteocles, Antigone challenges Ismene: ouxcoc exei a o i xauxa, Kai SeU^sic x ax a/ eix’
euysvric TiecpuKac eix’ eaQhZv KaKry “These things are thus to you, and you will soon

reveal whether you are noble by nature or you are the evil descendent of noble ancestors.”
Antigone uses TiecpuKac to indicate Ismene’s true character or nature, as well as her origin
from noble ancestry.45 Antigone differentiates between a person who is evil by nature,
although of noble ancestry, and a person who is by nature noble in character and ancestry. As
a result, Antigone emphasizes the importance of action and deeds in determining the character
of an individual, regardless of one’s nobility derived from ancestry. Antigone thus implicitly
associates the concept of cpumc with the ‘character, nature’ and ‘origin, development’ of
Ismene.46 Additionally, since Antigone warns her sister that her true nature will be revealed
by her decision to aid or not to aid Antigone in the burial of Polyneices, Antigone implicitly
makes evident her own interest and concern in whether the cpumc of a given thing is hidden
or revealed. Like Heraclitus, who endeavors to distinguish each thing “according to its
cpumc” and to tell how it truly is in Fr. D. 1, Antigone desires to reveal the true nature of

Ismene (Sei^sic.. .TtEcpuKcxc). Therefore, Antigone’s use of the notion of cpumc minors the
pre-Socratic use of this concept with respect to its sense of true ‘character’ and ‘origin’ of
44 I have relied on Mark Griffith’s edition with commentary of Sophocles’ Antigone. (M. Griffith,
Sophocles Antigone (Cambridge, 1999))
45 One might argue that I am over-reading Ttecpuicac in my claim that this verb invokes the concept of
cpocnc. However, given the juxtaposition of this verb form with Ismene’s own use of ecpupev a few lines
later in line 62, which Ismene explicitly contrasts with vopoc, the text supports my claim that JiapuKoe
invokes the concept of (pome, thus demonstrating Sophocles’ interest in portraying both Antigone’s view
of this term and its relationship with vopoc and Ismene’s contrasting notion of <pomc and the qnxrtcvopoe relationship.
46 See note 31 above.
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Ismene as well as Antigone’s interest in the revelation of the cpumc of her sister. Finally,
Antigone’s use of this concept reveals no interest in the differentiation of cpumc from culture
and law (i.e., vopoc), which also reflects the unity of these notions in the philosophy of
Heraclitus and contrasts with the Sophistic view severing the connection between vopoc and
cpumc.
In contrast, Ismene perceives cpumc as subordinate to and defined by vopoc. In lines
58-62, Ismene, resisting her sister’s exhortation to aid in the burial of Polynices, declares:
vu v 6 ’ a u p o v a 6fj vco XeXeippevcc ctkotiei
ocrcp icaK im ’ oXoupsG’, ei v 6 p o u pigt
ipijcpov T u p a w w v rj icpdxr| napE^ipev.
cxXX’ e w o e iv xPh xouxo pev yuvcux’ oxi
gcpupev, coc 7tpoc d v S p a c ou p axou p evcr
ETreixa 8 ’ ouvek’ ap xopeoG ’ ek kpeictctovcdv
k o i xau x’ cxkoueiv kccti xcSvS’ aX yiova.

Now there are only the two of us remaining,
and see how we will be destroyed very miserably,
if, in spite of law, we will transgress against the ruler’s decree and power.
But you must know that we are women by nature,
that we are not meant to fight against men, and that we are ruled
by those who are stronger and must obey in this and in other things even
more painful.

As R. Goheen demonstrates, Ismene here juxtaposes the terms of vopoc, cpumc, and
“supposed common sense” (that is implied by ew oeiv (line 6 1)).47 Hence, the poet “has
exploited the terms to open to us more penetrating questions: What is human nature, what is
law, in what sense is law natural and nature lawful, what is the place of human intelligence in
defining law and in respect to nature at large?”48 Goheen proceeds to recognize that Ismene
here identifies law (vopoc) as “what the ruler sets and that obedience to it is the role of human

47 R. Goheen (Princeton, N.J., 1951), pp. 86-87.
48 Ibid
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nature, especially feminine nature,” and correctly labels this as the view developed by
Creon.49 Yet, Goheen claims that this juxtaposition of terms recalls no precise philosophical
definition because “we are not entitled to expect a thoroughly logical solution to the many
facets of the nomos-physis issue, which by all evidence was just beginning to become one of
the critical jousting grounds of professional philosophers at this time.”50 However, given that
Ismene’s speech invoking the terms of <pomc, vopoe, and common sense, immediately
follows Antigone’s statement in lines 37-38, in which Antigone uses the verb TtopoKae
invoking the pre-Socratic vision of (pome, I would argue that Ismene’s juxtaposition of these
terms responds to and offers a perspective on the relationship of nomos-physis that contrasts
with Antigone’s concept of (pome and refers to the Sophistic vision of this relationship.
Ismene, unlike Antigone, is interested in the difference between nature ((pome) and
culture and law (vopoe). To Ismene, nature is defined primarily by her feminine gender
(yovalx’ o n apopev), and vopoe is what is determined by the ruler’s decree and power (ei
vopoo pigt/ vpijtpov Topdwwv rj Kpdrr| mpe^ipev). Ismene states that their nature as
women both necessitates (xpr|) their submission (06 paxoopsva) to the rule of men who are
more powerful (Kpsiaaovojv) by nature and threatens their cruel destruction (omp

k ( x k i <t c

’

oXoopeG’) if they do not submit to the vopoc of their ruler (si v6poo pip/ \pfj(pov
Topawoov rj Kpdrr| nape^ipev). This notion of the necessary submission of (pome to
vopoe recalls the Protagorean view advocating mankind’s control of nature by vopoe.51 And
this differentiation between the two terms contrasts with Antigone’s vision of (pome,
suggested by 7tE(poKae, which does not reveal an interest in the difference between (pome
49 Ibid.
50 Ibid.
51 Ismene’s view of her cpvkriC as defined by her female gender squares with Creon’s own perception of the
cpdmc of Antigone and Ismene (cf. lines 480-490).
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and vo hoc, but serves to emphasize her concern with the revelation of the true nature and/or
origin of Ismene.
Unlike Antigone, Ismene defines the term (pome by gender (line 61). Although
Ismene uses the term to denote the true character of a person, as Antigone does in lines 37-38,
she isolates the attribute of gender as the defining characteristic of a person’s (pome, which
differs from Antigone’s vision of this concept that suggests the more general sense of ‘true
nature, character,’ and ‘origin’. To Ismene, her (pome (and that of Antigone) is her
femininity. And, Ismene’s selection of feminine gender as the defining characteristic of
(pome makes evident her choice of an attribute that is most easily dominated and controlled
by the culture and law (i.e., vopoc) of men physically stronger (Kpeiaoovcov). Unlike
Antigone’s general pre-Socratic sense of (pome, suggested by rc&poicae, as meaning true
‘character’ and ‘origin’, Ismene defines (pome as femininity, which is a quality most easily
dominated by vopoe. Thus, her identification of feminine gender as the defining
characteristic of (pome reflects the general Sophistic view of the relationship between nature
and law in which vopoe subordinates (pome.
In lines 78-79, Ismene again refers to a cognate of (pome in a manner reflecting
her view of this term. After Antigone tells her that her refusal to bury her brother will
dishonor what is honorable to the gods, Ismene responds, eyo) pev
Ttoioopai,

to

o o k

dnpa

8e/piqi TtoXixujv 5pav s(pov d p q x av o e., “I am not doing dishonor, but

I am by nature unable to go against the will of the citizens.” Ismene’s use of &pov
suggests that she perceives her (pome as subordinate to the will of the citizens of the
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polish2 Ismene upholds a vision of (pome according to which (pome must be controlled
and shaped by the laws of the polis, thus mirroring the Protagorean vision of the origin
and development of man. Although Ismene does not refer to vopoc explicitly in this
passage, this concept is associated with the polis and its citizens; the citizens arc
threatened by Creon with death by stoning, if they do not uphold his proclamation and
vopoc (lines 31-36). To Ismene, then, the citizens of the state must endorse the vopoc
of Creon. Ismene thus views defiance of the citizens as equivalent to defiance of the
vopoc of Creon. Ismene’s statement that “it is not in her nature to go against the will of
the citizens” thus reflects her general view that her (pome must be subordinate to the
vopoc of Creon.
In contrast to Ismene, Antigone views (pome as connected both with the (piXta
associated with the blood-relations of family and the vopoi stemming from this natural fact
and maintained by Zeus and the goddess Aiicr|. In line 522, she states, ootoi ouvex0eiv,
aXka. ooptptXciv &pov. “It is my nature not to join in hating, but it is my nature to join in
loving.” The verb form &pov echoes Ismene’s use of this form in line 79, which, as
demonstrated above, also resonates with Ismene’s explicit contrast of the concept of (pome
and vopoe through her references to etpopev in line 62 and to vopou in line 59. Antigone’s
use of the verb, apov, thus recalls her previous debate with Ismene over the concept of (pume
and its relationship with vopoe that emeiges earlier in the play. Here, in line 522, Antigone’s
use of opov suggests that she views her own (pumc as inextricably connected to (piXia; and,

32 One might argue that this use of stpuv does not suggest the concept of <pumc. However, I would argue
that Ismene’s use of this verb succeeding her previous explicit contrast of (pome and vopoc, achieved
through her use of the verbal form ecpupEv in line 62 and reference to vopou in line 59, resonates with
this passage in lines 59-62, and thus implicitly suggests Ismene’s view of (pome and its relationship with
vopoe.
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thus, that (pvxnc signifies the general pre-Socratic meaning of true ‘character,’ ‘origin’, in
contrast to Ismene who defines this term by femininity. Further, Antigone perceives the
vop.cn as stemming from the natural fact of her blood-relations with her family (lines 908 and
914).53 These vopoi themselves are the valid principles not only in her own nature, but also
in the “unwritten laws” maintained by Zeus, Auer] and Hades (lines 450-460,519).54 That is,
the burial of her brother Polyneices is mandated by her own (pome and the vopol issued by
this natural fact of cpiX.ia, as well as the by vopoi of the gods. Antigone thus views vopoc as
rooted within (pome and overseen by the gods themselves.55 As in the fragments of
Heraclitus, (pome, vopoe, the divine, and justice overlap in the perspective of Antigone. In
contrast, Ismene perceives (pome as an object that must yield to vopoc, which, in the case of
Creon’s vopoe, is severed from justice and the divine.56
The scene of the sentry’s report also reflects the tension between (pome and vopoe.
Here we see this tension played out by nature (in the larger, external sense of the word) at odds
with the proclamation issued by the vopoe of Creon. In lines 406-440, the sentry describes
the events leading up to Antigone’s second burial of her brother and the subsequent
apprehension of the heroine for this act. Immediately after the guards brush the dust from
Polynices’ corpse, the elemental forces of nature respond:

53 Cf. R. Goheen (Princeton, N.J., 1951) pp.88-89.
54 Ibid.
55 We will later see how Antigone later enlarges her definition of (pome as characterized by her bloodrelation with her family (line 523), to include nature in the larger, external sense, as she calls upon the
springs and groves of Thebes to witness by what sort of vopoi she is being condemned (842-56; cf. 905914;937-43).
56 We will later demonstrate how Creon also embraces a view of the relationship between (pome and
vopoc that is similar to that of Ismene; in his case, the relationship of these two terms, in which the latter
dominates the former, is depicted as severed from the justice of the gods, thus further proving how the
relationship between these terms is figured through an opposition between Sophistic and pre-Socratic
views.
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Xpovov taS ’ rjv t o c t o u t o v , ecre’ ev a ’iBepi
pecrtp Kaxecrrri Xa|i7rpoc i^Xiou kukXoc
Kai tcaup’ eQaXne1 icai t o t ’ e^aupvric x B o v o c
•nxpax; ayeipac c t k t i t t c o v , oOpavaov axoc,
7ri.H7rA.r|cn. 7te5vov, 7tdaav aiKi^cov cpoPvri
uXri<; TieSidSoc, ev 8’ epecrcai0T| peyae
atfhip- puaavxec 8’ eixopev Ge'iav voaov.
This lasted until the bright circle of the sun stood still
in the midst of the sky, and the midday heat was burning.
And then a whirlwind on the ground raised up a storm of dust,
a trouble in the sky, and filled the plain, tormenting all the foliage
of the woods that covered the ground there; and the great empty
air was filled with it. We shut our eyes, enduring the god-sent
disease.
The sentry here portrays the air (a’iBepi), the fire of the sun (i^Xiou), the sky (ovipaviov) the
earth (xGovoc), as sending a otSpaviov axoc, which he describes as Geiav voctov, in
punishment for the unearthing of Polynices’ body. The elemental forces of nature thus work
in harmony with the divine against the guards, who are the ministers of Creon and the state
and act as enforcers of his vopot;. The guard proceeds to describe Antigone as a bird, bereft
of her young, and thus as a creature of nature in sympathy with nature’s repugnance to the
guards’ act. The elements of nature, the divine, and Antigone are portrayed as forces that
constitute a unity opposed to those connected to the vopoc of Creon forbidding burial of
Polynices. Furthermore, although the vogoq is described as Beta, nature, too, has agency in
this plague: the the air (aiBept), the fire of the sun (i^Xioo), the sky (oiSpawov), and the earth
(xBovoc) are portrayed as causing the otipaviov &xoc, and thus as collaborative agents
working with the divine.
In lines 335-440, the tension between nature and the vopoc issued by Creon is further
heightened by the guard’s ambivalent depiction of his own feelings about the apprehension of
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Antigone.57 The guard says that Antigone’s confession of her agency in the burial of
Polynices is a p ’ rjbewc epovye KaXyeivcfc a n a , “both [his] joy and [his] pain as well” Oine
436), since it is most pleasant to have escaped his own trouble, but ee

kcxkov

8e

touc

(piAouc ayeiv/ aXyeivov “to lead loved ones into evil is painful” (lines 438-439). Antigone is
described as xooc (piXooc and as one with whom he sympathizes. Yet, the sentry then posits
a claim about his own (pome (nature in the sense of ‘true character, nature’ and/ ‘origin,
development’): aXkct. Tidvra xaoG’ fi'amo Aa(}eiv/epoi TiapoKE rfje eptjc moxripiac.
“But it is my nature to take all of this less than my own safety” (lines 439-440). His use of the
verb, necpuKE, suggests that he views his own (pome as desiring self-protection (rrje epije
morripiae), which, in this case, results in the yielding of his (pome to the vopoe of Creon.
The guard’s portrayal of nature reflects the tension between the pre-Socratic vision of
nature and that of the early Sophists. His initial account of the elemental forces, the divine,
and even Antigone as creatures of nature unified and responding in cosmic sympathy in
resistance to Creon’s decree reflects the pre-Socratic notion of the cosmos in Heraclitus’
doctrine that all things are one: o o k epou aXka

to o

Xoyoo aicoomxvTac opoAxyysiv

crcxpov ecrnv ev mxvra etvai. “Listening not to me but to the Xoyoc, it is wise to agree that
all things are one” (Fr. D. 50). Furthermore, the idea that nature, the divine, and mankind are
affected by the violation of a divine law by a human law reflects the notion of the
interconnectedness of both human and divine law as expressed by Heraclitus in Fr. D. 114:

£,uv vocp Aiyovxac loxopi^eoOai XP1! T(p ^uvtjj mvxaiv,
37 It is important to note (as we will discuss in greater detail later) that it is only Creon himself who
considers his own KTjpoypa, “proclamation,” as vopoc. The guard does not truly believe that the one-man
edict is a vopoc, but, due to his fear of Creon’s threats against his own safety, the guard conforms to the
mandates of Creon’s vopoc, despite the guard’s “pain” in “leading loved ones (i.e., Antigone) into
misfortune” (lines 438-439).
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OKcocntep voptp 7toA.it; »cai 7toA.o iaxopoxepoc'
xpapovxai yap 7tavxec 0 1 dvGptoTceioi vopoi Omo evoc x o o Geioir
tcpaxei yap xooaooxov o k o c t o v eGeXei icai e^aptcei Tract icai Ttepiyivexai.
Speaking with understanding, they must hold fast to what is shared by all,
as a city holds to it vopoc, and even more tightly. For all human laws
are nourished by a divine one. It prevails as it will and suffices for all
and is more than enough.
Here, in his statement, xpecpovxai yap 7rdvxec 0 1 dv0pa)7teioi vopoi

otto

evoc xou

Geiou, Heraclitus reveals his view of the intimate connection between the laws of man and the
divine. In Fr. D. 33, Heraclitus defines vopoc itself as obeying the counsel of the divine one:
vopoc Kai PooA.fi 7teiGeoGai evoc. “It is law to obey the counsel of the one.” 58 He thus
again emphasizes the close association between the human and divine. In the episode reported
by the sentry, nature and the divine send a plague (Geiav voaov) when human law disregards
the divine law in a manner reflecting the pre-Socratic notion of the interconnectedness of the
two types of law.
In contrast, the guard’s ultimate espousal of a view of nature prioritizing safety as its
ultimate aim (dA_Ad 7tdvxa xauG’ rjcrcrco AaPeiv/ epoi TtapoKE xifc spifc awxriplac.),
which suggests his view that his (pome must yield to the vopoc of Creon, broadly reflects the
Protagorean anthropological scheme in which man’s vulnerability in the primitive stage of life
leads to the formation of societies and subjection to laws. His view of (pixnc, implied by
7idpuK£, as ultimately yielding to the vopoc of Creon due to his concern for his safety recalls
the general Sophistic idea championing the concession of cpuoic to vopoc. Echoing Ismene’s

58 Since evoc echoes u7to
r

t

t

*

—

evoc t o o 0eiou in Fr. D. 114, Heraclitus here presumably identifies law itself as
obeying the divine law. Cf. C. Kahn, A n and Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1978), pp. 117-118fora
discussion of this issue.
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vision of the relationship between these two concepts, the sentry ultimately conforms to the
view in which (pome yields to vopoc.
The sentry’s speech, reflecting pre-Socratic and Sophistic ideas, foreshadows the
conflict between Creon and Antigone immediately following in lines 450-577. This strain is
created through a dispute over the concepts of vopoc and (pocnc (as suggested by references
to their cognate forms) and the relationship of these terms to the gods and Aucq. In line 449,
upon learning of Antigone’s defiance of his proclamation forbidding burial of Polynices in
spite of her knowledge of this vopoc, Creon questions Antigone: Kai 8qx’ exoXpae
to u c t8 ’

OTtepPaiveiv vopoue- “And did you dare to disobey those laws?” Antigone

responds in this manner in lines 450-457:

ou yap
008’

q

t 'i

poi

Zeoc

qv

o

xaSe,
Aixq

K qpo^ae

^ u v o i k o c T (3v k<xt(d G e w v

t o i o o c t 5 ’ e v a v O p to T to im v w p i a e v v o p o u e o d 8 e a O e v e iv x o a o u x o v c p o p q v x a a d
K q p d y p a O ’ c o a x ’ a y p a T i x a K a a (p a X .q O edjv
v o p i a p a 8 d v a a 0 a i O v q x a y ’ o v G ’ U 7 te p 8 p a p e iv .
o o y a p x i v o v y e K a x O e c a X k ' a e i Tioxe
^ q x a o x a , K o o S e ic o \ 8 e v e£, o x o o ’ c p a v q .

For it was not Zeus who made that proclamation,
nor was it Justice who lives with the gods below
that established such laws among men.
Nor do I think that your proclamation is strong enough to have power
for a mortal to override the divine laws, which are unwritten and
unfailing. They are not of today and yesterday, but always live forever,
no one knows when they first were revealed.
Creon’s use of vopouc in line 449 thus incites a debate over the meaning of this concept. To
Creon, his proclamation is vopoc. Antigone’s disobedience of this proclamation by burying
her brother constitutes the overriding of a vopoc. As R. Goheen persuasively demonstrates,
Creon’s identification of vopoc with his own proclamation reflects a development from his
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original position subordinating the considerations of friendship and kinship to the welfare of
the state (lines 175-5,192-3) to the less objective grounds beneath Creon’s vopoi, upon which
rests the claim that it is in his power (as the Chorus relates) to use any sort of vopoi that
please him (211-214).59 In contrast, Antigone rejects Creon’s identification of vopoc with his
proclamation. She counters that only Zeus and the goddess Aiicr| define vopoi in such
matters. Since neither Zeus nor Aucr| established xoiouaS’ ...vopoue among men, she would
not pay the penalty (lines 459-460) for her action among the gods dv8pde ouSevoc
cppovqpa S siaao ’ “for fear of any man’s temper” (lines 458-459). Consequently, Antigone
attributes the creation and ultimate authority of vopoc to both Zeus and Aitcr|, and thus to the
divine and Justice, which is f\ ^uvoucoe x<5v icdxu) Oediv. Furthermore, in Antigone’s
perspective, the vopoi are ou yap xi vuv ye kcxxOec aX k’ aei 7toxe/ <^rj xauxa, KOuSeic
oi8ev e£ oxou’ cpdvri and thus timeless and neither created nor destroyed, in contrast to
Creon’s vopoi, which are created by himself apxuoc “as of late” (line 7).60
Antigone’s classification of vopoi as ultimately created and controlled by the divine
and A1kt| mirrors the view held by the early pre-Socratic philosophers. The intimate
relationship between vopoc and the divine again reflects Heraclitus’ belief that human laws
are nourished by the divine (Fr. D. 114) and that human laws ultimately are identical to the
divine laws (Fr. D. 33). Furthermore, the close identification of Aucr| as the enforcer of laws
also reflects the pre-Socratic emphasis on Justice in both the cosmos and the world of man.
Aucq plays a fundamental role in the surviving fragments of Heraclitus as upholding the

59 R. Goheen (Princeton, N.J., 1951), p. 87.
60 It is important to note that very few thinkers. Sophistic or otherwise, would have viewed an edict by a
single man, opposed by convention and by the mass of the citizens, as the norm for vopoc. Sophocles, in
the dramatic presentation of Creon’s edict as reflective of Sophistic ideas, yet, slanted in the identification
of the one-man edict of Creon as vopoc, appears to be deliberately provocative.
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pexpa of the Sun (Fr. D. 120), as punishing the liars among mankind (D.28B), and thus as the
personified force that polices both the cosmos and the world of man. In the sole surviving
fragment of Anaximander, the concept of justice serves as cosmic reparation between
opposing powers that pay the penalty according to the assessment of Time.61 In this manner,
Antigone’s portrayal of laws as associated with Justice, the divine, and ‘paying the penalty’
mirrors the pre-Socratic vision of the cosmos and the world of man as ‘nourished by divine
laws’ upheld by Justice, the violation of which would result in “paying the penalty” for the
transgression of such pexpa.
The conflict between Antigone and Creon is also figured in terms of an opposition
between pre-Socratic and Sophistic views about the natural world in general. Creon upholds a
perspective on the natural world as an object to be controlled and subdued by man.

He

likens Antigone to a spirited horse that should be controlled by a bridle (lines 477-478). And
in lines 531-532, Creon depicts Ismene (whom he views as an accomplice of Antigone) as a
viper secretly drawing blood from his household. In contrast, Antigone herself is portrayed as
having merged with the phenomena of nature.63 In line 426, the guard likens her reaction to
the guards’ unearthing of her burial of Polyneices to that of “an embittered bird” bereaved of
its nestlings. And in lines 823-833, Antigone compares her own fate of being shut up in an
isolated, rocky cavern to the “saddest death” of Niobe, whom ...xdv

kutctoc

tic

dx£vf|C/

7texpaia pAxwrxa bapacrev,” “the growth of rock, like clinging ivy, subdued,” and rain and
61 Cf. C. Kahn, The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1978), p. 161, for a discussion of Justice in
Heraclitus and Anaximander. In a later discussion of the scene between Creon and Teiresias, I will
demonstrate in greater detail the impact of Anaximander’s notion of retributive Justice and Necessity on the
play in general.
2 Cf. C. Segal, “Sophocles’ Praise of Man and the Conflicts of the Antigone,’’ Arion, III, No. 2 (1964), and
R. Goheen, The Imagery o f Sophocles' Antigone: A Study o f Poetic Language and Structure (Princeton,
N.J., 1951), pp. 14-16.
63 Cf. C. Segal, “Sophocles’ Praise of Man and the Conflicts of the Antigone,” Arion, III, No. 2 (1964), for
a discussion of Antigone’ fusion with natural phenomena and her comparison to Niobe.
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snow never abandon (o6 6 a p a Xs'ircei). Antigone depicts her exile as inducing her
metamorphosis into the elements of nature. Her imagined physical transformation into the
rocky cave that is exposed to the forces of nature on account of upholding the “unwritten and
secure” vopoi mandating the burial of her brother mirrors her ideological espousal of the
interconnectness of (pome and vopoc.
In the third episode, the conflict between Creon and Haemon is also created by their
differing visions of both the definitions of (pome and vopoc and the relationship between
these two concepts, thus again reflecting the opposition between pre-Socratic and Sophistic
views. In line 642, Creon uses a form of the verb cpoio in a manner suggesting his perspective
on (pome. After Haemon declares his allegiance to his father yvoipac excov xpTl^dc,
“having good judgements” (line 635), Creon, missing the subtlety of Haemon’s words in the
description of yvoipac as xpricrrdc (the implication being that Haemon prioritizes his
father’s judgments and guidance only when good), states that a son’s priority of a father’s
judgment is xooxoo yap oovek’ avSpec eoxovxai yovac/ tcaxqtcoooe qnSoavxec ev
5opoic 8K6iv, “the reason why men pray that they may beget and hold in their house obedient
offspring” (line 642), thus confirming his view that yvoipr|C m xpqiae Ttavx’ oTtioOev
eaxavai, “all things should stand second to a father’s judgment”(line 640). In order to insure
Haemon’s loyalty to his father over r|5ovfjc yuvaiKoc, “pleasure in a woman” (lines 649650), Creon employs (poaavxee and thus implies his view of (pome as signifying one’s
genetic descent. Furthermore, Creon’s use of (pomxvxee suggests his belief that the purpose
of man’s (pome is to beget yovac.. .»caxr|ic6 ooe, “obedient children,” and thus implies that
the (pocnc of offspring is obedience and submission to father’s judgment (yvcoprie
7taTpcpac).

Consequently, Creon’s use of (pocravxee makes evident his view of (pome as
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denoting physical generation with its value measured by the quality of obedience exhibited by
the descendents. <I>6 m c thus is defined by an attribute suggesting that it is susceptible to
power and control.64
In line 647, Creon again implicitly invokes the concept of (pumc in his expression
that one who produces dvwcpeXriTa...tckvcx, “an unhelpful son” (i.e., one who does not
punish a father’s enemy with evil and honor his friend equally as he would himself Oines 643645)) aXXo 7iXr)v aoTtp

tcovooc/

qnxxai, 7toXuv 5e xounv exOpoImv yeXwv, “begets

nothing other than trouble for himself, and much laughter to his enemies.” Creon’s use of the
verbal form qrooai again suggests that (pome signifies physical generation deriving its value
from Haemon’s obedience to his father. For, Creon threatens Haemon with the assertion that
sons who are not Kaxr|tc6 ovx to a father’s judgment create hardships for their fathers. He
again makes evident his view of obedience as the cpocnc of a son (i.e., an object to be
controlled by his father), and that trouble and rcoXov 8e xoicnv exOpolcnv yeAxov are the
result of a son who is not submissive to his father’s judgment.
Creon refers to a cognate of (puio again in his speech to Haemon. In lines 659-660,
after revealing his intention of executing Antigone for disobeying his proclamation in spite of
the fact that she is related to him Oines 655-658), Creon, in defense of this act, states ei yap
5f| xa y’ eyysvij tpixret/ otKoapa Opevpto, icdpxa xotx e£a> yevoix. “If I raise those of
my race to be rebellious by nature, I certainly will do so with those outside it.” Here, his use of
cpucTEi suggests that someone, regardless of their relation, should be killed if they possess a

64 One might argue that I am over-reading Creon’s use of cpuCTavrec in my claim that this cognate of q>uo)
makes evident Creon’s view of the concept of (pome. However, since Creon employs derivatives of the
verb cpooj three more times in his speech to Haemon and in conjunction with his view of vopoc, I assert
that Creon’s usage of verbal forms of cpooj reflects his concern with the concept of (pome and its
relationship to vopoc.
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(pucnc that is otKoafia, “rebellious” or “in a state of disorder.” And since we learn in lines
670-680 that Creon associates 7iei0 apxia, “obedience,” (the opposite of av ap x iac in line
672) with xoic Kocpoupevoic, his notion of koctoc connotes the sense of submisson to
power and control. Hence, Creon suggests his belief that cpixnc should be controlled by his
vopoc .65 Furthermore, as R. Goheen demonstrates, Creon here denies the relevance of blood
relationship (td y eyyevq tpdoEi), which is “of course to Antigone.. .a natural fact of the
greatest moral weight.”66 Creon, as a result, denies Antigone’s very definition of cpixnc.
The concept of cpdcnc occurs explicitly in the discourse between Haemon and Creon
in a manner again revealing Creon’s view of this concept. In lines 726-727, he sarcastically
questions Haemon, oi TT|A.iKoi5e

kou

Sifkx^opeoGa

8 f |/

cppoveiv Ttpoc avSpoc

TqXucouSe Tt|v qnxnv, “So men of my age are to be taught sense by a man of your age by
nature?” Creon defines nature through the natural distinction of youth and age and, as a result,
selects qualities in the definition of cpixnc mandating Haemon’s submission to Creon’s power
and control67 As in the case of Ismene, who defines cpdcnc by the quality of femininity,
Creon uses the distinctions of youth and old age to define cpdcnc and to require Haemon’s
submission to his own power. Creon thus again asserts his view of nature as an object to be
controlled and ruled by his own power. And this perspective tragically leads him to execute
Antigone in the attempt to control her cpdcnc, which he views as otKoapa.

63 One also might conclude that Creon suggests that vopoc always must respond accurately to <pume. For
example, those with rebellious natures must be punished by good laws. I would argue that in this case,
(pome still remains subject to vopoc; the creation of vopoc to punish <pome ultimately would result in the
submission of <pume to nomos.
66 R. Goheen, (Princeton, N.J., 1951), p. 88.
67 Here, the reading of if|v <pomv as reflective of Creon’s own notion of this concept and its relationship to
vopoc is confirmed by its resonance with Creon’s reference to cognates of <pdu> four times in his speech to
Haemon. Furthermore, Creon, in lines 663-667, explicitly refers to the concept of vopoc, which further
confirms that Creon is concerned with the concept of (pome and its relationship to vopoc in this speech to
Haemon.
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One might argue that Creon understands his power as established and justified by
natural hierarchies; he thus does not rule nature, but rules on the basis of natural
distinctions. I agree that Creon views his power as justified by natural hierarchies of
youth and old age, male and female. However, I am suggesting that he deliberately
selects and defines the character or nature of Haemon by these hierarchies in order to
force nature to yield to his vopoc. Unlike Antigone, who defines cpocnc in the general,
pre-Socratic sense of true ‘character/origin’ and finds no distinction between (pucnc and
vopoc, but views these terms as interconnected, Creon finds a distinction between these
two terms and purposefully defines (pome in a narrow sense as constituted by
hierarchical qualities in order to justify his domination of (pumc by his vopoc.
In lines 663-7, Creon provides a picture of his view of the relationship between (pome
and vopoc. He states:
o o ric 8’ uTteppac rj vopoue Pta^exai,
fj xooTuxdaaEiv xo"ie Kpaxuvoomv voei,
ouk e<rx’ ercaivou xouxov e£ epou xuxetv.
6 X k ’ o v noXiQ a x q o e i e , x o o 8 e XPH k X u e iv
K ai a p u c p a K ai 8 u c a ia K ai x d v a v x ia .

But whoever transgresses and does violence to the laws,
or intends to dictate to those in power, that man will
never receive praise from me.
But one must obey the man whom the city sets up in power
in small things and in just things and in its opposite.

After suggesting his view that the (pome of Haemon is required to yield to his power, Creon
explicitly links this view to vopoc. He warns against transgressing or violating vopoue Oines
663-4) and again makes evident his view of the necessary submission of (pumc to vopoc .68

68 One might argue that Creon here warns against the transgression of either vopoe or qnknc, not only
against vopoc. Creon explicity admonishes lest one might transgress the vopoue in line 663. Implicitly, he
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Furthermore, to Creon, this submission is a matter of necessity (xpfj) (line 6 6 6 ), when it
comes to obedience of the ruler k o u crpiKpa

K ai

6iKaia

K ai

xdvavxia. Consequently,

Creon reveals his belief that tpocnc must necessarily yield to vopoc; both in matters of justice
and in matters opposite to justice. Creon thus possesses a view of the distinctive and
subordinate role of cpdcnc to vopoc, as well as the notion that the latter concept is merely a
function of power, irrespective of justice and the gods.69 Hence, Creon’s view of the
relationship between cpdcnc and vopoc is diametrically opposed to the pre-Socratic view held
by Antigone in which these two terms are not only interconnected, but maintained and
overseen by Zeus and the goddess Auctj.
Haemon is portrayed as possessing a view of cpdcnc and its relationship to vopoc,
justice, and the gods that contrasts with Creon’s beliefs. In line 683, Haemon, in response to
his father’s tirade suggesting that cpdcnc signifies the necessary obedience of a son to his
father’s judgment, rejoins:

7tdx8p, 0 e o i cpdoucnv dv0poj7toic cppevac,
navxcDV o c eoxi Kxt|pdxcov drtepxaxov,
eyco 5’ oraoc o d pq Xiycic opOcSc xaSe,
o d x’ a v 8u v a ip r|v pqx’ emcxca'ipr|v A iyeiv
yevoixo pevxav x d x e p a i kcxAxoc exov.
a o u 6 ’ o d v 7tecpoKa rcavxa 7ipocnco7ie’iv ocra
Aiyei xic rj upd aaE i xic rj vpeysiv exei.

expresses caution against the transgression of the parameters of nature that would result in the transgression
of vopoue. That is, Creon, who purposefully limits his view of nature as defined by the hierarchical
qualities, youth and old age, male and female, warns lest anyone should overstep the narrow parameters of
nature, i.e., youth and femininity, which would lead to the violation of his laws. He appeals to these
hierarchical qualities to define nature in order to justify the assertion of his vopoc. In this manner, Creon
warns against the transgression of vopoc and cpocnc in so far as both reflect his general view of the
necessity of the submission of cpdcnc to vopoc.
69 Since Antigone already has identified Zeus and Justice as the forces behind the creation and
establishment of the “unwritten and secure” vopoi maintaining the natural right of blood-relations in lines
450-451, Creon’s ethically relativist claim asserting that vopoi are merely a function of power irrespective
of justice, implies his view of the irrelevancy of the gods in the foundation and establishment of these laws
as well. It is important to note that this is true by association in the context of this play.
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Father, the gods breed intelligence among men,
which is the best of all possessions. I certainly can not say
and may I never know how to say, that you do not speak
these things correctly. But a different view might be correct.
But it is not possible for you to see what someone says
or does or holds in censure.
Here, Haemon emends Creon’s statement that av 8 pec euxovrai yovac/ Karrikoouc
cpdcravxEC ev 8 opoic aceiv. Haemon claims that the gods (Geot), not men (avSpec), are
the agents of cpdcnc. Furthermore, Haemon offers an alternative view to Creon’s equation of
good sense as obedience (lines 647-648) with his view of sense (ippevac) as a ‘natural’
possession (c p d o u c n v dvGpco7toic

c p p s v a c / T tav x co v

oc so il

K x rip a x c o v d 7 t s p i a x o v ) . 70 To

Haemon, the gods breed intelligence (cppsvac), not obedience, in men by nature.
Consequently, Haemon revises his father’s definition of nature to connote a connection with
intelligence, cppevsc, and the divine.
Haemon uses a cognate of cpdco again in his speech in line 721 in a manner further
suggesting his view of the concept of cpdcnc. After encouraging his father to retreat from his
anger and to change his opinion (dXA.’ sues Gopod Kai psxaaxacnv 5i5ou), Haemon
declares:

TtpocTEcm ,

cpqp’ eycoys

7 ip e c r(te d e iv x o X d

C p u v a i x o v a v 8 p a r c a v x ’ e T u a x q p T ic 7iXeiov
s i 8 ’ o d v , cpiX si y a p x o d x o p f | x a d x r i p e 7 ie iv ,
Kai xcuv Xsyovxwv so kcxXo v xo pavGavsiv.

I say that it is best for a man to be by nature entirely full of knowledge;
but that since things are not accustomed to go that way, it is also
good to learn from those who speak very well.

70 Cf. Mark Griffith, Sophocles Antigone (Cambridge, 1999), p. 240-1.
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Haemon here expresses the view that it is best if a man possesses a cpdcnc (cpuvai xov

av8pa) that is entirely full of knowledge (mxvx’ emcrrnpric 7rXecov ). However, since
man’s possession of complete knowledge naturally does not often happen (tpiXei yap xouxo
|i f |

xauxTj peTteiv,), he concedes that it is Kai

tw v

teyovxcov eo

koA ov

pavGaveiv.

to

And this is the very ability that Creon lacks in his nature Oines 688-690)) and the one which
Haemon possesses Oines 692-695). In this manner, Haemon sketches a picture of cpocnc
connected to complete knowledge as its aim, but cppevec as the general outcome among
mankind.
Haemon’s view of complete knowledge as the best cpocnc of man, but cppevec as a
more likely outcome reflects the cryptic nature of cpocnc in Heraclitus’ fragments, as well as
the general pre-Socratic awareness of man’s difficulty in achieving true understanding. In
spite of the accessibility of the Xoyoc to all (Fr. D. 2), Heraclitus acknowledges that
recognition of the truth or nature of things (cpocnc) is difficult and requires rational inquiry
(Fr. D. 3 5 ): xpil

eu

paXa

tio XXw v

icrxopac cpiXoaocpooc av 8 pac eivai

K a0’

' HpdtcXeixov. “It is necessary for men who are lovers of wisdom to be good inquirers into
many things according to Heraclitus.” For cpocnc KpdTtxeoOai cpiXei, “Nature loves to hide.”
Accordingly, the discovery of cpdcnc requires rational inquiry and also expectation

(eXur|Tai).71 In this manner, Haemon’s idea that man’s natural possession of complete
knowledge does not often occur since cpiA-ex yap

to o to

prj xadxxi peTteiv echoes the

Heraclitean sentiment, cpdcnc Kpd7txeo0ai cpitei.72 Furthermore, Haemon’s consolatory
encouragement, despite the rarity of man’s complete knowledge in nature, Kai xc5v

71 Cf. C. Kahn, The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1978), pp. 30-31, 105 for a discussion of
these fragments.
72 Cf. also Antigone’s expression o u to i c t u v e x G e i v , c l X X o l crupquXeTv e«puv.(line 523).
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Xeyovxiov

eo koXov to

pav0av£iv, “to leam from one speaking well” also reflects the

Heraclitean admonition to listen to the Xoyoc (ouk spou aXXa to o Xoyou
aK ooaavxac...) (Fr. D. 50).
Haemon’s vision of the cryptic nature of cpocnc and man’s natural difficulty of
achieving complete knowledge also reflects the sentiment enunciated by the pre-Socratic
philosopher Xenophanes. In Fr. D. 18, Xenophanes says that ouxoi a 7t’ d p ^ c Tidvra Geoi
0vr|To'ia’ U7ie8ei4av, aXXa xpovan £t| toovtec ecpeopicncoucnv apeivov. ‘Truly the
gods have not revealed to mortals all things from the beginning; but mortals by long seeking
discover what is better.” And in Fr. D. 34, Xenophanes asserts:

Kai to psv oov CTacpec ouxic dvr|p ’{8ev ouSe tic ecrtai
siStoc apcp'i 0ewv te Kai aacra Xeyco TiEpi 7Wxvtcov
e’i yap Kai xa paXurra tuxoi teteXeopevov e’itkov,
auToc opcoc ook o\8e’ 5okoc 8’ etu Tiacn teto k to i.
As for certain truth, no man has seen it, nor will there ever be a man who
knows about the gods and about all the things I mention. For if he succeeds to
the full in saying what is completely true, he himself is nevertheless unaware
of it; and opinion upon all things is fixed.
Xenophanes thus acknowledges the inability of man to have knowledge about truth.
Haemon’s view of his inability to evaluate the truth of Creon’s words (eyco 6 ’ otkoc

ou

pf|

Xeyeic 6p0d)C to S e / o u t’ av 6uvaipr|v p^x’ E7riaxaipriv XeyEiv) and his view that
complete knowledge among men rarely occurs in nature reflect a similar skepticism
concerning man’s ability to have true knowledge.
In lines 710-723, Haemon draws upon images from the natural world in a manner
portraying a vision of nature (in the larger, external sense of the word) that again contrasts
with Creon’s perspective. He alludes to the phenomenon of trees preserving their branches on
the banks of a river by yielding to the flood ( o p q i c rtapa peiGpoioi xeipdppoic o a a /
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6ev5po>v urceucei, kAjqJvoc <oc EKmpC^Tai), while those that resist, perish utterly (lines 712714). Secondly, he recounts an image of a captain of a ship at sea who capsizes his boat in a
storm due to his failure to slacken the sail (lines 715-717). Haemon consequently sketches a
view of nature exhorting man to yield to nature rather than forcing nature to yield to man as
Creon’s Sophistic views advocate. Therefore, Haemon, like Antigone, presents a view of
nature endorsing the unity of nature and the world of man in a manner reflecting Heraclitus’
fundamental doctrine of the unity of all things.73
In addition to their dispute over the concept of cpocnc, Haemon and Creon argue about
the relation of vopoc to the ruler and the citizens of a noXic and the justice of the gods. In
lines 733-49, as R. Goheen states, Creon and Haemon “split openly on whether the city is to
get its rights and directions from one man or whether it belongs to the many and must include
religiously ordained principles of justice.”74 However, Goheen fails to recognize that this
dispute is figured in terms reflecting the pre-Socratic and Sophistic opposition of the
relationship between these terms. In lines 737-740, Creon and Haemon exchange the
following words:
K: dXXcp yap fj ’pot xpq pe t^ ctS’ apxeiv xQovoc;
H: 710X.1C yap o u k ear’ tjtic dvSpoc eo6’ evoc.
K: ou xou Kpaxouvroc r\ rcoXic vopi^erai;
H: koAxSc epqprjc y’ av ou yijc apxotc povoc.
C:
H:
C:
H:

Is it necessary for me to rule this land for another and not myself?
It is not a city if it belongs to one man.
Is not the city considered to belong to the ruler?
You would rule well by yourself over a deserted land.

73 Cf. above discussion on Antigone’s depiction as unified with nature in the larger, external sense.
74 R. Goheen, (Princeton, N.J., 1951), p. 88.
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In this passage, Creon claims that the city is considered to belong to the ruler (line 739). As
Goheen demonstrates, Creon’s use of vopv^cxai, a cognate of vopi^opai, which is related to
vopoc, in line 739 also implies that the city is to receive its vopoi only from him, i.e., the
ruler (ou

too

icpaxouvxoc r\ rcoXic vopi^exai;).75 Haemon suggests his own contrasting

belief that the city should receive its vopoi, not from one man, but from the many with his
response: kccXwc eprjpr|C y’ av ou yrjc apxoic povoc. Haemon also criticizes Creon’s
vision according to which the vopoi of the city are disconnected from both justice and the
gods in lines 743 and 745: ou yap biicaia o ’ e^apapxavovG’ optiL.ou yap ospeic,
xipac ye xac 0ewv TiaxoJv. “Because I see that you are offending against justice.. .you,
trampling on the honors of the gods, show no reverence for them.” Haemon implies that the
city should receive its vopoi from the many among the citizens, rather than from one man
alone; and that these laws should be connected to both justice and the gods.
In contrast to Creon’s Sophistic views, Haemons’ perspective on the relationship of
these concepts mirrors the views of Heraclitus expressed in Frr. D. 114 and D. 2. Like
Heraclitus, Haemon recognizes that the city should receive its vopoi from the many, who,
presumably, view these laws as £6va. Moreover, Haemon also acknowledges that these
human laws share an intimate connection to justice and the gods; thus this view mirrors the
Heraclitean sentiment that “all human laws are nourished by a divine one.” Finally, Haemon
scornfully reproaches Creon for listening only to himself, and so again fails to recognize a
Heraclitean precept. In Fr. D. 2, Heraclitus criticizes oi TtoXXoi who “live as though their
thinking (cppovrjcnv) were a private possession (i5iav),” in spite of the fact that xou Xoyou
8’ eovxoc £uvou. Haemon says that Creon’s very cpocnc lacks the ability to listen to the

75 Ibid., p. 151.
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Aoyoc of others: ou 6’ ou Ttetpuicac 7idvxa TtpooKOTteiv o o a/ Aiyet

tic

rj TtpaaoEi tic

rj ipeyetv exet (lines 689-690).76 And in line 739, Haemon declares that Creon would be “a
fine ruler over a deserted city” due to his refusal to listen to the people of Thebes (line 733).
As a result, Haemon views Creon as guilty of listening to his own private cppovrjoic rather
than to the £uvoc Xoyoc of the city of Thebes.
This pre-Socratic sentiment resurfaces at another poignant moment in the play. In line
510, Creon accuses Antigone herself of showing regard for her own private cppovqcxic: “Are
you not ashamed at thinking differently from [the people of Thebes].” Antigone replies that
opwen xouxor a o i 8’ uTtiXXoucn oropa “these men see it; but they curt) their tongues

because of you” (line 510). She thus makes evident the universality of her view.
Furthermore, Antigone identifies her regard for the burial of xouc opocnrXdyxvouc, “those
of own stock” as a law demanded by the divine: optoc o

y ’ "AiSqc;

touc

vopoue xouxouc

7to0ei. “But nonetheless, Hades desires these laws.” Consequently, Antigone displays a view
of the commonality of her own private (ppovrjmc with that of the people of Thebes and even
the gods below. She recognizes the intimate correlation between her private understanding
and the vopoi that she upholds.
The conclusion of the scene between Creon and Haemon contains another preSocratic allusion that further defines the two characters’ differing perspectives and thus

76 Haemon’s criticism of Creon is based on Haemon’s own perspective on cpocnc as connoting the preSocratic meaning of true ‘character/origin’, as also held by Antigone. In stating that Creon’s very cpocnc
lacks the ability to listen to the Xdyoc of others, Haemon applies his own pre-Socratic language of cpocnc
as connoting character/origin in description of Creon’s cpocnc and depicts Creon as, in fact, yielding to his
cpocnc (a pre-Socratic tenet) in refusing to listen to the Xoyoc of others. However, Creon’s nature which
thwarts his ability to listen to the A.oyoc of others is anti-pre-Socratic in its outcome. Through the
employment of pre-Socratic language and vision of cpocnc, Haemon thus portrays Creon as ultimately antipre-Socratic.
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extends their conflict beyond the contrasting views of (pumc and vopoc. In lines 747-749,
Creon and Haemon exchange acerbic words:

K: o yoov Xoyoc aoi Tiac U7iep Keivrjc o8e.
H: Kai aou ye Kapou, Kai 0ec5v twv vepxepcov.
C: Your argument is all for her at least.
H: Yes, and for you and me and the gods below.
Here, Creon refers to Haemon’s entire argument as a Xoyoc posited on behalf of Antigone. In
contrast, Haemon retorts that this Xoyoc applies to not only Antigone, but also Creon himself,
and even the divine. Haemon portrays his argument as a fayyoc that is shared and common,
while Creon depicts this Xoyoc as applying only to the individual Antigone. Haemon’s view
of the Xoyoc thus recalls the Heraclitean depiction of the Xoyoc as £uvoc; Creon’s
perspective is reminiscent of Heraclitus’ criticism of o'l tioXXoi who live u>c I6iav exovxec
<ppovT|<jiv “as though their thinking were a private possession”(Fr. D. 2). As a result, in

addition to his pre-Socratic vision of cpocnc, Haemon is portrayed as an advocate of a Xoyoc
that possesses the particularly Heraclitean property of being £uvoc. Just as Creon’s
perspective on nature differs from that of Haemon, so too, Creon’s understanding of
Haemon’s Xoyoc conflicts with Haemon’s comprehension of this concept.
The contrasting perspectives on cpocnc and vopoc culminate in the conflict between
Creon and Teiresias in lines 999-1090. Teiresias is portrayed as embracing a vision of nature
endorsed by both Antigone and Haemon. In contrast, Creon espouses a view reflective of the
Sophistic ideal in the subjugation of cpocnc. In line 999, Teiresias is depicted as practicing the
art (xexvt|C.. .xrjc sptjc) of interpreting omens and signs from the natural world, all of which
occur in a diseased and ‘unnatural’ manner. He observes that the birds are shrieking in a state
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of frenzy and tearing each other apart with bloody claws (lines 1000-1004); and that the
sacrifice will not kindle, a sign interpreted as the god of fire’s refusal to receive this offering
(lines 1005-1007); and also, that the gall bladder and thigh bones of the sacrificed animal are
diseased (lines 1010-1012). All of these natural signs are indicative of the diseased state of
nature that Teiresias attributes to Creon’s own judgment: Kai xaoxa xijc crijc
voaei

710A.1C.

ek

cppevoc

“And the city is diseased in such a way because of your judgment.” Teiresias’

use of cppevoc echoes Haemon’s view of nature as conjoined with good sense (cppEvac) in
line 683. However, in lines 1050-1053, Teiresias portrays both Creon’s mind and his nature
as diseased:

T: oacp Kpaxicrxov Kxripaxcov eoPouAAa;
K: oacpTiep, oipai, pf| cppoveiv TtXeiaxr] ptaxpTj.
T: xauxr|C ou jievxoi xfjc vooou nXrjpTic &puc.
T: How much the best of all possessions is good counsel!
C: Just as much, I think, as foolishness is the greatest plague.
T: Your nature suffers with such a disease.
Here Teiresias juxtaposes the use of ecpuc with the depiction of nature in the larger, external
sense and, as a result, emphasizes the casual link between the diseased state of nature (in the
larger, external sense) and Creon’s diseased nature (in the sense of character). The verbal
form of ecpoc thus evokes the concept of cpucnc and, as a result, sketches a picture of
Teiresias’ view of Creon’s nature. Teiresias suggests that Creon’s very nature (ecpoc) suffers
from a disease (xfjc voaou) due to bad judgment (|if| cppoveiv), and that it lacks Kpaxioxov
K x r ip a x io v ,

which Teiresias defines as euPouXia, thus extending Haemon’s identification of

the best possession bestowed upon man in nature by the gods as cppevec.77 In this manner,

77 One might argue that I am over-translating the common verb <pvxo here. However, since Sophocles
juxtaposes this verbal use of the concept of cpixnc in the same passage as the depiction of nature in its
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Teiresias pinpoints Creon’s diseased vision of nature as the source of the disease plaguing the
city.
Teiresias suggests that Creon’s cpumc is “diseased” due to his hubristic attitude
towards the gods, which is evident in lines 1039-1041. Creon declares to Teiresias that he will
not bury the body of Polyneices, 0 0 8 ’ el OeXoua’

01

Zr|v 6 c alexoi fiopav/ tpepetv viv

dp 7rd^ovrec K Aide cppovooe, “even if Zeus’ eagles should wish to snatch the body and
bear it to the throne of Zeus.” Further, he announces that he shall not fear plaapxx, since he
believes that Geooe piouveiv oim e dvGpoSrctov oOevsi. “no one among mankind has the
strength to pollute the gods.” Creon, as a result, spurns the gods on account of his view of
nature in which mankind’s actions have no influence on the world of nature and the divine.
Therefore, Creon denies the pre-Socratic view of the interconnectedness of man, the cosmos,
and the divine. His very nature is “diseased” from the perspective of Teiresias.
In contrast, Teiresias stands in a relationship of sympathy with both nature and the
divine. He is attuned to signs in nature: he views the frenzied state of the birds as indicative of
the diseased state of nature; he interprets the refusal of his offering by the “god of fire” as
evidence of the displeasure of the gods in general (lines 1007-1008). Furthermore, his
interpretation of the unhealthy state of both nature and the Tronic and of the gods’ displeasure
as derived from Creon’s mind (rnc orjc

ek

cppevoc) also reflects the pre-Socratic view that

asserts a relationship of cosmic sympathy between man, nature, and the divine. Finally,
Teiresias’s claim that good counsel is the greatest possession and his connection of good
larger, external sense of the word in order to stress the causal link between the diseased state of nature (in
the external sense) and Creon’s diseased nature (in the sense of character), the verbal form ecpoc has
greater significance than its hackneyed usage; it invokes the concept of cpdcnc and its denotations of ‘true
character, nature' and ’origin, development’ in each given thing and in the larger, external sense. And the
intimate connection that Creon’s own personal ‘nature’ shares with ‘nature’ in the larger, general sense
mirrors the role of nature in the cosmos of Heraclitus in which the Xoyoc is ^dvoc and, accordingly,
applies to both the world of man and the cosmos.
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judgment and nature reflect the particularly Heraclitean view expressed in Fr. D. 112:

crcixppoveiv dperri peyiorri Kai acxpir), dXx|0ea Xeyeiv Kai 7ioieiv Kaxa tpocnv
ETiatovxac. “Thinking well is the greatest excellence and wisdom: acting and speaking,
perceiving things according to their nature.” Heraclitus, like Teiresias, identifies the greatest
trait among men as thinking well, which requires perceiving things Kaxa cpdaiv. Creon, in
contrast, lacks the best possession of thinking well (pf| ippoveiv): he fails to perceive the
signs in external nature and, as a result, pollutes his own personal nature (xaorr|<; ou pevxoi

Try; voaou 7iXqpqt; spue).78
In lines 1066-1071, Teiresias portrays Creon’s penalty for both denying the burial of
Polyneices and commanding Antigone to be buried alive as connected to the cycle of the
cosmos:

eu ye xoi KaxioOi pf| 7ioXXoue exi
xpoxouc apiXXrixijpae qXioo xeAxov,
ev own xujv oujv auxoe ortXayxviov eva
v e k u v veKpwv apoifiov avxibouc eoq,
avO’ drv exeie pev x<5v avco PaXwv Kaxw,
aX k'

...e x e ic 5 e x w v K axcoO ev e v 0 a 6 ’ a u
a p o ip o v , a K x e p ia x o v , a v o o io v

O ew v

v e ic u v .

But know well that you will not accomplish
many racing courses of the sun before
you will give in exchange for corpses
the corpse of one from your own loins,
in return for having thrown below one of those who belongs above,
and you have kept here something belonging to the gods, a corpse deprived,
unburied, unholy.
78 The phenomena of nature are portrayed as closely connected to the affairs of man and the divine
throughout the Antigone in general in a manner reflecting the pre-Socratic vision of the cosmos. In the
choral passage (lines 100-161) in which the chorus rejoices for their salvation from Polyneices, the sun
( c u c t ic deXiou) is depicted as responsible for the retreat of the Argive soldiers (lines 105-109) in the
foreground; the sun also works in alliance both with Zeus, who “hates the boasts of a great tongue” and
strikes down Polyneices with fire (lines 127-130), and with the war-god Ares (lines 139-140). In lines
411-424, the guard describes the sun, the earth, and the sky as the cause of the dust storm, which is sent in
retaliation for unearthing the inhumed body of Polyneices, and thus in cosmic sympathy with the will of the
gods (Geiav v o c t o v ) and that of Antigone.
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In this passage, Teiresias describes Creon’s punishment in cosmic terms likening Creon’s
penalty to the cycles of the sun (ttoXXouc

sxi/

xpoxouc d|iiXA.r|XTjpac q^Aoo xeAxijv).

Just as the sun composes the cycle of day and night, Creon’s act of burying Antigone alive in
the cave will be followed by dpoi(3ov avxtboix with the cotpse of his son Haemon. Creon’s
action is depicted as constituting a system in which an act of injustice, i.e., burying Antigone
alive, requires an act of retribution and the payment of a penalty, as the coming-to-be of day
will be followed by night due to the xpoxouc.. .f|?aou, “courses of the sun.” The injustice or
dishonor (dxipojc) (line 1069) of the act is derived from lodging a vj/uxqv, “living person,” ev
xdcpop, “in a tomb,” and retaining “above” something that belongs to the gods “below”
(.. .sxeic be xwv KaxwOev evOab’ a u 0ewv). Creon thus is accused of inverting the cycle
of life and death by burying a living person in the earth while keeping a dead corpse above
earth. Creon prevents the elements of Polyneices’ coipse from returning to the earth, while
forcing the living being, Antigone, to be buried in the earth. Creon thus has interrupted and
inverted the cycle of life and death, as if he were reversing the course of the sun, and thus day
and night itself. And the inversion or interruption of either cycle constitutes an injustice
among mankind.
In the sole surviving fragment of Anaximander, Simplicius records that he said the
source of coming-to-be for existing things is that into which destruction too happens, ‘icaxd
xo xpewv‘ bibovai yap ao x a 5ikt|v icai xicnv aXXrjXoic xqc ab u d ac icaxa xf|v xoo
X povou

xa^iv’ “according to necessity; for they pay the penalty and retribution to each other

for their injustice according to the assessment of Time.” 79 This concept of opposites

79 Simplicius, Phys. 24, 17.
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composing a system of coming-to-be and passing away first appears in Anaximander, who
describes the constant interchange between opposed substances with a legal metaphor derived
from human society (8i8ovai yap a m a 8ucr|v... rpc d S u d a c ... K ara rr)v too xpovoo
tcx^ iv). Teircsias, like Anaximander, renders Creon’s actions in legal language: the language

of dpoiflov dvxiSooc recalls the concepts of paying the penalty and retribution necessitated
by the interchange between opposites, which, Anaximander describes as injustice (rrjc
dSudac). Teiresias also depicts Creon’s act of burying Antigone and denial of Polyneices’

burial rites as acts that will invoke the Furies, who are the divine ministers of Justice (lines
1074-1077); and, he depicts the sun (day and night), life and death, as composing a system of

opposites engaged in a constant state of interchange, thus reflecting this concept in
Anaximander. Creon, in his denial of burial for Polyneices and burial of Antigone while alive,
inverts the cycle of life and death, an act for which he must pay the penalty with the death of
Haemon. Finally, as in Anaximander, the concept of Necessity is depicted as the powerful
force working behind the events of the play. After Teiresias’ speech, Creon concedes that he
must give up what his heart would have him do because dvdyKT] 8’ oox'i SuCTjiaxTiTEOv,
“one cannot fight against necessity” (line 1106). Creon belatedly identifies dvdytcri as the
underlying force behind all things.
The idea that Creon’s injustice is constituted by his inversion of the natural cycle of
life and death due to both his burial of one alive and his refusal to return the body of one who
is dead to the earth reflects a notion implicit in the fragments of Heraclitus. In Fr. D. 96,
Heraclitus provocatively asserts that v e k u k Konpiwv eKpA.rjx6Tepoi “corpses should be
thrown out quicker than dung.” In his discussion of this fragment, Charles Kahn remarks on
how this statement expressing contempt for the burial of the dead would be offensive to the
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“normal religious sensitivities of an ancient Greek, as every reader of the Antigone will
recognize.”80 Kahn goes on to state that “some allusion to the return of the dead body to the
earth and its contribution, by way of its own decay, to the renewal of life from the soil”
perhaps lies behind the provocative character of this fragment.81 To Heraclitus, then, the
burial of a dead body is necessary because of its role in the natural cycle of life and death,
above and beyond the significance given to it by the conventions of traditional religion. In
Heraclitean terms, the prevention of the recycling of the elements of a dead body in the earth
would disrupt this unity of opposites of life and death and perhaps transgress the per pa,
which the Furies, the ministers of Justice, would punish (Fr. D. 94). The injustice of Creon,
resulting from the retention of a dead person “above” earth while lodging a living person
“below,” is constituted, therefore, not only by his offense against the gods, but also by his
interruption of the elemental cycle in general, thus reflecting this notion implicit to fragment
D. 96 of Heraclitus.
Although Teiresias implicitly connects Creon’s penalty for denying the burial of
Polyneices to the concept of Justice through a reference to the gods’ ministers of Justice, the
Furies, in lines 1074-1077, Antigone explicitly invokes the concepts of Justice and injustice
with reference to Creon’s actions. In lines 22-23, Antigone describes Creon’s act of providing
burial to Eteocles as an instance where’ExeoKXsa pev, tot; Xiyoutn, auv 51kt|C xPti081
bucaiQC Kai vopcp, [Creon] handles Eteocles with justice, as they say, and with just custom.”
Antigone classifies Creon’s burial of Eteocles as in accord with vopoc and Justice and
implies that the denial of Polyneices’ burial rites is a decree that clashes with this Justice. In
line 450, Antigone justifies her defiance of Creon’s proclamation through her statement that
80 C. Kahn, The Art and Thought o f Heraclitus (Cambridge, 1978), pp. 212-213.
81 Ibid. p. 213.
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neither Zeus nor Alter) created this decree and thus again portrays Creon’s vopoc as being at
odds with the concept of Justice. Furthermore, in lines 921 and 928, the heroine bemoans her
death sentence questioning what justice of the gods she has transgressed (rcolav...Saipovco v
81ktiv) and invoking equal evils to befall upon those wrongdoers who acted unjustly

(ekSucok) against her. She therefore implies through her rhetorical question in line 921 that
she has acted in accordance with Justice in contrast to Creon who has acted unjustly

(ekSIkgk) against her and thus in dissension with this concept. Finally, Antigone’s entreaty
that Creon may suffer equal evils (pf) rc>xia> Kaica) as those inflicted upon her unjustly
(sk81kgk) reflects the legal language employed by Teiresias describing the penalty that Creon

will pay with the life of his son Haemon for the injustices committed by Creon against
Antigone and Polyneices. Creon’s actions are portrayed as conflicting with the concept of
Justice and, in turn, as necessitating his atonement for his injustices with the life of Haemon.
And it is the death of Haemon, his own flesh and blood, that finally enables Creon truly to
comprehend the meaning of 8ucq and the repercussions resulting from transgressions thereof:
o’lp’ o k eoiKac oij/e tt|v Slier)v iSeiv. “Alas, you seem to have seen justice only late!” (line
1270).
The role of 5ucr| in general in the Antigone reflects the treatment of this concept by
the pre-Socratic philosophers. Antigone’s call for the infliction of equal evils (pr) Titelo)

Kaica) upon Creon for the injustices (ek5ucok) done to her and the subsequent fulfillment of
this wish through the death of Haemon, which instructs Creon of the true concept of justice,
reflects the Anaximandran cosmic system in which the encroachment of one opposing
substance upon its opposite is held as an injustice, necessitating the opposite sequence of
infringement to occur. The chorus portrays Haemon’s death as the moment when Creon sees
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8ucr| (1270); justice is the punishment of Creon’s injustice of burying Antigone alive and of
denying burial to Polyneices through the equal injustice of Haemon’s death. For Haemon, like
Antigone, has done nothing other than act in accord with justice with his support of one who
has upheld the laws of Zeus and Justice itself. Yet, his unjust death, coupled with the unjust
death of Antigone, is portrayed as constituting justice itself, thus reflecting the world of
Anaximander, in which justice is established by the recompense of an opposed substance for
the encroachment of its opposite upon itself, both of which are described as injustices.
Antigone’s connection of justice with vopoc, the divine, and nature mirrors the unity
of these concepts in the philosophy of Heraclitus. In Fr. D. 114, Heraclitus exhorts mankind:
“Speaking with understanding (£uv vocp Xeyovrac), they must hold fast to what is shared by
all (tip £ovip 7tdvT(ov), as a city holds to its law (oKioaTCep vopip 7ioX.tc), and even more
firmly, since all human laws (oi dv0po)7teioi vopoi) are nourished by a divine one (vno
tvoQ

too

Oeiou). The referent of Tip £uvcp Ttdvrwv is ambiguous, yet its meaning becomes

clearer in consideration of other fragments in which ^uvoc is applied to Xdyoc and 5i.*cr| (Fit.
D. 80, D. 2). Heraclitus thus urges mankind to cling to such universals as Xdyoc and 5ucq;
and he likens the necessity of mankind’s adherence to the universals, fayyoQ and Siicq, to a
city’s adherence to its vopoi. Heraclitus connects the concepts of fayyoQ, 8ucr|, vopoc
through the common application of the adjective £uvoc to each. Heraclitus further links these
concepts to the divine through the assertion that all human laws (ol dvOpajTtetoi vopoi) are
nourished by a divine one (utio evoc

too

Oeloo). Heraclitus therefore conceives of an
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intimate relationship between the universals of Xoyoc, 8uo), and human vopol, which, in
turn, are nourished by one divine law.

82

Antigone also perceives a close relationship between 8ixr|, vopoc, and the divine.
She views Creon’s burial of Eteocles as according with Justice (ouv 81kt|C) and in agreement
Sucaiqc Ka\ voptp “with a justice and with custom.” As a result, she implies that Creon’s
decree denying burial for Polyneices defies Justice and thus constitutes an unjust vopoc (or no
vo(ioc at all); to Antigone, the vopoi of mankind should be connected with Justice.
Furthermore, she appeals to the fact that neither Zeus nor Justice have crafted Creon’s decree
in justification of her defiance thereof, and makes evident her view that mankind’s laws
should be created and thus ‘nourished’ by the divine and Justice itself.
The ideas of Anaximander and Heraclitus again are manifest in the scene of
Antigone’s exile in the rocky cave. In lines 846-48, she descries otoic vopoic/ 7ipoe eppa

TopPoxwarov ep-/xopai xatpoo Troxouviou, “under what laws [she] comes to the heapedup mound of [her] strange tomb.” She, therefore, identifies the laws (vopoic) of Creon as
effecting her exile and ultimately, death. These laws also condemn her, in the meantime, to
endure an existence in which Ppoxoic/ ouxe <veicp6c> veKpoicnv/ pcxoucoc, ou CjZ<j\v,

ou Bavouoiv. “[she] is living neither among mortals nor as a corpse among corpses, neither
with the living nor with the dead.” As a result, Creon’s vopoi again are depicted as
interrupting Antigone’s participation in the cycle of life and death. In contrast, Antigone
depicts her own vision of vopoc as rooted within cpuoxc (ecpuv) (line 905), “a law pegged in

82 Cf. C. Kahn, (Cambridge, 1978), p. 15, for his discussion of the novelty of Heraclitus’ restatement of the
traditional view of Justice as applying only to mankind (cf. Hesiod, Works and Days 275 ff.) with respect
to his generalization of Justice’s application to every manifestation of the cosmic order. Additionally,
Kahn emphasizes the novelty of his conception of human law “as the unifying principle of the political
community, and as grounded in the rational order of nature which unifies the cosmos.’’
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the nature of things as they are for her.”83 This vopoc in cpucnc dictates that she overthrow
the pseudo-vop.cn of Creon preventing the burial of her brother if she lost a child or husband,
she could always have more children or marry another husband; but as a woman with
deceased parents, she could never have another brother, xoupbe psvroia’£K7tpoTt|j.Tj(Toi(j’
eyu)/ vopxp, “such was the law for whose sake [she] did special honor [to Polyneices].
This argument presented by Antigone in justification for her disobedience of the
vopoi of Creon often has been dismissed by scholars as “naive or crudely sophistic’

and

even, in some cases, inauthentic.85 I would argue that the content of this argument reflects the
idea of Anaximander in which opposing substances “pay the penalty and retribution to each
other for their injustice according to the assessment of Time.” Antigone asserts that she would
not have disobeyed the citizens (line 907) if her child or husband had been mouldering there
(lines 905-906); for, implicitly, their deaths would be replacable with the generation of new
life. That is, their destruction would be recompensated through the regeneration of new
children or remarriage to a new husband; but, since her own parents are in Hades (911), she
could never have another brother (lines 912), i.e., the destruction of her brother can not be
recompensated by the creation of another. And this law (vopoo) (lines 908,914) that is
rooted in nature (line 905) motivates Antigone to pay special honor to her brother (line 913)
by burying him, thus defying the vopoi of Creon. In other words, Antigone defies the
pseudo-vopoi of Creon because the vopoc of nature, in which the opposing forces of

83 R. Goheen (Princeton, N.J., 1951), p. 89.
84 Ibid.
85 This passage has stimulated much debate among scholars. Some commentators have deletd the passage
all together (A. Jacob (1821)); others excise up to line 920 (e.g.. Lehrs, Jebb, Brown); other scholars claim
that these objections may be easily satisfied. My interpretation of this passage will contribute to the latter
camp of scholarly opinions. Cf. M. Griffith’s detailed commentary on this passage pp. 277-279 (M.
Griffith, (1999)) and cf. Kamerbeek, Mumaghan 1986, Neuburg 1990: 54-76, Cropp 1997 for helpful
discussion of this passage in general.
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creation and destruction must pay recompense to each other for their injustice (i.e.,
encroachment upon one another), has been stymied, as the destruction of her brother has not
been recompensated by the force of creation. Antigone’s burial of her brother can not
regenerate her brother, but it will effect the elemental recycling of his body in the earth, which
will engender creation in the cosmos in some form or another.
Antigone’s view that Creon’s vopoi interrupt her own participation in the cycle of life
and death (lines 851-852) also reflects pre-Socratic thought. Both Anaximander and Heraclitus
assert that the cosmos consists of pairs of opposed substances that cycle between each other.86
Antigone, unlike Creon, acknowledges the cyclicity of the cosmos as constituted by opposing
forces such as life and death, creation and destruction. She views his vopoi as thwarting this
process in her own life, just as Teiresias understands that Creon’s vopoi invert the cyclicity of
life and death preventing the burial of Polyneices.

<Pixnc. Nouoc. and Human Reason in the Antieone
Throughout the Antigone, as R. Goheen astutely points out, cpixnc (origin, nature,
generation) and vopoc (custom, law, convention) are juxtaposed with the treatment of
“reason”, revealing an active concern with justice, law, human intelligence, and their relation
to reality.87 Although I wholly agree with Goheen on this point, I would aigue that the
juxtaposition of these concepts and the characters’ differing perspectives on the relations
between these concepts also reflects the tension between the pre-Socratic vision of Antigone
and the Sophistic vision of rationality embraced by Creon. In Fr. D. 114, Heraclitus specifies

86 However, they differ on whether the encroachment of one pair of opposite upon another constitutes either
injustice (in the case of Anaximander) or justice (in Heraclitus).
87 R. Goheen (Princeton, N.J., 1951), p. 86.
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£uv votp Aiyovxac as a prerequisite for upholding what is xtp ^uvtp Ttdvxcov, i.e., the
Xoyoc, all of which he likens to the city’s adherence to vopoi. Heraclitus thus draws an
intimate connection between the rational faculty of vooc, the Xdyoc, and vopoc. Further,
since he goes on to claim that the vopoi of man are nourished by a divine one, Heraclitus
integrates the rational faculty of vooc within the divine scheme of the cosmos as well. He
thus grounds human law, which is the unifying principle of the 7io>.ic, in the rational order of
nature that also unifies the cosmos.

oo

Creon initially appears to espouse a view in which the rational faculties of vooc,
understanding, good sense, cppevec, and judgment, yviopri, lie at the foundation of the vopoi
created by the mSXic; he seems to embrace a pre-Socratic vision in which vooc and vopoc
are intimately intertwined. In lines 173-175, Creon himself states that it is impossible
(dpqxavov) to understand (eicpaGeiv) a man’s M/uxtjv xe tcai cppovepa kcu yvcopqv,
“spirit, thought, and judgment,” until he reveals himself as tested dpxouc xe kcu vopoicnv,
“in government and in the laws.” Hence Creon expresses the view that a ruler’s vopoc
reveals a man’s mental acuity or lack thereof.
In contrast, Antigone is depicted by Creon and Ismene as lacking a sense of judgment,

vooc, and good sense due to her disobedience of the vopoi of Creon. In line 68, after
appealing to her ‘weaker’ nature as a woman and to the necessity of yielding to the ‘stronger’
in authority in justification for refusing to aid Antigone (lines 61-64), Ismene sententiously
concludes, xo yap/ Tiepiaad 7tpdcr<TEiv ouk exei vouv ou5eva, “for there is no sense in
excessive actions.” Ismene thus depicts Antigone’s mental state as excessive and as lacking
judgment itself (ouk exei vouv). In line 98, Ismene describes Antigone as avouc and again

“ Cf. C. Kahn (Cambridge, 1978), p. 15.
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as lacking the mental faculty of vooc: ...xouxo 6’ io6’, oi\J avooc pev epXTl, xolc cpiXxnc
6’ op0<5c cplXr|- “Know this much, that you proceed without judgment, but arc truly dear to
your friends.” Creon, like Ismene, perceives Antigone as avooc. However, he also
categorizes Ismene in this way. In lines 561-562, Creon says, xu> 7iai8e cpr|pi xto5e xf|v pev
dpxuoc/ avoov 7te(pdv0ai, xf|v 8’ acp’ ou xa 7rpw’ ecpu.” “one of these girls has recently
been revealed as having lost her mind, but the other has been so from birth.” And in line 281,
Creon indignantly classifies the chorus as avooc for saying S aipovac.. .7ipovoiav taxeiv
xoo8e xoo vetcpoo 7tepi. “that the gods took forethought for this corpse.” Creon accuses
those characters, Antigone, Ismene, and the chorus, of lacking the mental faculty of vooc
when they appear to disobey or question his vopoc.
However, at the conclusion of the play, Creon ultimately turns out to be the character
lacking good judgment. Teiresias reveals that Creon’s (pptjv is the cause of disease plaguing
the city (jca'i xaoxa xijc crfjc ek tppsvoc vocrei 7ioXic) (line 1015) due both to his vopoc
forbidding the burial of Polyneices and to his command to bury Antigone alive. In lines 12621263, Creon himself acknowledges that his errors are caused by his mistaken mind: cppEwv

8ooq>p6vu)v dpapxrjpaxa/ axeped Oavaxoevx’ “alas for the errors of my mistaken mind,
obstinate and death-laden.” The chorus identifies Creon’s realization of his mistaken judgment
as the comprehension of justice itself: dip’toe eoikoc o \\ie xijv 8ucr|v !8slv. “Alas, you
seem to have learned justice only too late!”(line 1270). This lesson is summarized by the
chorus again at the conclusion of the play:

7ioXX*p xo (ppovEiv edSaipovlac
7ipd)xov uTiapxei- xPh 5e xa y’ ec Geooc
pr|8ev dcTETrcelv peyaXoi 8e Xoyoi
peyaXac 7tXr|ydc xajv oTtepadxwv
d7roxeiaavxec
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yiiptjt

to

(ppoveiv ebiba^av.

Good sense is by far the chief part of happiness;
and it is necessary not to be impious to the gods.
The great words of boasters always pay the price with great blows,
and teach them to have good sense in old age.
Creon’s misery thus is portrayed as arising from his lack of to (ppoveiv. When tested in rule
and law, Creon fails at his own test. He, not Antigone, lacks the judgment and good sense
necessary to craft just laws. Consequently, Creon’s division of reason from vopoi and vopoi
from the divine leads to a fate befalling a ruler who fails to perceive the intimate connection
that exists between rationality, the laws of man, and the divine as espoused by Heraclitus.
The concluding words of the chorus also echo the sentiment expressed by Heraclitus
in Fr. D. 112. As we have seen, Heraclitus heralds cuxppoveiv as the greatest dperq and
CTOcpir), all

of which are intimately connected with perceiving the true cpucnc of all things.

Similarly, the chorus pinpoints t o (ppoveiv as a praiseworthy faculty that is intimately
connected with the state of human happiness. However, Creon fails to follow both the chorus’
recipe for happiness as well as Heraclitus’ definition of dperrj and a o tp iq . He not only lacks
to

(ppoveiv, but also fails to perceive the true (pdcnc of things. As a result, the faculty of

rationality is portrayed in the Antigone as intertwined in the tension between vopoe and
(pome and the philosophy of the pre-Socratics.

Sophocles’ Antigone and the Heraclitean Ratio: God/Man = Man/Beast
In the Antigone, another vein of pre-Socratic influence is present. R. Goheen
persuasively argues that an image pattern drawn from animals and their control in the
Antigone “introduce into the total structure a basic relationship between the animal, the
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human, and the suprahuman and show it to be part of the moral order of the tragic universe”.89
This relation, he says, can be diagrammed onto the following ratio: “as men are to brutes so
are the gods to men”.90 Goheen correctly claims that the play makes clear “not only the
superiority of gods to men but also.. .the inaccuracy of that kind of human arithmetic which
transfers the terms within the ratio and leads a man to set himself up as mentally and morally
superior to his fellow men”.91 And, to Goheen, Creon is guilty of breaking the ratio and
ultimately is broken by it.92
Although I agree with this line of reasoning, Goheen fails to identify this thought
pattern in the Antigone as a reflection of pre-Socratic thought. This ratio of God/man =
man/beast is present in the extant fragments of Heraclitus. In fact, as H. Frankel has proven,
the general ratio of A/B = B/C is a thought pattern ubiquitous to the philosophy of
Heraclitus 93 In Fr. D. 79, Heraclitus states: avf|p vtitiioc qicouoE npoc fkxipovoc
OKa)CT7tep toxic npbc dvSpoc. “A man is found infantile by a god, just as a child by man.
Hence a ratio of God/man = man/boy, or A/B = B/C, is evident. As Frankel argues, there are
three planes in this ratio: the levels of God, man, and child (A, B, and C). The “degree of
perfection decreases, and the degree of imperfection increases, in equal measure in the
transitions from A to B and from B to C (A/B = B/C)”.94 Man may be wise in comparison to
a boy, and infantile in comparison to God; hence, man embodies both qualities and
exemplifies the Heraclitean unity of opposites. The ratio is applied explicitly to God/man =
89 R. Goheen, The Imagery o f Sophocles' Antigone: A Study o f Poetic Language and Structure (Princeton,
N.J., 1951), p. 26.
90 Ibid.
91 Ibid.
92 Ibid.
93 H. Frankel, “A Thought Pattern in Heraclitus,” American Journal o f Philology, 59 (1938), 309-37.
Selection is reprinted in The Pre-Socratics: A Collection o f Critical Essays, ed. by Alexander P.D.
Mourelatos, pp. 214-28.
94 Ibid., p. 214.
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man/beast in Frr. D. 82 and 83. In Hippias Major 289 A-B, Plato attributes to Heraclitus the
saying:
(6c a p a 7u 0 t] kcdv o KaXXicrroc a io x p o c dvOpaSmov yevei
ouppaXX eiv... dxi dvOpoiraov o crocpokaioc rcpoc 0eo v 7it0t|Koc
cpaveixat...

The most beautiful of apes is ugly in comparison to the race of man;
the wisest of men appears as an ape to a god...

In the Antigone, as Goheen makes evident, Creon employs animal imagery in a
manner revealing his own defiant attitude towards the ratio, God/man = man/beasts. In lines
289-92, Creon applies an image drawn from draft-animal-yoking to the citizens. He thus
indicates his view of his fellow men as beasts and of his own superiority to them. When
Antigone confronts Creon and expresses no intention of yielding to his decrees, Creon states:
“I have seen spirited horses broken just by a small bridle. No, there is no room for pride when
one is one’s neighbor’s slave.” Creon’s animal imagery again reveals his view of his fellow
men, especially those who oppose him, as “brutishly and slavishly his inferiors.”95 To Creon,
Polyneices ijGeXriaE 8 ’ aipaxoc/

k o iv o u

TtdaaoOat, “wished to feed on kindred blood”

(201-2), and he speaks of Polyneices’ body as animal carrion (lines 205-206):
e c tv 8 ’ a O a n x o v

i c a t 7 i p d c o ’u o v u j v 8 e p a c

tc a i 7 ip o c tc u v w v e S e c rx o v a u a o O e v

x ’ i8 e lv .

A corpse for birds and dogs to eat and [leave] mangled
for all to see.
Hence Creon employs animal imagery to reduce the body of Polyneices to the level of a beast
in order to assert his own superiority to his fellow man. In lines 1040-1045, Creon’s reference
to Polyneices’ body as animal carrion is juxtaposed with his expression of hubris towards the
95 R. Goheen, (1951), p. 28; cf. R.Goheen (1951), pp. 26-35 for a complete discussion of Creon’s use of
animal imagery to assert his own superiority over his fellow men.
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gods; he thus reveals his own belief in his superiority, not only to his fellow man (whom he
reduces to the level of a beast) but also to Zeus himself: “but this dead man you shall not hide
in a grave, not though the eagles of Zeus should bear the carrion, snatching it to the throne of
Zeus itself.. .1 am certain no human has the power to pollute the gods.” Creon breaks the ratio
of god/man = man/beast by elevating himself above the level of the gods and reducing his
fellow men to the level of beasts. Creon therefore defies the Heraclitean ratio asserting the
tripartite relationship between the gods, man, and the creatures of nature.
The choral odes are instrumental in setting up the ratio of God/man = man/beast. The
odes make evident the proper relation between these three terms, and, in turn, clearly show the
fundamental error of Creon’s defiance of this ratio through his reduction of fellow humans to
the level of beasts and slaves and his self-elevation above the gods.96 The odes, therefore,
reflect the Heraclitean universe in which the three planes - those of god, man, and beast constitute a ratio in which the three terms stand in varying degrees of superiority and
inferiority/ perfection and imperfection with one another, and, accordingly, identical terms,
i.e., two men, have identical levels of superiority and inferiority to each other.
The first ode (lines 100-54) includes a series of images drawn from charioteering and
the racetrack in which the “gods are the drivers” :97 Ares is the “trusty trace-horse” driver
bringing victory to the Thebans (139-40); the Arrive host, having nearly raced victoriously to
the “finish wire”, is struck down by Zeus (131-3); and the sun “drives in head-long flight.. .the
white-shielded hero from Argos” (106-109). The ode presents the gods as the drivers, and,
thus, as superior to both man and the beasts. And, as Goheen states, this is the recognition to

96 R. Goheen (1951), pp. 30-31.
97 Ibid.
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which Creon finally comes at the end of the play as he realizes that he is “the driven rather
than the driver” (lines 1272-75):98
...e v 8 ’ e p t p

K tx p q t

a p a t o t e pE peya Papoc excov
e7iaioEv, ev 8’ ecteictev dypiaic 68o"lc,
oipoi XaKTKXTTjTOV dvTpE7UDV X O tpdv.

0 eoc

tot’

Now surely some god struck down on my head, constraining me with great
weight. He drove me into wild ways, overturning my joy so that it is trampled
down.
In the second ode 0ines 332-75), the chorus’ animal imagery opposes Creon’s self
elevation above both man and the divine." The yoke is mentioned in relation to man’s
prowess in subduing and utilizing the earth and its creatures.100 However, the yoke is absent
when the ode treats man’s control of himself and his fellow men. Instead, the chorus presents
Kai (p0Eypa Kai avepoev/ cppovripa, “words and wind-swift thought,” as the normative
means of man’s control over himself and his fellow men: icai cpBeypa Kai aveposv/
cppovripa Kai aoruvopooc/ o p /ae E8i8d4axo...“man has taught himself speech and windswift thought and the dispositions which regulate cities” (lines 354-6). The chorus thus
implies that the use of the yoke to control beasts is normative, but not in the case of man’s
control of himself and his fellow man.101 Man’s use of the yoke to control beasts accords with
the proper relationship of man/ beast (B/C) in the A/B = B/C ratio. The use of the yoke to
control himself and his fellow men violates the terms, as it reduces mankind to the level of
98 Ibid.
99 Cf. Ibid., pp. 32-33.
100 Ibid.
101 As both Goheen and C. Segal have argued, this ode is not a simple glorification of human
accomplishment and control over nature and beasts; the dangerous quality of man’s faculties is stated in
lines 365-368: “With some sort of cunning, inventive beyond all hope, he arrives sometimes at evil, and
sometimes good.” The chorus goes on to state that if he honors both the laws of earth and the justice of the
gods, high is his city. Thus, man's acknowledgement of the interconnectedness of the laws of the earth,
justice, and the gods is necessary for man to be oyiTtoXic. And this recognition of the interconnectedness
of the laws of the earth, justice, and the gods is a principle that also reflects the Heraclitean sentiment
expressed in Fr. D. 114.
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beasts. In lines 361-364, the chorus states that mankind is all-nesourceful (atiopoc erc’ oo 8 ev
epxetai/

to

peAAov) and has no means of escape only from Hades. Mankind is thus inferior

only to the gods. Consequently, the ode sets up the ratio of God/man = man/beasts as the
structure of the tragic universe: as beasts are inferior to men, so men are inferior to the gods.
The transference of an inside and an outside term, as in the case of Creon’s reduction of his
fellow man to the level of beasts, results in the violation of this ratio and “faulty
intellection.” 102 Yet Creon himself is forced to express recognition of this Heraclitean ratio
and the proper relationship between the three planes of existence: at the end of the play, he
states his inferiority to the gods in the terms of the imagery of being driven and bridled, which
he had erroneously applied to the relation of his fellow men to himself (lines 1272-5).103
Teiresias and Antigone understand the Heraclitean ratio orchestrating the universe
and the proper relationship between the individual terms comprising this ratio. Antigone
expresses her anxiety that the body of Polyneices’ would become animal carrion (lines
29-30), and thus reduced to the level of beasts. And Teiresias also warns that it is not for
animals to consecrate the corpses of men (1080-3). Both Antigone and Teiresias thus
recognize Creon’s reduction of Polyneices’ corpse to animal fodder as an action that
shatters the ratio of man/beast. Furthermore, both characters recognize the superiority of
the divine in relation to man: Antigone expresses her belief that a proclamation of a
mortal cannot override God’s ordinances, which are unwritten and secure (lines 455456); Teiresias views Creon’s expression of hubris - that he would not bury Polyneices in
a grave, even if the eagles of Zeus should bear the carrion to the throne of Zeus itself - as

102 Cf. R. Goheen (1951), pp. 33-35 for more analysis of how the odes set up the ratio of God/man =
man/beast in the Antigone.
103 Cf. R. Goheen (1995), p. 33.
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derived from a sick mind (line 1052). Antigone and Teiresias therefore recognize the
tripartite structure of the universe, the divisions between the world of the gods, man, and
beasts. They understand the varying degrees of superiority and inferiority between the
three types of existence and fear the effects of the violation of the normative relations
between them.

Summary and Conclusion
One final point: In addition to drawing upon the opposing philosophical movements
of the pre-Socratics and the Sophists, Sophocles reconciles the pre-Socratic philosophical
undercurrent with traditional religion while opposing the Sophistic thought espoused by Creon
to the traditional divinities. From the sentry’s description of the phenomena of nature working
in concert with the divine, to Antigone’s attribution of the creation of the vopoi to Zeus and
Justice, and to Teiresias’ description of both nature and the divine’s disharmony with Creon’s
vopoi, pre-Socratic thought in Antigone is depicted as concordant with the will of the
divinities of traditional religion. In contrast, Creon’s philosophical perspective clashes with
the gods of traditional religion as exemplified by the hubristic attitude expressed in lines 10391042 and by Teiresias’ description of the sacrifices that are refused by the gods.
In conclusion, I have demonstrated that a significant influence of pre-Socratic can be
detected in Sophocles’ Antigone, and that these philosophical ideas underlie the eponymous
heroine’s vision of the unity of cpooic, S u c t ] , rationality, and the divine. Furthermore, the preSocratic vision espoused by Antigone contributes to the conflict between the heroine and
Creon, who adheres to a system of Sophistic ideas in which cpocnQ is an object to be
overcome by vopoi that are severed from justice and the gods. Consequently, I have revealed
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that this generally acknowledged strain of Sophistic influence flows against an undercurrent of
pre-Socratic philosophy espoused by Antigone. And since Creon’s Sophistic ideology
ultimately leads to his tragic demise, Sophocles portrays this ideology in a negative light,
while the philosophy of the pre-Socratic heroine, although a victim to the Sophistic thought of
Creon, is heralded as espousing the ideology ultimately leading to human happiness and piety
towards the gods by the chorus at the end of the play. Sophocles presents human intelligence
as capable of good (line 367) when unifying the laws of the earth with the justice of the gods
(lines 367-369), thus reflecting the Heraclitean precept asserting the intimate relationship
between the laws of man, justice and the gods (Fr. D. 114). The playwright represents this
same faculty of rationality as capable of evil and dangerous feats when coupled with the
Sophistic view endorsing man’s conquest of nature and its severance from the laws upheld by
Justice and the gods, as in the case of Creon (lines 365-371). Therefore, in contrast to
traditional scholarly views of Sophocles as entirely resistant to the intellectual movements of
the 5* century, the playwright’s depiction of pre-Socratic thought indicates that he might not
have been as hostile to all of the so-called ‘Enlightenment’ thinkers as originally supposed.
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Conclusion
This dissertation has examined the relationship between the tragedies of Sophocles
and the philosophy of the pre-Socratics. I have demonstrated the impact of the pre-Socratic
thinkers, Anaxagoras, Xenophanes and Heraclitus, and of pre-Socratic thought in general on
the tragedies of Sophocles. In doing so, I have shown that the philosophical legacy of the preSocratics extends far beyond the field of natural philosophy to the genre of Greek tragedy in
the works of Sophocles. In addition, this study has made evident a new philosophical facet of
Sophoclean tragedy, which, in contrast to Sophistic influence, has generally not been
recognized by scholars.
Pre-Socratic thought in Sophocles serves as an example of the tragedian’s positive
reception of ‘Enlightenment’ thought. In the three tragedies examined in this dissertation,
Sophocles reconciles pre-Socratic thought with the gods of traditional religion. In the
Philoctetes, Sophocles portrays the Olympian gods, in the end, as working in concert with
Philoctetes’ own Heraclitean vision of morality and justice. In the Trachirtiae the Xoyoc
enforces the will of the gods that is manifest through oracles. The Xoyoc of the centaur
Nessus, the oracles of Zeus at Dodona, and Deianeira’s own view of fajyoQ, as associated
with epistemic certainty and rationality, turn out to be £uvoc: the same and shared by all, i.e.,
nature, the world of man, and the gods themselves. And, in the Antigone, the pre-Socratic
visions of Antigone and Teiresias are portrayed as harmonizing with the gods of traditional
religion: the sentry describes the phenomena of nature as working in concert with the divine
and with the will of Antigone in the burial of Polyneices. In all three plays, pre-Socratic
thought overlaps with the will of the gods of traditional religion. Pre-Socratic influence,
therefore, serves as an example of Sophocles’ positive reception of so-called ‘Enlightenment’
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thought, as well as a foil to the ethical views of the Sophists in the Antigone and the
Philoctetes.
The conclusion of this dissertation challenges the traditional view of scholars such as
Dodds and Nestle, who assert that Sophocles was hostile in his dramatic reception of so-called
‘Enlightenment’ thought in general. 1 Although I do agree with Rose’s assertion that
Sophocles represents certain Sophistic ideas in a positive manner, as evidenced by the threestage anthropological scheme that is depicted in the Philoctetes, I conclude that Sophocles
presents the Sophistic views of Xoyoc, vopoc and cpocnc, justice and the gods in a negative
light, as the perspectives of Odysseus and Creon on these concepts demonstrate. I, therefore,
propose a nuanced view of Sophocles’ relationship to Enlightenment thought, in so far as
Sophocles dramatically depicts the ideas of the pre-Socratics generally in a positive manner in
contrast to the views of the Sophists, which are held by morally questionable characters such
as Odysseus and Creon.
It is only fitting that Sophocles depicts pre-Socratic thought in a favorable light in
his tragedies. As Chapter 2 discusses, many elements of pre-Socratic thought are
compatible with traditional religion. The gods of traditional religion play a role in the
fragments of Heraclitus (Fr. D. 93, D. 15, D. 32), even though Heraclitus recognizes
these gods only in so far as they exemplify his doctrine of the unity of opposites and the
k&yoc (e.g., Dionysos represents the unity of life and death in the phallic procession).
Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 3, the fragments of pre-Socratics in general suggest
an intimate connection between cpumc, vopoc, justice and the gods. Pre-Socratic
thought inherently possesses a divine and mythic quality that fits well with Sophocles’

1Cf. W. Nestle (1910), pp. 129-157; E.R. Dodds (1951) p. 49.
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project of blending traditional mythic stories involving the gods of traditional religion
with ideas of rationality from the 5th century ‘Enlightenment’. This also proves that
Sophocles, while representing pre-Socratic thought in a positive manner, does not merely
reproduce these ideas. As Chapter 2 discusses, he puts his own unique imprint upon
‘Enlightenment’ thought by blending ‘Enlightenment’ views of rationality with the
traditional mythological tales, such as that of Heracles in the Trachiniae. Sophocles thus
produces tragedies reflective of the intellectual and social milieu of the 5th century B.C.E.
Why has this study focused primarily on the plays, Philoctetes, Trachiniae, and
Antigonel Pre-Socratic influence certainly is not limited to these plays. In the appendix, I
demonstrate that certain pre-Socratic ideas, such as the Heraclitean notion of flux and the unity
of all things, are present in Sophocles’ other works, the Ajax and the Oedipus at Colonus.
Further, Sophocles’ concern both with <pu<nc and its cognates and with the antithesis of
tpuoic and vopoc extends beyond the Antigone to the Ajax, Oedipus Tyrranus, Oedipus at
Colonus, and the Electra? However, a confluence of pre-Socratic influence inundates the
Philoctetes, the Trachiniae, and the Antigone. Pre-Socratic influence is significant to the
context of each of these three plays, either in shaping the perspectives of the characters, e. g.,
Philoctetes and Antigone, or in establishing certain themes central to the plot of the tragedy,
e.g., the principle of the unity of opposites that orchestrates the events in the Trachiniae. The
confluence of pre-Socratic images and concepts in the Philoctetes, the Trachiniae, and the
Antigone, therefore, works systematically to contribute to the overall character portrayals and
plots of these three tragedies. Yet, although Sophocles does seem to be most interested in pre-

2 Cf. e.g., Aj. 548f ; O.T. 865ff.; O.C. 337f ;
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Socratic thought in these three tragedies, any attempt to answer the question of why this is the
case would result in conjecture.
Why does the philosophy of the particular pre-Socratic philosopher, Heraclitus, appear
to be the most pronounced vein of pre-Socratic influence in Sophoclean tragedy? I would
suggest that the philosophy of Heraclitus, in which the cosmos consists of unities of opposites
engaged in a constant state of change, provides a perfect conceptual paradigm for
understanding tragedy generically. A. L. Motto and J. R. Clark astutely argue that the
Heraclitean unity of antonyms “applies very cogently to that masterful form of Greek literary
expression, ‘tragedy.’” 3 Motto and Clark identify Fr. D. 60, 0 8 0 c avoo Kaxco p ia K ai
cooTtj, “the way up and down are one and the same,” which is one example of the Heraclitean

principle of the unity of opposites, as applying particularly well to the tragic form:

What appears to the tragic protagonist as his ascent in “good fortune” is
irrevocably directed toward “reversal,” and the audience comes to understand
that his “rise” was indeed a “misfortune,” that in reality, in his headlong
“progress,” he steps jauntily over the precipice and into his “fall.” Still more
paradoxically, by witnessing this “fall,” the audience is unaccountably exalted
and elevated.. .the Greek tragic hero gains in stature precisely because of his
destruction, because of his confrontation with the void. In that sense, his
experience has constituted a “fortunate fall,” and, according to Heraclitus, his
downward voyage has in fact been an upward one after all (or the reverse).

Throughout his tragedies, Sophocles is concerned with the cyclical nature of a universe
consisting of opposites, life and death, youth and old age, night and day, fortune and
misfortune, wisdom and ignorance. The Sophoclean heroes are bound to this cycle, traveling
both up and down; for the path is one and the same. It is perfectly reasonable that Sophocles
would turn to the philosophical paradigm of Heraclitus for philosophical inspiration of his

3 A. L. Mono and J. R. Clark, “Heraclitus and the Ambivalence of Tragic Idealism,” CB 64 (1988): pp. 3-5.
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tragic world. Heraclitus, after all, suggests that “behind the mere externalities and surfaces of
night and day, of living and dying, of flowing rivers, there dwells a universal Law. And that
Law is the one of harmony amidst the seeming configurations and clashes of chaos and
deracination and disarray.” 4
This study also provides points for comparison regarding the nature of preSocratic allusion in Aeschylus and Sophocles. Pre-Socratic influence clearly serves as a
source of influence for both tragedians. Like Aeschylus, Sophocles ultimately reconciles
pre-Socratic thought with the gods of traditional religion. However, unlike Aeschylus,
Sophocles, at times, presents pre-Socratic thought at odds with the will of the gods of
traditional religion, as in the Philoctetes, probably because Sophocles tended to challenge
the gods of traditional religion more than Aeschylus. Sophocles’ depiction of preSocratic thought, therefore, is more nuanced and complex than his predecessor’s. A
discrepancy also exists between the particular pre-Socratic philosophers and the specific
pre-Socratic ideas influencing these tragedians. Rdsler’s study asserts that Xenophanes
and Anaxagoras were the predominant sources of pre-Socratic influence on Aeschylus,
particularly, in the tragedian’s new intellectualized conception of divinity and in the areas
of science and medicine. In Chapter 3 ,1 argue that Sophocles also was influenced by
Xenophanes; yet, Anaximander, Heraclitus, and ‘Enlightenment’ thought in general are
additional sources of influence for Sophocles, whereas Heraclitus serves as Sophocles’
greatest source of pre-Socratic influence. Finally, as Chapter 3 demonstrates, preSocratic and Sophistic allusions, such as in the case of the cpucnc vs. vopcx: antithesis,
occur more frequently and with greater range of meaning in Sophocles than in Aeschylus.

4 Ibid., p. 5.
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In Euripides, pre-Socratic and Sophistic allusion to the cpocnc and vopoc antinomy
becomes even more explicit due to the presence of more direct references to these
concepts rather than to their cognate forms. Although close examination of pre-Socratic
allusion in Euripides unfortunately exceeds the scope of this dissertation, it certainly
would be a fruitful area of scholarship; and one that would provide even more insight into
the comparison of pre-Socratic and Sophistic thought in the genre of Greek tragedy.
In conclusion, this dissertation has illuminated manifold instances of pre-Socratic
thought in Sophoclean tragedy. We are now able to appreciate the achievements of the preSocratics extending beyond the field of natural philosophy to Sophoclean tragedy and to
recognize a new philosophical aspect of Sophoclean tragedy. As a result, our study has
demonstrated that Sophocles should not be viewed as a relic of the Archaic Age who was
hostile to all ‘Enlightenment’ thought. Rather, Sophocles positively received the ideas of the
pre-Socratics, particularly, those of Heraclitus, in his tragedies, and used these ideas to shape
the perspectives of his characters and their tragic worlds.
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Appendix: Unity of Opposites in Sophocles’ Ajax and Oedipus at Colonus
In the Ajax, the pre-Socratic doctrine of the unity of opposites and the unity of all
things - cosmic, human, and divine - is rendered dramatically, as in the Philoctetes,
Trachiniae, and the Antigone. In his soliloquy in lines 644-646, Ajax says: caravG’ o
paxpoc Kdvapi0pr|xoc tpovoQl cpusi t ’ dbzXa Kai cpavsvxa Kpdttxsxar
“Strangely the long and countless drift of time brings all things forth from darkness into
light, and covers them once more.” Time is depicted as involved in a constant process of
change. Change, as in the philosophy of Heraclitus, affects all things and implicates all
things in the inexorable process of transposition between darkness and light, thus
oscillating between opposites. All things thus constitute a unity of opposites. Ajax’s
language of <puei x’ adeXa Kai tpavevxa KpoTtxexai further strengthens the parallel
with Heraclitus as it echoes Fr. D. 47: tpocric KpuTtxeoGai tpiXei. In line 648, Ajax says,
kook 6<rx’ aeX m ov oo 8 ev, “nothing is beyond expectation,” thus mirroring the

Heraclitean sentiment in fr. D. 18: eav pf| eXnrixai aveX.7tiaxov ouk e^eupqaei,
ave^epeuvqxov eov Kai arcopov. “He who does not expect will not find out the
unexpected, for it is trackless and unexplored. In lines 648-651, Ajax declares that aXX'
dX.uTK£xai/

Seivoc opKOC xod 7iepiox£X^ic cppevec. “Strong oath and iron intent

come crashing down,” and, consequently, implies that this process of flux in which all
things oscillate between opposites will trump any attempt in its resistance. In particular,
any man who resists this process will discover that “this strong oath and iron intent [will]
come crashing down” due to the force of this process. Ajax thus realizes that he “must
give way, as all dread strengths give way in turn and deference” (line 668-669). He cites
evidence as evidence images drawn from both the natural world and the world of man:
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...xooxo | i e v vupoaxiPeTc
XeTpdiivec EKxwpoucnv euicdpTrq) Geper
e^lcrcaxai 8e vukxoc a la v r|c kokXoc
xrj XEUKOTtwAxp (peyyoc npepqi cp^eyeiv
8eivdjv 8 ’ a rip a 7iveopdxcov ekoI|i i <te
axevovxa tiovxov ev 8 ’ o 7rayKpaxf|c"Y7tvoc
Xuei 7te8Ti(yac, ou8’ a e l XaPcov exer
Winter’s hard-packed snow yields to the fruitful summer;
Night’s dread circle at last moves aside for day’s white steeds to shine.
The dreadful blast of the gale slackens and lulls to sleep the groaning sea;
And omnipotent Sleep in time releases those whom he has bound,
Nor does he hold them captive forever (lines 669-674).
Like Heraclitus, Ajax depicts the natural and human spheres as constituted by unities of
opposites: winter and summer, night and day, sleep and being awake; thus, nature and the
world of man are interconnected, both oscillating between opposites. And this is all
overseen by heaven and the divine (line 666). As in the philosophy of Heraclitus, the
world of man, nature, and the divine is thus unified.

In Sophocles’ Oedipus at Colonus in the dialogue with Theseus (lines 607-628),
Oedipus expresses a sentiment also recalling the doctrine of the unity of opposites that is
fundamental to the philosophy of Heraclitus. Oedipus declares that povoic oo ylyvexai/
Oeo'vav yrfpac

o o 8 e kcxxG cxveT v

7io x e ,

“for the gods alone there is no old age and no

death,” but that xa 8 ’ aXka auvyxei ttcxvG’ o 7iayKpaxf|Q xpovo^> “omnipotent time

submerges all other things (lines 607-609). Like Heraclitus, Oedipus depicts all things human and cosmic - as engaged in the incessant process of metamorphosis between
opposites: friendships are created and destroyed (line 615); loyalty is created and
destroyed (line611); day and night exist in a unity of opposites oscillating between one
another (line 616-619):
© rjpaic el x a v u v eorip.epe’i
KaXd)Q xa Tipoc ere, pop la c o poploc

K ai x a u ri
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X p ovoc x e k v o o x c u vuicxaQ
t ’ iaiv,
ev a t e x a v u v ^upqxova Semicopaxa
5 o p e i SiaCTKeSdjdv e k a p ix p o u Xoyow

If now all is sunny between you and Thebes,
Time, as it passes, brings forth countless nights and days
In which they shall shatter
With the present harmonious pledges for a trivial reason.

Oedipus views the course of nature and man as mirroring one another: both are subject to
the continual flux of time; both constitute unities of opposites vacillating between
creation and destruction. Nature and the world of man are interconnected. And this
relationship itself is overseen by Zeus and Phoebus Apollo (line 623).
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